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Haere Mai 
 

Welcome to Kōrerorero Aotearoa | 8th New Zealand Discourse Conference (NZDC8)  
 

10-11 December 2021 
 

Waiho i te toipoto, kaua i te toiroa 
 

Let us keep close together, not wide apart 
 

This whakatauki (proverb) expresses the importance of keeping connected, of maintaining 
relationships and dialogue so together we can keep moving forward. 

 
This hybrid conference, hosted by the University of Canterbury in Aotearoa New Zealand, is about staying 
connected as a community of scholars sustained by our shared interest in discourse and discourse analysis in all 
its forms.  
 
NZDC8 was established in 2007 by Philippa Smith and Alan Bell from Auckland University of Technology’s 
Institute of Culture, Discourse and Communication to nurture the growing interest in discourse and help 
establish a global network of discourse scholars. This year, for the first time since this inaugural conference, we 
are using a digital platform and small local gatherings to ensure we can still come together to share and discuss 
the fruits of our academic endeavours despite the challenges we face due to COVID19. We welcome good friends 
and new faces to share a diverse and interesting array of keynote presentations, panels and papers addressing 
discourse in its many forms. We have registrants from five continents and 30 countries and, as a consequence, 
a variety of time zones. All times given in the programme are New Zealand time, which includes summer daylight 
saving (NZDT). 
 
These proceedings contain useful information: introductions to the conference organising team and keynote 
speakers, abstracts for the keynote presentations, the program, and the blind peer-reviewed extended 
abstracts for panels and paper presentations in alphabetical order. Together, the keynotes, panels and papers 
constitute a celebration of scholars’ work from around the globe. 
 
Sponsors for NZDC8 are the University of Canterbury Business School and College of Arts. 
 
Co-convenors are Donald Matheson (College of Arts) and Colleen Mills (University of Canterbury Business 
School). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Donald Matheson 
Donald Matheson 

College of Arts 
donald.matheson@canterbury.ac.nz 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Colleen Mills 

University of Canterbury Business School 
colleen.mills@canterbury.ac.nz 
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Conference Committee 
 
The convenors wish to acknowledge the dedication and enthusiastic support of the conference committee 
who have all worked alongside their ‘day jobs’ to bring you this conference. 

 
 

Michelle Harrison 
Media and Communication 

(Administration, Catering and Logistics) 
 

Rahera Cowie (Ngāi Tahu, Ngāpuhi) 
Kaiārahi Māori (Māori advisor) 

 

Kseniia Zahrai 
University of Canterbury Business School 

(Team Leader of Platforms) 
 

Jocelyn Henderson 
(Programme and Proceedings) 

 
 

Department of Media and Communication  
IT Support Team 

Suvo Bandopadhyaya 
Shaylee Bright 

Dani de Seixas Grimberg 
Manny Stoakes 

Laura Tretheway 
 

University of Canterbury Business School  
IT Support Team 

Kate Bailey 
Yanni Du 

Jake Jenson 
 

Independent media consultant 
Mark Morrish 

 

 

 
 

Mihi Whakatau 
 

The purpose of the mihi whakatau is to remove the tapu of the Manuhiri (visitors) to make them one with the 
Tangata Whenua (hosts/ home people). It is a gradual process of the Manuhiri and the Tangata Whenua 
coming together. 
 
Please arrive at the appointed time for the mihi whakatau, so that the process can be explained. 
 
This is a formal process, so  also please ensure that all electronic equipment such as cellphones are turned off 
during the entire mihi whakatau. 

 
 

Waiata (song) 
 

In Aotearoa New Zealand, waiata are part of a mihi (welcome). They are chosen carefully to reflect the 
sentiments of a speaker’s message and the event. For NZDC8, Tūtira Mai has been chosen for us and this will 
be sung by onsite attendees at the conclusion of the mihi (welcome). To see the words of this lovely Māori 
waiata go to: 

 https://www.maori.cl/Songs/Tutira_Mai_Nga_Iwi.htm 
 
To listen go to: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-UukDUHAOtk 
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NZDC8 Homepage 

 
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/arts/nzdc8/ 

 
Contact the convevors of NZDC8 team via email on 

 
nzdc8@canterbury.ac.nz 

 
 

Registration 
 
Registration for the conference is via Eventbrite. You need to be registered to be able to participate 
in the conference. We offer in-person and virtual registrations. 
 
Eventbrite provides a full receipt (for reimbursement and tax purposes). Click on the button on the 
left of the page where you access your ticket. Please let us know if you need a certificate of 
participation. These will be issued after the conference. 
 
Email us at nzdc8@canterbury.ac.nz if you have any questions about registration. 
 

 
Venue 

 
The venue of NZDC8 for those attending the conference in person at the University of Canterbury is 
now in two adjoining buildings – The Elsie Locke Building and the James Logie Building.   
 
The main room where the welcome will be given is Logie 613 (James Logie Building). The other key 
room is  Locke 611 (Elsie Locke building). These rooms are very close to each other as the buildings 
are connected by a walkway at level 6. 
 
Access to the conference rooms is easiest through the front entrance of the Elsie Lockie Building 
(See blue arrow on the Campus Map). When looking at the north (front) of this building you will see 
two entrances with glass doors. Enter via  the right set of automatic glass doors. Turn right, and go 
through the fire door to the stairs and lifts. Take the lift to level 6. 
 
The venue is shown on the map on the university campus map on the next page. The nearest parking 
is in the large carpark behind the Meremere Building. This carpark is reached off University Drive. 
 
In keeping with the New Zealand Government’s COVID traffic light system, all attendees must scan 
into the Elsie Locke Building each time they enter and the conference rooms. They will also be asked 
to show a New Zealand Covid Vaccination Passport by conference organisers located on level 6. 
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Campus map  
Entrance to Elsie Locke Building 

 
Parking 

Meremere carpark 
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Covid precautions (for in-person attendees) 
Attendees’ safety in these Covid times is very important to us. We ask that you help us keep everybody safe. 
Because of Covid restrictions and because we are providing catering and going for meals together, you are 
required to show a vaccine passport or other evidence you are vaccinated or exempt. We will scan you in using 
the NZ Pass Verifier app. 
 
When you are on campus, please check in to each building you access using the QR code or write your details 
on the check-in slips at entrances and use hand sanitiser. At the venue, we will be sitting you all at a distance 
from each other and providing sanitiser, disposable masks and wipes for surfaces. Check with the people 
around you if you would like to remove your mask. We will wipe down equipment and surfaces regularly. Be 
aware that the toilets on level 6 where the conference is being held will also be used by non-attendees. Make 
sure you are careful and wash your hands well. Hand sanitiser will be available in the toilets. 
 
Please let the conference team know if there’s anything else we can do to keep you and others safe.  
 
More Covid safety information is at https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/support/emergency/alerts/details/?id=8 
 
IMPORTANT REQUEST: If you are unwell, please don't come to the venue. Ring Colleen on 027 227 6767. 
 
 

Format of the Conference 
 

The conference will be available to attend in person and via Zoom. To get into Zoom sessions, you must have 
registered. Please use the copy of the conference schedule with Zoom links that was emailed to you. 
 
See the conference website for additional technical details. 
 
The conference has 4 keynote presentations, 2 panels and 8 sessions slots each containing up to 4 parallel 
sessions. There are 3-4 presentations in each session. Presenters have supplied videos of their presentations. 
Recordings of all keynotes, panels and sessions will be available on the day of the conference for a week 
afterwards. Sessions will be chaired. Presentations will be followed by live question and answer sessions and a 
concluding discussion at the end of each session.  
 
In the parallel sessions each speaker will be invited to speak for 7-10 minutes followed by 5 minutes of Q&A. At 
the conclusion of the final paper’s Q&A there will be 15 minutes of general discussion. Contributors will be asked 
to use the raised hand function (to find this, click on the Reactions button in the bottom menu bar) and wait for 
the chairperson to invite them to speak. Alternatively, questions may be posted using the Chat function (also in 
the bottom menu bar).  To message other participants in the Zoom, including the conference technical team 
member in each session, click on the Participants list and then on the person’s name. The technical team will be 
identified. 
 
 
Alongside the conference sessions we will run the following: 
 

Zoom rooms for early-career researchers 
Day 1: open 8am to 11.30pm 
Day 2: open 12.30am to 11.30pm 

Day 1 Meeting ID: 925 3252 6940 
Day 2 Meeting ID: 933 3328 6172 

General ‘lobby’ Zoom rooms for everyone 
Day 1: open 8am to 11.30pm 
Day 2: open 12.30am to 11.30pm 

Day 1 Meeting ID: 930 9641 9593 
Day 2 Meeting ID: 971 7925 4739 
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A pinboard, called a Padlet, for informal comments, 
questions  or other things. 

Padlet link or scan:  
 
 
 
 

A Slack workspace for asynchronous online interaction. 
This can be used for casual discussions in groups and 
privately. We encourage everyone to sign-up to facilitate 
stronger connections, especially across time zones. 

To join, please sign-up via 
https://join.slack.com/t/nzdiscourseco-
php6413/shared_invite/zt-zacopx3r-
X3kM4V3BB4F9xWfjGuV~TQ  
 
To avoid bots, please do not distribute the above 
link to anyone not attending the conference. 

 
Contacts for further help with Zoom 

 
If you need further help with using Zoom to attend any of the sessions or to manage your presentation contact 
the conference help as below. The open Zoom and Slack channels will not be monitored all the time so are not 
the best point of contact for quick help. 
 
Email: nzdc8@canterbury.ac.nz 
Donald’s cellphone (+64)021 023 77860   
Zoom’s own support: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us 
 

 
Early career researcher (ECR) online events 

 
To help foster international connections among early-career researchers (ECRs), we are running three ECR 
events throughout the conference. 
 

(1) ECR morning tea ice-breaker 
During morning tea on Day 1, the ECR Zoom room will be used to break the ice and introduce ECRs to one 
another. Please join for 10 minutes of introductions and get to know your fellow ECR conference attendees. 
Time: Friday 10 December—10:45am-11am NZDT 
Location: Zoom ID 925 3252 6940 
 

(2) ECR Q&A 
During this session, early-career researchers (ECRs) will have the opportunity to ask senior scholar(s) questions 
related to discourse studies careers. The session is intended to run like a casual discussion. The session will 
give ECRs insight into possible ways to ‘make it’ in a discourse analytic academic career. 
 
In order to facilitate smooth discussion, please email questions to Hayden Blain 
(hayden.blain@canterbury.ac.nz) by 2pm Friday 10 December. Alternatively, there will also be a Slack channel 
within the conference Slack workspace where ECRs can discuss and post their questions before the session. 
 
Time: Friday 10 December—4:30pm – 5:30pm NZDT 
Location: Zoom ID 925 3252 6940 

 
(3) ECR story swap 

As the conference begins to wrap up, come along and share stories with your fellow ECRs about your time in 
academia so far. No preparation required, this will run as a completely informal chat, and will be an 
opportunity to learn about both the positive and negative experiences we’ve had as ECRs. 
 
Time: Saturday 11 December—12:45pm – 1:15pm NZDT 
Location: Zoom ID 933 3328 6172 
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Catering In Christchurch 

 
Morning and afternoon teas and lunches and the light meal on Friday evening before the evening parallel 
sessions will be catered for.  
 

Social Events 
 

A Global Get-Together will be held via Zoom before the meal break on Friday evening. Attendees around the 
world will be invited to digitally join delegates in Christchurch for refreshments. In person attendees will then 
adjourn to the University of Canterbury Staff Club followed by an inexpensive meal at a local Indian restaurant. 
Attendance at this meal requires a New Zealand Covid Vaccination Passport Parallel sessions will continue 
following dinner. 
 
The self-pay conference dinner will be held on Saturday evening at the conclusion of the conference (6pm) at 
The Beach restaurant at Sumner. Menus will be circulated to those attending so pre-ordering can occur.  The 
meal will start at approximately 6.30/6.45pm. Attendance at the dinner requires a New Zealand Covid 
Vaccination Passport. Transport to this venue will be provided. 
 

 
Conference Quiz 

 
No conference is complete without some light hearted activities. Delegates will be invited to compete for the 
title of the 2022 NZDC Global Guess Work Champion This prestigious award will be given to the highest scoring 
response to the conference’s online quiz. This quiz will open on Friday (NZ time) during the Global Get-together 
and the winner will be announced at the closing session on Saturday afternoon (NZ time). 

 
 

2022 Special Journal Issue 
  

Following the conference a selection of presenters will be invited to prepare full papers for consideration for a 
special NZDC8 issue of the Q1-ranked communication journal Communication Research and Practice 
https://www.tandfonline.com/loi/rcrp20  
 
Selections will be made based upon the quality of the extended abstract and presentation and the suitability 
for the journal. Invitations to provide full papers will be issued by January 15 2022.  
 

 
COVID19 Contingency Planning 

 
What if Christchurch reverts to Red (Covid Traffic Light Framework)? Currently, Ōtautahi Christchurch is in 
Orange (as per the Traffic Light Framework) which allows those who are New Zealand residents to meet in 
person. We will still be able to hold the conference even if our region or the country as a whole reverts to red, 
as NZDC8 would still comply with the event requirements for that level.  
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Keynotes 
 
We are fortunate to have four exceptional keynotes with diverse areas of expertise, who together reflect the 
diversity of our registrants’ interest and countries of origin. Keynote presentations will be given live with a 
general discussion at the end. The recorded keynote presentations will be available after the programmed time 
so registrants can enjoy these presentations at their leisure.  
 
Our opening keynote speaker is Dr Angela Moewaka Barnes, a scholar of film and mass media and a member 
of the tangata whenua (Māori term for the people of the land). Angela is followed by Professor Emeritus Monica 
Heller as the second keynote on Day 1 and Dr Majid KhosraviNik and Distinguished University Research 
Professor Gail T. Fairhurst on Day 2.  
 
 
Keynote 1 
 
Angela Moewaka Barnes (Te Kapotai, Ngāpuhi-nui-tonu) is a 
researcher in Whariki. She has been involved in a range of 
research projects, including Māori access to cardiovascular 
services, cardiac rehabilitation and maternity care. Angela has 
a special interest in studies of film and mass media 
representations of Māori and indigenous people. Her doctoral 
thesis, Nga Kai Para i te Kahikatoa: Māori Filmmaking, Forging 
a Path (2011) , examined Māori filmmaking in Aotearoa, 
utilising kaupapa Māori, indigenous and media theory. 
 
Email: a.mwakabarnes@massey.ac.nz 

 
 
 

KEYNOTE 1 ABSTRACT 
It’s not just entertainment: Māori audiences respond to local television dramas 

Angela Moewaka Barnes 
 

Television drama has implications beyond providing entertainment and beyond immediate audience reactions 
and responses. Māori focus group participants in my research on local television dramas were acutely aware of 
how they were represented on screen. As an audience they were deeply affected and worked hard to pre-empt 
and address what they saw or expected to see. Against a backdrop of colonisation and negative stereotypes that 
pervade Māori representations, they undertook multiple forms of meaning making and negotiated complex 
responses. This included ‘imagining resistance’ where participants provided backstories and motivations for 
characters to place context around troubling depictions. Their responses suggest something ‘vital is at stake’ 
(Shohat & Stam 1994) that speaks to who they are and how they protect their identity and sense of collective 
self-worth. 
 
References:  
 
Shohat E. & Stam R. (1994). Unthinking Eurocentrism: Multiculturalism and the Media. London: Routledge, 1994. 
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Keynote 2 
 
Monica Heller completed her Ph.D. in Linguistics at the 
University of California, Berkeley in 1982. She moved from 
California to the Ontario Institute for Studies with a cross-
appointment to the Department of Anthropology in 
Education of the University of Toronto. She is now a 
Professor Emeritus. She is also has held a nominal 
appointment in the Département d’études françaises of 
the Université de Moncton, and Visiting Professor 
positions in in Germany, Brazil, Belgium, France, Spain and 
Finland. Monica is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada 
and has served as President of the American 
Anthropological Association. She also held the Konrad 
Adenauer Forschungspreis of the Alexander von 
Humboldt-Stiftung in 2001 at the Institut für Deutsche 
Sprache (Mannheim) and Universität Freiburg. 
Monica is Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Sociolinguistics,  a role she has held since 1997. She has published 
extensively in journals such as Language in Society, Language et Société and Language Policy. Her books 
include Paths to Postnationalism: A Critical Ethnography of Language and Identity (2011, Oxford University 
Press), Sustaining the Nation: The Making and Moving of Language and Nation (2015, Oxford University Press; 
co-authored with Lindsay A. Bell, Michelle Daveluy, Mireille McLaughlin, and Hubert Noël) Language, Capitalism, 
Colonialism: Towards a Critical History (2018, University of Toronto Press, co-authored with Bonnie McElhinny), 
and Critical Sociolinguistic Research: A Methods Manual (2018, Routledge, co-authored with Sari Pietikäinen and 
Joan Pujolar). 
 
Email: monica.heller@utoronto.ca 

 
KEYNOTE 2 ABSTRACT 

On the “origins” of “Sociolinguistics”: 
 Language, Development and the Cold War 

Monica Heller 
 

This talk discusses the political economic conditions in the United States which help explain the 
institutionalization of the field of sociolinguistics during the Cold War. It focusses on the role of the Ford and 
Rockefeller Foundations in projects in development “hot spots” (notably India) and in the Social Science 
Research Council’s Committee on Sociolinguistics. It shows how key forms of research and documentation 
infrastructure provided the framework for the work of scholars like Hymes, Gumperz, Ferguson, Bright, Fishman 
and Labov. It contrasts these conditions with those operating in Western Europe, and also attends to emergent 
critiques from feminist and anti-racist scholars which gained little purchase until recently. 
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Keynote 3 
 
Majid KhosraviNik is Senior Lecturer in Digital Media & 
Discourse Studies at Newcastle University (UK). He is interested 
in the intersection of social media technologies, discourse, and 
politics. Working through a Social Media CDS understanding, 
Majid’s work includes theorisation, characterisation, and 
adaptation of Critical Discourse Studies on a range of topics, 
such as digital (national/gender/ ideological) identity, digital 
populism, immigration/ nationalism, political communication 
etc.  
Majid is a founder and convenor of the Newcastle Critical 
Discourse Group and sits on the board of the Journal of 
Language and Politics and Critical Discourse Studies, as well as 
serving as an Expert Reviewer for ERC actions, including Marie 
Curie IF, Combating Digital Misogyny, Islamophobia and 
Racism, British ESRC and several other international research 
funding organisations. Within the past few years, he has been working to integrate analysis of technology and 
discourse under the notion of Techno-Discursive Analysis as a model for the critical analysis of digital discourse 
formation and perception.  
 
Email: majid.khosravinik@ncl.ac.uk 
 

KEYNOTE ABSTRACT 3 
Digital Discourse and Society: 

Proposals for Techno-Discursive considerations in Social Media Critical Discourse Studies 
Majid KhosraviNik 

 
Digital technologies have given rise to a host of ‘new’ communicative models, relationship dynamics and identity 
performances. These digitally mediated forms of meaning-making are increasingly becoming the key discursive 
sites for the society. Critical Discourse Studies (CDS) scholarship has already set solid traditions in engaging with 
contemporary socio-political issues through the prism of discourse. As an umbrella term to a wide -but coherent- 
bundle of approaches, CDS maintains that communication matters beyond the transfer of information i.e., it is 
the very site of contention, orientation, and positioning. As such, media technologies are entangled with 
assumptions of discursive power. While mass media communication is paradigmatically a uni-directional, linear, 
top-down dynamic of textual flow from media to the society, such a dynamic cannot be envisaged for Social 
Media Communication (SMC). It is through this new paradigm that social media technologies are impacting the 
content, style, and characteristics of discourses. This is the main impetus behind the attempts to revisit 
assumptions of discursive power in SMC (KhosraviNik 2014), introduce the notion of double contextualisation 
(horizontal/digital vs. vertical/societal) (KhosraviNik and Esposito 2018) and propose a Techno-Discursive 
understanding of digital meaning-making (KhosraviNik 2018, 2020). 
  
The notion of Techno-Discursivity is about focusing on processes of sense-making at the intersection of 
technology and discourse consumption. In other words, it is to investigate how the new digital affordances of 
expression function discursively for the users and the way Techno-Discursive design of digital media impacts the 
users’ encounters with such discourses. The main thrust of these proposals pertains to a form of theoretical 
advocacy for combining the existing knowledge in Media and Technology with principles of critical discourse 
studies. This will include consideration of specific characteristics of participatory web e.g., algorithmic 
regimentation of content and practices, impact of monetisation of everyday digital engagements and the way 
these technological factors impact political discourses online.  Overall, this paper reports on recent 
developments in proposals for critical discourse studies of social media and the macro caveats for signposting a 
Social Media Critical Discourse Studies view (KhosraviNik 2017, 2020). 
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References: 
 
KhosraviNik, M., (2020) “Digital Meaning-Making Across Content and Practice in Social Media Critical Discourse 
Studies.” Critical Discourse Studies. Online First.  
KhosraviNik, M. (2018) “Social Media Techno-Discursive Design, Affective Communication, and Contemporary 
Politics”. Fudan Jour. of Hum. & Soc. Sci. 1-16. 
KhosraviNik, M. (2017) Social Media Critical Discourse Studies (SM-CDS). In: John Flowerdew and John 
Richardson, eds. Handbook of Critical Discourse Studies. London: Routledge. 582-596. 
KhosraviNik, M. (2014). Critical discourse analysis, power, and New media discourse. In Y. Kalyango 
and M. Kopytowska (eds.) Why discourse matters: Negotiating identity in the mediatized world, Peter Lang, 287–
306 
KhosraviNik, M. and Esposito, E. (2018). “Online Hate, Digital Discourse and Critique: Exploring Digitally-
Mediated Discursive Practices of Gender-Based Hostility.” Lodz Papers in Pragmatics, 14(1): 45–68. 
 
 
Keynote 4 
 
 
Gail T. Fairhurst is a Distinguished University Research Professor of 
Organizational Communication at the University of Cincinnati, USA. 
Her research and writing interests are in organizational 
communication; paradox and dialectical processes in organizations; 
leadership processes, including problem-centered leadership and 
framing; and organizational discourse analysis. She is the author of 
three books, including Discursive Leadership: In Conversation with 
Leadership Psychology (Sage) and The Power of Framing: Challenging 
the Language of Leadership (Jossey-Bass). She is the co-author of a 
forthcoming book with Linda Putnam, Narrating and Constituting 
Organizational Paradoxes: A Communication Perspective (Routledge). 
She has also published over 90 articles and chapters in communication 
and management journals and books, including Academy of 
Management Annals, Academy of Management Journal, Organization 
Science, Organization Studies, Human Relations, and Management 
Communication Quarterly. She is a Fellow of the International 
Communication Association, Distinguished Scholar of the National 
Communication Association, and Fulbright Scholar.   
 
Email: fairhug@ucmail.uc.edu 

 
 

KEYNOTE 4 ABSTRACT 
Whither Organizational Discourse Analysis?  

The Case from Paradox and Leadership Research 
Gail T. Fairhurst  

 
At the most recent Academy of Management conference, there was a panel addressing the question, is 
organizational discourse analysis dying out in the field of management? For discourse analysts, this question 
shocks. For discourse analysis interested in the study paradox and leadership, this question is doubly shocking. 
In my talk, I will argue for the unique contributions of organizational discourse analysis, what some analysts 
mistake about it, and why it is particularly suited to the study of paradox and leadership. 
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Schedule

10.45 am - 11am morning tea
10.45 am - 11am ECR Event 1: Ice-

breaker

12.15pm - 12.20pm 

1.05pm - 1.35pm lunch

9:30am - 10am

keynote 212.20pm - 1.05pm

11am - 12.15pm

1.35pm - 2.50pm parallel session 2

Dr Angela Moewaka Barnes, Te Whariki Research 
Centre, Massey University, Aotearoa New Zealand
It’s Not Just Entertainment: Māori Audiences 
Respond to Local Television Dramas

Prof Monica Heller (Ontario Institute for Studies in 
Education, University of Toronto), On the “Origins” 
of “Sociolinguistics”: Language, Development and 
the Cold War

10am - 10.45am keynote 1

mihi/welcome

A) Narrative 
Chair: Zita Joyce

Behnam Soltani (Manukau), Graduate 
Employability: A Language Socialisation Lens

Apsara Wimalasiri (VUW), Revisiting the Small 
Stories Approach Employed for Analyzing Teacher 
Identities

Ben Glasson (Monash), Mythos in Logos: 
Subjective Fragmentation and Mythic Interpellation 
in Contemporary Discourse

Adrià Gibernau (Pompeu Fabra), The Binomial 
Information-redundancy as Self-concept Structure: 
A Semiotic Narrative Analysis of Life Stories

B) News Discourse
Chair: Donald Matheson

Myra Gurney and Raymond Archey (Western 
Sydney), ‘The Angry Summer’: Climate Change 
Politics and the Discourse of Media Coverage of the 
2020 Australian Bushfires

Andrea Byrne (Murdoch), Family and Relationship 
Violence: Constructing a Social Problem in Online 
News

Philippa Smith and Helen Sissons (AUT), “Oh My 
Gosh, I Keep Going Backwards and Forwards and 
Backwards and Forwards”: Contradictory Discourses 
of a Journalist’s ‘Slow News’ Day

Neda Salahshoor and Dimitris Serafis (Open 
Polytechnic NZ) To Wear or Not to Wear the Hijab: 
Critical Perspectives on Newspapers' Arguments in 
Favour or Against New Zealand's PM Jacinda Ardern

10

parallel session 1 A) Workplace Discourse
Chair: Colleen Mills

Sunanda Jain (Lancaster), From ‘Kernel of Truth’ to 
‘Stereotyping’: Exploring views and discourses on 
'Generations' in Indian workplaces

Tanay Gandhi, Aayush Rathi and Ambika 
Tandon, Logics of Platformisation: Political 
Articulations of Platform Worker Subjectivities in New 
Delhi and Bengaluru, India

Géraldine Bengsch (KCL), What They Say They 
Do and What They Do: Conversations at and about 
the International Hotel Front Desk

Annalisa Zanola (Brescia), Genderisation in 
Professional Discourse: Female Entrepreneurs’ 
Public Speaking in International Corporate 
Communication

B) Political Rhetoric and Mobilisation 
Chair: Natalia Chaban

Birsen Erdogan (Maastricht), Dislocation And 
Articulation: Changing Meanings Of Military 
Interventions

Michalis Tastsoglou (National and Kapodistrian U 
Athens), Aspects of the EU as the Creditor in the 
Political Discourse on the Memoranda: Power 
Relations Described by the Leaders of the 
Government and the Opposition, 2010-2018

Marin Ebert-Rohleder (Eberhard-Karls U Tübingen), 
Rhetorical Questions as Speech Acts in Political 
Speeches Communicative Functions and Effects

Tony Fisher (Massey), Doing Being Unpresidential: 
Interruption and Clash in the First 2020 US 
Presidential Debate

C) Textual and Multimodal Studies
Chair: Philippa Smith

Joy Weigand (Potsdam), Pre- and Post-Pandemic 
Refugee Discourse: Analyzing Refugee Discourse

Matthew Abua Ebim (Calabar), A Multimodal 
Discourse Analysis of Media Representations of 
Kidnappings by the Boko Haram Sect in Nigeria

Carmen Daniela Maier and Silvia Ravazzani 
(Aarhus, IULM), The Multimodal Discourses of the 
Corporate Plastic Pollution Crisis: Conferring 
Legitimacy and Disclosing Illegitimacy in Global 
Issue Arenas

Friday
December, 2021

D) Media Discourse
Chair: Julia de Bres

Jorge Freddy Bolaños López (Canterbury), The 
Reporting of Political Scandals in Regulated and 
Unregulated Newspapers: A Comparative Analysis 
between Ecuador and Argentina

Elena Psyllakou and Aikateri Nikolopoulou 
(Greek National Center of Social Research), Media 
in the Limelight: Reflexivity, Participation and the 
Reinvention of Media Landscapes 

Imane Bahri (Canterbury Christ Church), The 
Paradox of Violence and Peace in Framing The 
2019 Algerian Hirak by the BBC and Aljazeera 
English Web-Based Reports

PROGRAMME 
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2.50 - 2.55pm

4.10pm - 4.25pm afternoon tea

4:30pm - 5:30pm ECR Event 2: ECR 
Q&A

5.30pm - 6pm drink and nibbles (at 
conference venue)

9.15pm close

evening meal (for 
participants on 
campus)

4.25pm - 5.30pm

2.55pm - 4.10pm

6pm

8pm -  9.15pm

free time

parallel session 3

parallel session 4 A) Politics, Gender, Language
Chair: Yulia Khan

Eleonora Esposito and Ruth Breeze (Navarra), 
Online Hostility against UK MPs: Patterns of Digital 
Intersectionality

Shelley Lawson (Curtin), “So Why the Fuck Should 
We Believe You Now?” A Discourse Analysis of the 
Linguistic Strategies Used to Enhance Credibility in 
the Sexual Misconduct Stories of The #Metoo 
Campaign

Carmen Gregori-Signes (Valencia) A Corpus-
Based Critical Discourse Analysis of “Un violador en 
tu camino/ A Rapist In Your Path"

B) Panel 1: ‘Third-Positions’, Participation and 
Communication across Settings

Sangeeta Bagga-Gupta and Petra Weckström 

(Jönköping, Örebro Theatre), On Participation and 
Communicating: Troubling Norms of Language and 
Identity in the Performing Arts

Giulia Messina Dahlberg (Gothenburg), Policies 
and Practices of Transitions and Widening 
Participation in Higher Education for Students with a 
Functional Variation

Lars Almén and Sangeeta Bagga-Gupta 

(Jönköping), Discourses and Practices Regarding 
Digital Tools: Unintended Tools for Exclusion in 
Educational Contexts?

Stefan Kermit (NUST), Challenging Discourses 
about Defeated Identity Struggles when Deaf or 
Hard of Hearing Students Opt out of Mainstream 
Classrooms

C) Democratic Discourse
Chair: Helen Sissons

Natalia Ryabchenko and Olga Malysheva (Kuban) 
The Lincoln Project: A Voice to be Heard

Irit Sholomon-Kornblit (Hebrew U Jerusalem) A 
“Dialogue of Civilisations”: World Leaders’ Discourse 
on Cultural Diversity after Global Terror Attacks

Natalia Bogado and Jing Xu (Landau, Auckland), 
The CDU and the Leitkultur Debate: An Analysis of 
Angela Merkel’s Integration Discourse before and 
after the 2015 Syrian Refugee Crisis

D) Communication Modalities
Chair: Tony Fisher

Syed Shahrier Rahman and Mithun Banerjee 

(Dhaka), Using Hand Gestures in Bangla 
Motivational Speeches: A Cognitive Discourse 
Analysis

Louisa Willoughby, Meredith Bartlett, Jim Hlavac, 

Shimako Iwasaki, Howard Manns and Meredith 

Prain (Monash, Able Australia), Building Shared 
Understanding: Deafblind Signers and Sighted 
Support Workers in Dialogue

Fatemeh Shariati Rad, The Yelling Walls: A 
Thematic Analysis of the Discourse of the Arabic 
Graffiti

Yaser Hadidi and Mahsa Golmohammad 

Gharedaghi (Tabriz), Refurbished Cognitive 
Templates in the Covid Era and Discourses: New 
Identities and Life Stories and New Metaphorical 

A) Social Media Discourse
Chair: Victoria Kerry

Olivia H Y Tsang (Hong Kong Baptist), Multimodal 
Relatability in Sponsored and Non-Sponsored 
Instagram Stories 

Saifuddin Ahmed and Kokil Jaidka (NTU), The 
Role of Discursive Norms in Cross-Partisan 
Animosity: Evidence from Twitter 

Bella Sampson (AUT), “I’m Sorry You-Tube Feel 
That Way”: An investigation of the Vlogpology on 
YouTube

Pratiwi Utami (Monash), “I’m Here for the Memes”: 
The Discourse of Facebook and Twitter Comments 
about 2019 Presidential Election Post-Debate 
Memes

B) Critical Discourse Studies
Chair: Sky Marsen

Ava Lau (Hong Kong Baptist), A Study on Social 
Mobility of Young Professionals from a Discourse 
Perspective

Erandi Kithulgoda (VUW), Digital Genre and 
Multimodality: Analysing the Online Beauty Care 
Product Description across Cultures

Siti Nurnadilla Mohamad Jamil (IIUM), “SEND 
THEM HOME!”: Critical Discourse Analysis of 
Petitions Against Rohingya Refugees in Malaysia 
during the Covid-19 Pandemic

Michael Daubs (VUW), Wellness Discourse from 
Self-Improvement to Extremism

C) Education Discourse
Chair: Donald Matheson

Mili Saha (Jagannath), Ethnic Minority Students’ 
Identity Shifts and Maintenances in Social 
Discourses: Traslanguaging Matters 

Lanqing Qin (Ottawa), Who Is a ‘Native Speaker’? 
Representing ‘Native Speakers’ on an ELT Website 
in China.

Salva Kazemipour Khabbazi and Yaser Hadidi 

(Tabriz), Multimodal Analysis of Supplementary 
Videos Used in Language Classrooms: A Cultural 
Perspective

Nicole Gallagher and Theron Muller (Toyama), 
Faculty Publication Trends in a Japanese National 
University’s Medical Faculty: A Chronological 
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Schedule

9.45am - 10am morning tea

11.15am - 12pm keynote 4 Prof Gail Fairhurst, University of Cincinnati, USA
Whither Organizational Discourse Analysis? The 
Case from Paradox and Leadership Research

12pm - 1.15pm lunch
12:45pm - 1:15pm ECR Event 3: Story 

Swap

parallel session 6

9am - 9.45am keynote 3 Dr Majid KhosraviNik, University of Newcastle, UK
Digital Discourse and Society: Proposals for Techno-
Discursive considerations in Social Media Critical 
Discourse Studies

parallel session 5 D) Discourses of Group Identity
Chair: Kate Power

Rosie Marsh-Rossney (Swansea), Constructing the 
Identity of the Victim and Offender in Online 
Paedophilia Groups: A Discourse Analysis Approach

Keighley Perkins (Swansea), “A Community That 
Aims to Encourage the Best of Europe's Youth”: In-
Group Identity Construction on Right-Wing Social 
Media

Chuka Ononye (Nigeria), Different Culture and 
Religion, Same Ideology: A Corpus-Assisted 
Understanding of Positioning Stance in The 
Propaganda Used by the Islamic Movement Of 
Nigeria and Indigenous People of Biafra

A) Health Discourses
Chair: Victoria Kerry

Bruno Penteado, Leonardo Castro, Luís Henrique 

Gonçalves, Marcelo Fornazin, Raquel Rachid and 

Sandro Freire (Fiocruz), Digital Health Driven by 
Neoliberal Discourse

Ruth Mullineux-Morgan and Nuria Lorenzo-Dus 

(Swansea), ‘He Says I Have to do Anything He 
Says Else He’s Coming to My House’: A Discourse 
Im-Politeness Approach on Children’s Perspectives 
on Coercion in Online Child Sexual Grooming

Anne Nattembo (Adelaide), Deconstructing Mental 
Health Discourses on Social Media Platforms

Jessie Burnette and Andreea S. Calude (Waikato), 
Corpus Approaches to Discourse Analysis: 
Persuasion Strategies in a Large Corpus of 
#Covid19NZ Tweets

B) Political Discourse
Chair: Sussie Morrish

Marcin Kosman (Warsaw), Confederation Liberty 
and Independence: A New Far-Right Force in 
Europe? A Multimodal Discourse Analysis of 
Grzegorz Braun’s 2021 Mayoral Campaign

Scott Downham (Royal Holloway), How Only Some 
Citizens Are Socialised into Ideological Bubbles, 
and the Implications for Democracy

Dechun Zhang and James Gomez (Leiden, Asia 
Centre Thailand), Hashtag Nationalism: Online 
Discourse on China’s Vaccines

Afonso Biscaia and Susana Salgado (Lisbon), The 
Leader of the “Righteous Portuguese”: Analysing the 
Populist Political Discourse of André Ventura and 
Chega

C) Popular Media Discourse
Chair: TBC

Carmen Spanò, Carlo Galimberti, Antonio Bova 

and Vergine Ilaria (Unicatt) From First Lady To 
‘Potus’: Evolution Of Claire Underwood’s Role 
Through The Use Of The Direct Address In The TV 
Series House Of Cards

Sofia Morrell (VUW), The Neoliberal Power of Chick 
Lit: A Critical Discourse Study

Maria Stover (Washburn), Masters of the Air: A 
Discourse Analysis of the Bulgarian TV Show 
Gosporadi na Efira

A) Political Discourse
Chair: Natalia Chaban

Cecilia Bravo Huaynates (La Trobe), ‘El Machismo 
Mata’: Recontextualization and Ideological 
Polarization in Activist Discourses Contesting 
Feminicide in Peru

Sahar Rasoulikolamaki and Surinderpal Kaul 

(Malaya), The Discursive Construction of Invincible 
‘Self’ vs. Incapable ‘Others’ in Dabiq Images: A 
Social Semiotic Perspective 

Colleen Kelley (Penn State Erie), Online Anti-
COVID Vaccination Discourse:  A Digital Rhetorical 
Perspective

Sussie Morrish (Canterbury), A Deep Dive into the 
Cultural Meaning of Curse Phrases

B) Panel 2: Starting with Action: Studying Identity 
and Innovation from a Multimodal Perspective

Yulia Khan (AUT), ‘The Me You Can See’: How 
Migrants Produce Their Identity in New Home 
Countries. The Cases of Aotearoa New Zealand 
and South Korea

Tui Matelau-Doherty (Unitec), A Creation Story:  An 
Exploration of Māori Identity Using Vertical Identity 
Production

Jesse Pirini (VUW), Facilitating Innovation Online: 
A Multimodal Study of Online Workshops 
Supporting Science Innovation

C) Discourses of Gender and Sexuality
Chair: Julia de Bres

Sinchana Appachoo (Auckland), Analysing Media 
Representations of Non-Normatively Gendered 
Female Athletes

Kate Power (Queensland), Pacific News Reporting 
on Gender Equality and Violence against Women 
and Girls: A Critical Discourse Analysis

Michael Ward (Sydney), Have Two Major Policy 
Reviews of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation 
Reshaped the Ideological Framing of National 
Identity and Constructed a Media Space for 
Women’s Sport?

Martin Kaulback and Elena Maydell (Massey), 
Media and Violence in the Narratives of Gay and 
Queer Men in Aotearoa New Zealand

10am - 11.15am

1.15pm - 2.30pm

11
December, 2021
Saturday

3.50pm - 4.05pm afternoon tea

2.35pm - 3.50pm

4.05pm - 5.20pm

5.20pm - 5.50pm closing: prizes, thank you, next conference

B) Global and Cultural Interaction
Chair: Colleen Mills

Emily Greenbank and Shelley Dawson (VUW), 
Mobile Identity: Navigating Discursive Faultlines

Jess Birnie-Smith (Monash), The Interactional and 
Perduring Identities of the Chinese Indonesian 
Minority

Lin Li (Massey), The Use of a Chinese Discourse 
Marker "Jiushi" in L2 Production

6pm travel together to 
conference dinner 
(for participants on 
campus)

A) Critical Discourse Studies on Children and 
Families
Chair: TBC

Julia de Bres (Massey), Parenting Gender-Diverse 
Children in Aotearoa: Dominant Discourses and 
Discursive Resilience

Jennifer E. Cheng (Western Sydney), Force, 
Choice and Agency: A Comparison of Anglo 
Australian and Chinese Australian parents’ Talk 
about Children’s Extracurricular Activities

Lucy Elkin (Otago), Manipulative Discourse in 
Online MMR Vaccine Information

parallel session 8

parallel session 7 A) Social Media Discourse
Chair: Helen Sissons

Isaac Morrison-Young and Julia de Bres 
(Massey), The Decolonial Potential of Māori Memes

Victoria Kerry (Massey), The Birth of the Virtual 
Choir as a Production of the Covid-19 Liminal 
Space on YouTube

Bryer Oden (VUW), Body Acceptance or Body 
War?: How Language is Being Used on Instagram 
within a Culture of Compulsory Body Positivity

B) Organisational and Professional Communication  
Chair: Yulia Khan

Juan Liang and Colleen Mills (NMIT and 
Canterbury), Making Organisational Discourse 
Matter: A Case of Materialising Organizational 
Identity

Sky Marsen (Flinders), Being and Doing 
‘Professional’: A Semiotic Approach to a Cultural 
Concept

Bernadette Vine, Meredith Marra and Janet 
Holmes (VUW), Influencing Team Norms as a 
Leader: One Leader, Many Teams

Maria Stubbe and Sarah White (Otago, 
Macquarie), ‘D’yuh Like Porridge?’ Social Talk as a 
Relational, Interactional, and Clinical Component of 
Surgical Consultations
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Panel Abstracts 

 
Panel 1: ‘Third-positions’, Participation and Communication Across Settings. On Being Human in the 21st 

Century 
 

Chair/organizer: Sangeeta Bagga-Gupta (Professor, School of Education and Communication, Jönköping 
University, Sweden) 

 
Discussant: Tsitsi Chataika (Associate professor, Department of Educational Foundations, University of 

Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe) 
 
 

Issues related to integration/inclusion and segregation/exclusion constitute key discourses with 
regards to democratic agendas at local, regional, national and transnational settings since the end of the Second 
World War. They have, for instance, constituted key prioritized goals for all humans across their lifespan and across 
various life arenas, including compulsory and higher education and culture for many decades (at least in 
democratically framed societies). Furthermore, integration/inclusion across societal contexts and institutions have 
become a critical agenda in societies across the world given recent demographic shifts related to mobility and 
digitalization more generally, and in spaces that are conceptualized in terms of the Global North more specifically. 
At the same time, issues of equity and marginalization are increasingly confronted with acknowledgements that 
increasing numbers of people continue to be sidelined through explicit – but also hidden – tendencies of ableism, 
sexism, and racism. These tendencies are also being discussed in terms of the need for interrogating the largely 
Global North hegemonies that color so called singularly conceptualized frontline scholarship with regards to 
participation and issues of access in and across different institutional settings. Going beyond Global North binaries 
of inclusion-exclusion, integrating-segregating, able-disabled, native person-foreigner, etc., including singularly 
conceptualized frontline research, the papers presented in this panel attempt to contribute towards an alternative 
gaze that can be called a “third position” by aligning with cross North/South epistemologies in terms of alternative 
knowledge regimes. Here, the multi-sidedness of participation and communication, including the complexities of 
being human across different settings, are forefronted. 

Queries like the following become important through alternative alignments: What are the ways in 
which notions of participation and the binary inclusion-exclusion play out in and across institutional contexts in the 
21st century? How do identity positions intersect in policy and the mundane doings of the lives of institutions and/or 
human beings’ lived experiences? What webs of understandings collate to enable-disable children, young people 
and adults’ participation in societies in general and institutional contexts, in particular those that are understood as 
being democratic?  

With the above as points of departure, this panel attempts to draw attention to a going-beyond 
agenda in terms of a third position that aims to illuminate what it means to be human in contemporary times. It 
does so by putting the spotlight on issues related to participation and non-participation and the ways in which 
learning to participate is enabled/disabled for institutions and/or individuals. In other words, its interest lies in 
drawing traction from non-programmatic methodologies and epistemologies with the intent of making visible the 
discursive work that institutions and/or individuals “do,” and through that illuminate processes of marginalization 
and participation. The four papers in the panel present individual studies that together contribute to illuminating 
webs of understandings with regards to “doings,” participation and the learning inherent in issues of inclusion and 
exclusion that contribute to specific positionalities in democratic societies in the 21st century.  

Drawing upon tenets of different overlapping theoretical framings and going beyond the sector-
specific identities that mainstream scholarship is organized around, the studies in this panel take a non-normative 
stance on human communication and identity. They focus on what it means to be human, including social roles of 
being a student or a worker, an interpreter or an actor, a director or an unemployed job-seeker, a teacher or a 
learner, etc. at specific moments that frame human life trajectories, in addition to different labels and diagnoses 
that curtail or enhance participation and accessibility in and across various types of contexts. Methodological 
openness also marks the studies that are part of this symposium. These include long-term ethnographic 
engagement in the lives of single or multiple case studies across institutional settings, policy, the everyday lives of 
people boxed into categories, and philosophical-empirical engagements on mainstream meanings of participation 
and communication across time.  
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This panel brings together original empirically pushed and/or theoretically framed scholarship at 
the intersections of communication, identity and democracy from different scholarly domains in different contexts. 
These contexts are theorized in the individual papers from non-mainstream gazes and the panel has the potential 
to problematize mainstream analytical and methodological gazing tendencies. The paper’s contributions to the 
panel together enable not only an explicit multi/cross/interdisciplinary ethos, but potentially offer a going beyond 
nondisciplinary gazing. This is enabled through the lens of a third position related to individual and institutional 
ways of being and webs of understandings regarding participation and being human, including how these are 
related to democracy. 
 
Reference 
Bagga-Gupta, S. (2020). A third-position regarding a one-school/society-for-all. On “making the impossible 

possible” and “driven for culture, young-people and coffee”. In Bagga-Gupta, S. & Weckström, 
P. (Eds.) On 3rd positions in democratic contexts. An education-for-all, culture-for-all and a 
society-for-all. Research Report Nr 11. (in English and Swedish), Jönköping University, School 
of Education and Communication. ISBN-nr: 978-91-88339-22-5. : 
http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hj:diva-48145 

 
 

 Paper 1: On Participation and Communicating. Troubling Norms of Language and Identity in the 
Performing Arts 

 
Sangeeta Bagga-Gupta (Jönköping University, Sweden) and Petra Weckström (CEO, Örebro Theater, 

Örebro Sweden) 
 

Building upon long-term collaborations, this paper aims to explicate a going beyond agenda by 
illuminating the entanglements of policies and practices with a focus on discourses related to participation, 
communication and being human in a democratic society in the 21st century. It builds upon work that we have 
jointly led, first in the Swedish Arts Council project DoT (Delaktighet och Teater/Participation and Theater) 
between 2012-2015, and since then in the Think-Tank DoIT (Delaktighet och Inkluderings 
Tankesmedja/Participation and Inclusion Think-Tank). Bringing together knowledge regimes from the sectors 
of research and higher education on the one hand and the performing arts on the other hand, this 
collaborative work has raised important insights related to discourses regarding equity and participation in 
Swedish democratic spaces where an education-for-all and a culture-for-all are important policy goals.  

Building upon tools developed at the intersections of the two sectors that we represent, project DoT 
built concretely upon meetings (between people and between sectors) as a fundamental strategy for change 
in societal arenas. It aimed to contribute towards a more equal and democratic society in the 21st century. 
Through collaboration and exchange, research and documentation, DoT engaged the performing arts, the 
infrastructure of cultural politics, and researchers. Its intention was to generate multidimensional stories that 
revealed and potentially (re)created understandings regarding the complexity of human existence. Going 
beyond the long-standing binary of medical-linguistic models related to deaf children and adults, DoT focused 
on making visible the deaf-hearing collaborative nature of the Deaf-Hearing World (Bagga-Gupta 2017, 2020). 
It asked what enables leaving the binary mainstream and moving towards re-positioning all people in a third, 
multidimensional space that constitutes contemporary society (Weckström & Bagga-Gupta 2020). For the 
performing arts, such a query meant shifting from dichotomizing discourses and spaces that attempt to 
include marginalized groups (for instance deaf people) in the majority culture, towards multidimensional 
perspectives that open up for new cultural expressions, potentially accessible for all.  

Drawing upon ethnographic data from two sub-projects in DoT and the annual cultural-policies of 
Örebro County, Sweden between 2012-2020, this paper describes a third position related to participation and 
communication by focusing on people’s ways of being in and across policies and practices. It problematizes the 
audiology-framed identity positions of being hearing or deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) with the intention of 
unpacking the socialization processes that position people as being “normal” and “disabled”; such a stance 
also highlights societal norms regarding rights and privileges for accessing interpreters in order to 
communicate. The primary data includes recordings of what in contemporary parlance is understood as “in the 
wild” and that Lincoln and Guba called “Naturalistic Inquiry” (1985). Thus, “natural” in situ data, including 
digital sites and written documents, are focused upon. The study aligns itself with SWaSP (Second Wave of 
Southern Perspectives) tenets that emerge at the intersections of decolonial or Southern epistemologies, 
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ontologies and methodologies on the one hand, and presuppositions related to sociocultural integrational 
perspectives on communication on the other hand. It focuses on the social dimensions of collaborations that 
play out in people’s lives and the nature of what is and can be meant by the label’s language and identity. The 
study thus illuminates what is called language and identity by engaging in empirical explorations that illustrate 
them in terms of what they are, where they reside, when and why they emerge in and across the contexts of 
policy and praxis.  

A third position requires an explicit acknowledgment that humans live in dynamic, complex contexts 
where all individuals are potential members across settings. It challenges the performing arts on the one hand 
and research on the other hand, where invisible, taken for granted norms and praxis shape routine ways of 
working, (dis)enabling a shift towards alternative ways of understandings. Thus, for instance, a third position 
calls attention to issues of authenticity and the need for leaving behind unidimensional “categorization panic” 
in the performing arts when institutions are called upon to handle working with identity representations of 
being lesbian, black, wheelchair users or being deaf. A third position also illuminates the importance of and the 
ways in which interpretation services in relation to Swedish–STS (Swedish Sign Language) shape institutional 
discourses related to rights and responsibilities on the one hand, and hearing and DHH individuals’ experiences 
and participation on the other hand.  

The findings presented in the paper point to tensions in the discourses of a one-society-for-all that 
facilitate or obstruct DHH individuals’ participation and their possibilities to be citizens on an equal footing 
with hearing people in relation to access, rights and responsibilities. In line with results from parallel projects 
where other societal sectors are focused upon, the findings highlight that the discourses in policy position DHH 
individuals as being handicapped in the context of performing arts. Unequal power relationships position them 
in passive roles, as handicapped, albeit with major responsibilities and curtailed opportunities to shape their 
own access and participation including rights and responsibilities.  

The findings trouble mainstream Global North discourses in terms of webs of understandings that 
reproduce norms and bounded nomenclature, thus enabling the exploration of alternative possibilities that 
emerge in a third position with regards to language and identity. A third position does not adjust deviance to 
mainstream binary norms with regards to inclusion-exclusion, but pushes norms beyond what is considered as 
deviance, in language as well as everyday life, policy action plans and what is possible to measure and 
tabulate. Accepting diversity as a normal part of societal arenas poses challenges to current solutions for 
fulfilling the Swedish vision of a society for all, where all citizens across the country are seen as having equal 
opportunities for participating in a rich and diverse cultural life.  
 
 
References  
Bagga-Gupta, S. (2019). Identity Positioning and Languaging in Deaf-Hearing Worlds: Some insights from 

studies of segregated and mainstream educational settings. In Leigh, Irene & O’Brien, Catherine 
(Eds.). Deaf Identities. Exploring new frontiers. (162-192). Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
DOI:10.1093/oso/9780190887599.003.0008  

Bagga-Gupta, S. (2017) Signed Languages in Bilingual Education. In: S. May (General Ed), Encyclopedia of 
Language and Education. O. García and A. M.Y. Lin (eds) Volume 5: Bilingual and Multilingual 
Education. (131-145). Rotterdam: Springer. 
https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-3-319-02258-1_12 

Lincoln, Y. & Guba, E. (1985). Naturalistic Inquiry. Newbury Park: Sage.  
Weckström, P. & Bagga-Gupta, S. (2020). On going beyond dichotomies towards 3rd positions. Some 

theoretical and pragmatic implications with regards to culture-for-all and a society-for-all. In Bagga-
Gupta, S. & Weckström, P. (Eds.) On 3rd positions in democratic contexts. An education-for-all, culture-
for-all and a society-for-all. Research Report (in English and Swedish), Jönköping University, School of 
Education and Communication. Nr 11. ISBN-nr: 978-91-88339-22-5. : 
http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hj:diva-48145 
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Paper 2: Policies and Practices of Transitions and Widening Participation in Higher Education for Students 
with a Functional Variation 

 
Giulia Messina Dahlberg (University of Gothenburg, Sweden) 

 
The support and design of activities which focus on the capability of human beings to participate in 

and move across a range of different practices in legitimate ways is one of the constitutive parts and aim of 
education, workplace, everyday life and other societal contexts to support democracy and equity in the 21st 
century. This paper focuses upon discourses of inclusion but also of exclusion and marginalization in higher 
education for groups of individuals who are at the margins of society for different reasons, but mainly in 
relation to their position in a continuum of functional (dis)ability.  

The latest reports by the Swedish Council for HE (UHR, 2006; 2019) focus upon issues of inclusion and 
support to accommodate the needs of a diverse student population. The report “En högskola för alla” (Sw: 
One higher education for all; UHR, 2019) offers “good examples that enhance accessibility and counteract 
discrimination of students with functional disabilities”. Two aspects are especially relevant for present 
purposes in the analysis of such documents: firstly, the striking similarities with the educational revolutionary 
ethos present in Swedish post World War II society, that aimed at creating “one” educational system that 
could iron out differences in students’ social backgrounds (Lindblad, Lundhal, Lindgren & Zackari, 2002; 
Ringarp, 2018). The slogan “one higher education for all” in the UHR 2019 report is indeed an echo of the call 
“one (compulsory) school for all” that is more than half a century old. Secondly, such a widening participation 
agenda is also highlighted in the global goals of Agenda 2030 for sustainable development, which the Swedish 
government has endorsed. Here, Goal 4 relates to quality and “education for all”.  

However, there are a number of tensions and contradictions between the political discourse about 
issues of integration/inclusion for all, and the challenges that such an endeavor imply, in the doings of 
educational practice. Rather, research points towards a seemingly intricate and indirect correlation between 
the kinds of infrastructure for support that are in place at the institutional and policy level (both educational 
and labour market policies), and the practices of inclusion that are in place in different contexts for young 
people with functional variations (Bagga-Gupta, Messina Dahlberg & Winther, 2016; Bagga-Gupta, Messina 
Dahlberg & Vigmo, 2020).  

In light of the above, this study aims to shed light on the entanglements of political discourses and 
practices with a focus on the issue of transition and participation in HE for students with disabilities in the 
neuropsychiatric spectrum (for instance ADHD, ADD, Autism). More specifically, the study takes onboard the 
following issues: 
 

• What are the consequences of a widening participation discourse for students whose position in the 
ability continuum does not belong to the mainstream or the “norm”? 
• How do entanglements of policy and practice present themselves in terms of their impact for 
students’ experiences of transitions? 
• What are the ways in which students’ processes of becoming is a consequence of, or indeed a 
condition for inclusive practices in HE?   

 
Given the aim of this paper, I draw on the concepts of mobility and nomadic subjectivity. Mobility is 

understood as a human condition in which the subject is never still, it never is, but it is a subject ever moving 
and becoming (Irigaray, 1980; Roets & Braidotti, 2012). Nomadic subjectivity builds upon a relational 
understanding of identity as an open-ended project that “occupies a variety of subject positions, at different 
places (spatially) and at different times (temporally)” (Braidotti, 1994, quoted in Roets & Braidotti, 2012, 
p.168). In this sense, the nomadic subject is entrenched in a fabric of practices, ideologies and hegemonies 
that this study aims to map. Using the metaphor of cartography implies a theoretical and methodological shift 
in which the objects of inquiry are (dis)placed on a canvas where linearity and causality do not follow linear 
paths but rather take rhizomatic and dynamic shapes (see also Braidotti, 2010). Here, issues of equity are 
understood as balancing acts between two dichotomising principles, of sameness and of difference, that, in 
turn, have coloured the scholarship on integration/inclusion over the past decades from normative stances on 
learning and identity, rather than in empirically-pushed scientific reporting (Bagga-Gupta, 2020).  

Given this ambition, the analysis focuses on two sets of data: the first includes a selection of reports 
and policy documents from 1990 at the national (Swedish) and supranational (EU, OECD, UNESCO) levels that 
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deal with issues of widening recruitment, participation and inclusion of a diverse student population. The 
second dataset builds upon one specific case study of a long-term ethnographic engagement that is part of a 
larger research project, PAL - Participation for all? School and post-school pathways of young people with 
functional disabilities (2017-ongoing, www.ju.se/ccd/pal). The case study focuses upon one student, Angelina, 
who was diagnosed with Asperger syndrome during her adolescence. During a period of three years, I have 
followed Angelina across a range of contexts and practices (home, school, university, work, meetings, in her 
interactions with significant others) as well as conducted a series of informal conversations with her and other 
key persons in her life.  

The preliminary findings show the ways in which Angelina’s practices of transitioning and becoming 
are afforded and constrained by her profound awareness of the kinds of challenges and opportunities that she 
is likely to encounter when relating to certain situated activities and the range of policies and tools therein. 
The study sheds light on the strategies that students in HE develop and use to translate what is displayed in 
the political discourse to overcome barriers and hindrances, especially when transitioning between situations 
and contexts as well as to gain access to, for them, relevant practices and positions.  
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Paper 3: Discourses and Practices Regarding Digital t=Tools: Unintended Tools for Exclusion in Educational 
Contexts? 

 
 Lars Almén and Sangeeta Bagga-Gupta (Jönköping University, Sweden) 

 
This study builds on a multi-scale ethnography of policies and mundane lives of lower secondary 

students and teachers with a specific emphasis on recent digitalization initiatives in Swedish schools. The study 
aims to illuminate the discourses and processes of inclusion and exclusion within contemporary educational 
digitalization initiatives whose intentions relate to a one-school-for-all agenda. Sociocultural perspectives have 
been a key point of departure and the discourse analytical framework of Nexus Analysis has been used as a 
guiding analytical lens. Participant’s deployment of digital tools in educational settings have been scrutinized 
through interviews, classroom audio and video recordings, and other ethnographic data. In addition, the study 
draws on analysis of national and school policies related to digitalization initiatives and Sweden’s one-school-
for-all ethos. These data come from the research project Digitalization Initiatives, and Practices (DIP, 
www.ju.se/ccd/dip) where a key focus is the digitalization of the Swedish school system from a perspective of 
inclusion and exclusion.  

With a point of departure in the one-school-for-all discourse, the Swedish school system rests on 
values like inclusion and compensation – inclusion for all students, irrespective of background, disabilities etc., 
and compensation of various types of functional disabilities. Framed by the one-school-for-all discourse, 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is considered both a tool for inclusion and a compensatory 
tool in the Swedish school. Therefore, students (and teachers) with documented special needs have had access 
to digital tools like laptop computers or iPads for quite some time. However, due to the high degree of 
independence that individual schools and teachers enjoy, access to and usage of digital tools among students 
without documented special needs is reported to differ considerably, sometimes within the same school. Such 
previous findings across previous studies led the Government of Sweden to initiate a strategy to digitalize the 
entire Swedish school system in 2017. This strategy has had three key focus areas: 
 

1) Digital competence for all in the school system. 
2) Equal access and usage. 
3) Research and follow-up about the possibilities of digitalization. 

 
The first two focus areas highlight the inclusive ambitions of the one-school-for-all discourse. Many 

secondary schools have started teaching computer knowledge, and the Swedish National Agency for Education 
(Skolverket) has included affordances and constraints of the digitalization of society in the curricula of 
different subjects, in particular in the curriculum of mathematics where programming became an integrated 
part, as a means to fulfill the first focus area of the strategy. A majority of Swedish secondary schools today 
provide students with digital tools, with the result that the one computer per student ratio has increased 
dramatically, as a response to the second focus area. However, for students who are diagnosed with a 
functional disability, an initiative to digitalize the entire student population in a school, creates a paradoxical 
scenario of exclusion. Thus, as the following examples from our analysis suggest, digital tools for inclusion 
appear to have turned into tools for exclusion in Swedish lower secondary schools. 
 

1) Before the digitalization initiative, students with special needs were often the only students in the 
classroom with their own digital tools. This marked them as students with special needs, even though 
the digital tools provided features which made it possible for them to study at the same pace as their 
non-marked peers. When all students received digital tools within the framing of the digitalization 
strategy, the effect was that the compensatory advantage for the students with special needs 
decreased and they started experiencing a lagging behind effect in educational settings. 

2) An outcome of the digitalization strategy was that many schools stopped buying paper editions of 
textbooks in order to be able to reserve resources for the procurement of digital tools and other 
digital resources. Therefore, students are currently required to use digitalized textbooks. This offers 
the possibility to use digital features like text-to-speech, i.e. the written text is synthetically read 
aloud. Wearing headphones, the students listen to the texts simultaneously while they may read it on 
their individual screens, something that is easier for students with diagnoses like dyslexia, or those 
who are new to the named language Swedish. However, the combination of digital tools and 
headphones tempts students to engage with non-school tasks (like scrolling Spotify playlists or 
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watching YouTube videos) instead of reading an assigned text. This results in students who best need 
time to study lagging behind in school tasks.  

 
Discourses of compensation and inclusion circulate in the Swedish school system. However, for students 

with special needs these discourses can imply a further exclusion if this means a compensation and inclusion 
for mainstream students. After the digitalization strategy was implemented, digital tools have become an 
integrated part of the Swedish lower secondary classrooms. For students with special needs, digital tools can 
function as compensatory measures and facilitate learning. However, this study suggests that digital tools for 
everyone can become counter-productive for students who are marginalized to begin with.  

Our analysis highlights and troubles the binary dichotomies of being abled and disabled, or what being a 
student with special needs implies as compared to those who do not have any diagnoses or special needs. 
When functionally disabled students or students with special needs are seen as “problems” who can be “fixed” 
with digital tools, the tools themselves risk becoming hindrances for the students’ educational development. 
To come to terms with this, students, regardless of prerequisites, need to be understood as individuals with 
individual needs, and whose needs call for individual solutions that are part of solutions for all students. This 
study also highlights how a discourse analytical framework of Nexus Analysis can be used to shed light on 
complex social relationships across different types of data. 

 
 
Paper 4: Challenging Discourses About Defeated Identity Struggles when Deaf or Hard of Hearing Students 

Opt Out of Mainstream Classrooms 
 

Patrick Stefan Kermit (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway) 
 

In her book Deaf in Japan - Signing and the politics of identity, Karen Nakamura (2006) describes a 
phenomenon familiar to teachers and researchers working with the education for Deaf or Hard of Hearing 
(DHH) children and adolescents around the world: When they reach the age of 15 or 16, some DHH 
adolescents who have been attending a mainstream, so called inclusive school since grade 1 make what 
Nakamura coin, an educational L-turn or a U-turn. The first – the L-turn – means to opt out of the mainstream 
classroom and seek special education in a smaller group or class at the mainstream school. The U-turn means 
leaving the mainstream school for good and become a full-time student either at a Deaf school or a special 
education facility specializing in teaching DHH students. In Norway, this tendency is documented for DHH 
students (Kermit, Tharaldsteen, Haugen, & Wendelborg, 2014), but also for disabled students in general 
(Tøssebro & Wendelborg, 2014). The competing discourses on L-turns and U-turns are, however, neither 
thoroughly researched, nor properly understood.  

Initial investigations suggest that many teachers and parents of DHH adolescents see the L- or U-turns 
as mainly the results of social challenges associated with puberty combined with increased academic 
demands. The changes associated with puberty regard new and more advanced demands on languaging, 
participation, self-image and identity. At the same time, the academic expectations are accelerated, grades 
become more serious and exams that decide future options become consequential. The ad hoc suggestion is 
that DHH adolescents find that being together with typically hearing or even “normal” peers becomes too 
difficult under the weight of these new social and academic demands, a personal crisis is triggered, and opting 
out becomes the only solution. An important premise for this hypothesis is also that inclusion becomes more 
difficult when students get older and reach puberty. Since teenage students make more specific demands on 
their peer interactions compared to younger students, being an attractive peer becomes more complicated for 
a person whose ears are out of order. 

In this paper, I want to critically examine this discourse about personal crises among DHH 
adolescents, challenge the notion that students’ natural development inclines them to become less inclusive, 
and instead approach the empirical phenomena of L- and U-turns by mobilising a non-normative, though 
critical, stance on human communication, learning and identity. 

Mobilizing empirical data shedding light on interactions between DHH children and their typically 
hearing peers in kindergartens and early school years, I suggest that inclusion might be a problem arising long 
before it becomes manifest in what seems to be a personal adolescent crisis. Further, drawing on interviews 
with adolescents who have made L- or U-turns, I suggest that that the combined biolmedical and mainstream 
educational discourses outlined above overlooks the complexity involved when DHH adolescents find that they 
cannot continue their mainstream education. Above all, the biolmedical and mainstream educational 
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discourses essentializes a focus on the individual DHH adolescent. This individualized approach stands in the 
way of a deepened understanding about how structural and collective aspects of what it means to be a 
student have decisive influences on what the individual can achieve. Suggesting that DHH students’ struggle 
for inclusion must be regarded a struggle for recognition of their authenticity as members of their peer 
community, I discuss how absence of inclusive educational practices might be considered as forms of 
misrecognition. In line with contemporary theories about recognition (Honneth, 1995; Taylor, 1992), I further 
discuss an alternative discourse on the mechanisms triggering L- or U-turns. It is plausible that it is the 
cumulative effect of a lifetime of experienced misrecognition in the form of exclusion that tip the scale in favor 
of an L- or U-turn. If this is the case, exclusionary practices are probably a systemic problem and not the above 
suggested biologically triggered phenomenon. Further, drawing on empirical examples, I will explore a third-
perspective/position and question the underlying assumption that L- and U-turns are events marking some 
form of individual defeat. The empirical evidence available suggest that L- and U-turns can be decisive turning 
points in processes of empowerment where young people reject the “dis” in disability and instead emphasise 
and embrace their ability. Thus, the multi-sidedness of participation, communication and learning can be 
upfronted and exemplified. 
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Panel 2: Starting With a=Action: Studying Identity and Innovation from a Multimodal Perspective 
 

Chair/organiser: Meredith Marra (Professor in Linguistics, Victoria University of Wellington) 
 

In this panel discussion we draw attention to the applicability of a multimodal perspective on our 
understanding of identity and interaction in three different settings. Yulia Khan analyses how migrants 
produce identity in their new home countries and Tui Matelau explores Māori identity in contemporary and 
racially diverse society. Jesse Pirini analyses how an innovation facilitator supports scientists to develop 
research that is relevant to industry. We apply multimodal (inter)action analysis (MIA) in each presentation, 
demonstrating the application of various theoretical and methodological tools for the analysis of data from a 
multimodal perspective.  

Multimodal (inter)action analysis is a methodological framework for the analysis of the multiple 
communicative modes used by people as they act in the world (Norris, 2004; 2011). The unit of analysis within 
MIA is the mediated action. By analysing the mediated action, the connection between the actor, the action 
and the tools they utilise is highlighted and each aspect can be heuristically analysed in order to reach a 
deeper understanding of social action (Norris, 2013).  

As social actors interact, they perform multiple mediated actions (Scollon, 1998; Wertsch, 1998). MIA 
differentiates mediated actions into lower-level actions, higher-level actions and frozen actions. A lower-level 
action is the smallest meaning unit of a mode and higher-level actions consist of numerous related lower-level 
actions which includes multiple modes. Frozen actions refer to actions that are embedded in objects and/or 
the environment.  

Conducting a micro analysis of the modes used by social actors in their performance of (multiple) 
mediated actions can reveal exciting discoveries. Some recent examples where MIA has been used include 
research investigating: Maori and Pacific identity construction (Matelau-Doherty, 2020), cross-cultural analysis 
of Serbian and English native speakers in online collaborative tasks (Rajic, 2021) student-teacher identity 
construction (Christensson, 2018) agency within a tutoring context (Pirini, 2017), interactive strategies used by 
children during video conferencing (Geenen, 2017), and metadiscourse used during lectures (Bernard-Mecho, 
2017).  
 

Paper 1: ‘The Me You Can See’: How Migrants Produce Their Identity in New Home Countries. The 
Cases of Aotearoa New Zealand and South Korea. 

 
Yulia Khan (Auckland University of Technology, NZ) 

 
Migration patterns have largely been determined and facilitated by the immigration policies of host 

countries. The contemporary immigration settings of Aotearoa New Zealand and South Korea, the two 
contexts that I draw on, allowed migrants to arrive and settle on the basis of family reunification, education, 
business and skilled migrant category streams, and, in the case of South Korea, Korean ethnicity (Din, 2015; 
Immigration New Zealand, 2018, 2021; Korea Immigration Service, 2005; Lee, 2002; Park, 2019; The National 
Assembly of the Republic of Korea, 1999). As new migrants settle in Aotearoa New Zealand and South Korea 
on a long-term or permanent basis, they face considerable challenges that are inextricably linked to 
(re)negotiation of their personal, professional, ethnic and cultural identity. In this paper, I analyse multimodal 
identity production focussing on the use and presence of various objects and artefacts that belong to my New 
Zealand- and South Korea-based participants. These objects were either photographed or captured on a video-
camera as the participants (inter)acted with them in their homes, cars and/or workplaces. Within the 
multimodal (inter)action analysis (Norris, 2004, 2011, 2020) as my overarching framework, I utilise the concept 
of frozen mediated action (Norris, 2019; Norris & Makboon, 2015) which enables me to trace participants’ 
actions that are embedded in the objects and artefacts and explain how those actions are linked to their 
identity. This analysis demonstrates complexity of the discourse of migrant identity, always involving 
production of several identity elements, such as family, traveller, partner, home country or career/education. 
It also helps us understand what is retained, what is acquired and what is lost as part of migration and 
settlement.   
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Paper 2: A Creation Story:  An Exploration of Māori Identity Using Vertical Identity Production 
 

Dr Tui Matelau-Doherty (Unitec Institute of Technology, NZ) 
 

Gaining a better understanding of fluid and hybrid Māori ethnic identity is significant as these allow 
for the construction of ethnic identities that draw on more than one ethnicity, and they also reflect the racial 
diversity of contemporary society. This research examines the intersection of creative practice and identity in 
order to make visible emerging fluid ethnic identities. Using an ethnographic approach, the wider research 
project includes video recordings, photos and interviews with six female creative practitioners of either Māori 
or Pacific ethnic descent. 

Norris (2011) explicates that identities are produced through mediated action and are shaped by 
three layers of discourse. The central layers of discourse produce immediate identity elements and are 
constructed through the mediated actions that the social actor performs and participates in. The intermediary 
layers of discourse produce continuous identity elements and include the mediated action being produced by 
a social actor in connection with their social networks, and the outer layers of discourse, which are the rules 
and laws, institutions and media that exist in society and which produce the general identity element (Norris, 
2011).  

For this paper, I use vertical identity production to make visible the layers of discourse that shape the 
fluid ethnic identity construction of a Māori female dancer. I also utilise site of engagement (Scollon, 1998) as 
an analytical tool to extend the analysis beyond the concrete mediated actions performed by the social actors, 
and to include the wider practices and discourses. The site of engagement is the intersection of mediated 
actions, mediational means, discourses and practices within a window of real time (Jones and Norris, 2005). 
Norris (2014) explains that this window can be opened widely or narrowly depending on the what the 
researcher is examining. 
 
 Paper 3: Facilitating Innovation Online: A Multimodal Study of Online Workshops Supporting 
Science Innovation 

 
Dr Jesse Pirini (Victoria University of Wellington | Te Herenga Waka, NZ) 

 
New Zealand's productivity growth lags behind that of similar countries (Hendy and Callaghan, 2013). 

One recognised pathway to increase productivity is to support industry to apply research. However, 
researchers face a range of challenges when developing research projects that are relevant to industry. In this 
presentation, I analyse data collected from a series of innovation workshops delivered by an innovation expert 
whose role is to support researchers to develop a proposal to solve an industry challenge. The workshops were 
delivered online following the first COVID lockdown in New Zealand. The data set consists of 10 hours of video 
data, and follow-up interviews with participants.  

While there is a significant body of work exploring the management of innovation (e.g. Sakellariou et 
al, 2017), the bulk of this work does not study the interactions between social actors directly. Or, where 
observation occurs, interactions are not video recorded for later in-depth analysis. In this presentation the 
data were analysed using multimodal (inter)action analysis, and representative moments are transcribed in 
detail showing how the facilitator supports researchers to expand their thinking regarding innovation. This 
research contributes to work on the management of science innovation, and multimodal analysis, especially of 
online video conferencing.  
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Presentation Abstracts 
 

Sinchana Appachoo (Auckland University, NZ) 
 
Analysing Media Representations of Non-Normatively Gendered Female Athletes 
 
Competitive high-performance sport is a key site where social expectations of gendered embodiment are 
established and negotiated. Most of these expectations are subtle, unspoken and function through informal 
sanctions. However, the Hyperandrogenism Regulations adopted by the International Olympic Committee 
(IOC) and World Athletics (the erstwhile International Association of Athletics Federation) present a set of 
codified, formal, and legally enforceable expectations of appropriate embodiment of feminine gender. This 
paper aims to critically interrogate these regulations and use the liminal figure of the intersex athlete as a 
wedge to pry open the boxed category of the ‘female’ athlete in modern sport. Additionally, the requirement 
that hyperandrogenic female-identifying athletes should fundamentally alter their bodies by undergoing 
Hormone Replacement Therapy in order to be eligible to compete in sport will also be placed against the 
context of the extreme objectification of the athletic body which is, increasingly, treated as the means for the 
ultimate end of achieving athletic goals. Framed thus, the Hyperandrogenism Regulations will be studied as a 
mechanism of exercise of medical power over ‘deviant’ or non-normatively gendered female athletes with the 
aim of normalising them. 
The IOC and World Athletics present these regulations as a necessary, if arguably discriminatory, measure to 
ensure that women’s competitions remain fair. Medical evidence – which is still strongly contested – linking 
elevated endogenous testosterone levels to enhanced athletic performance in female athletes is used to 
justify these regulations. Such use of medical data for policy purposes has been critiqued for attempting to 
resolve social and ethical issues by recourse to scientific data which does not address the issue holistically 
(Henne, 2014). Claims about the efficacy of testosterone in enhancing athletic performance are embedded 
within the broader discourse on testosterone. These claims derive their truth value from the operation of the 
discourse which frames testosterone as a potent ‘male’ hormone capable of producing strong androgenising 
effects, including enhancing strength and improving athletic performance. In the context of high-performance 
competitive sport, excess endogenous testosterone in female-identified athletes is not a problem in and of 
itself, but it is framed as a problem as testosterone is said to confer unfair athletic advantage. The IOC and WA 
operationalise the Hyperandrogenism Regulations by positing ‘fairness/fair play’ as an objective fact and a 
substantive moral value to be defended. Such a notion of fair play is then used to justify the surveillance and 
medical control of athletes, both in the case of anti-doping regulations and Hyperandrogenism Regulations. 
While the scientific and medical justification provided for the Hyperandrogenism Regulations have been 
critiqued, this paper will analyse how the mediated representations of non-normatively gendered female 
athletes contributes to the problematisation of such athletes. This paper will focus on analysing the media 
coverage of Indian athletes Shanthi Soundarajan and Dutee Chand, as well as South African athlete Caster 
Semenya – athletes who resist (hetero)sexual commodification and confound the available media narratives 
designed to recoup the femininity of sportswomen. This paper aims to synthesise a cogent, non-contradictory 
methodological framework for multi-modal media analysis by borrowing precepts from Foucauldian Discourse 
Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis.  
The strong textual focus of CDA is underpinned by a critical-realist understanding of society. In sharp contrast 
to this, a Foucauldian approach sees the entirety of society as discursively produced, where the subject is an 
effect of discourses, emerging at the intersection of power relations (Foucault, 1980). Each of these 
approaches to discourse analysis constitute a discrete whole, with their own methodological precepts that are 
informed by a specific theoretical orientation to the study of society. Pointing to divergences in the 
epistemological and ontological frameworks of these two modes of discourse analysis, some researchers have 
argued that they are incompatible with each other and hence immiscible. (Liao & Markula, 2009, pp.30-48). 
However, over the years, researchers have synthesised analytical tools from these two traditions to develop 
effective methodologies for their analysis. Such combination of elements requires careful consideration of 
contrasting elements and a multi-perspectival rather than an eclectic approach to the combination of research 
methodologies (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). 
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Theoretically, this paper follows a Foucauldian conception of discourse and power, so the thrust of the analysis 
is to uncover the underlying patterns that structure and give meaning to statements about non-normatively 
gendered female athletes – statements that enable the exercise of medical power over these athletes. While 
this forms the global framework for my methodology, in the analysis of specific texts analysis, I use a selection 
of tools for formal linguistic analysis developed by FCDA. Conducting the analysis at these two levels enables 
sharper insights into the imbrication of language in the functioning of discursive power. Feminist Critical 
Discourse Analysis, as Michelle Lazar notes, effectively combines these two approaches (Lazar, 2007). Even as 
gender is centred as an important category for analysis, Feminist Critical Discourse Analysis functions with a 
non-essentialist, anti-foundationalist understanding of gender as a social position that is constituted 
differently in different socio-cultural contexts which also engender different practices through which 
individuals come to occupy or challenge these categories. 
As a culturally meaningful activity, sport holds narrative potential which is fully realised in and through 
representations of the performing body (Geertz 1972; Alter 2004; Bourdieu 1993). Media functions as a key 
site within which narratives and cultural meanings associated with the gendered athletic body are circulated. It 
also forms a key site for the negotiation of these meanings of athletic embodiment between athletes, sports’ 
governing bodies, and the sports fans. Methodical analysis of mediated representations of the three athletes – 
Santhi Soundarajan, Dutee Chand and Caster Semenya – is indispensable to understand how they are cast as 
inappropriately feminine and problematized as threats to women’s sport. 
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Imane Bahri (Canterbury Christchurch University, UK) 
 
The Paradox of Violence and Peace in Framing the 2019 Algerian Hirak by the BBC and Aljazeera English 
Web-based Reports 
 

Revolutionary drives in the context of the colonial third world are regarded by Volpi (2014) as 
“nationalist movements bringing together momentarily different social classes in order to change first the 
nature of the colonial/imperial political system before transforming the underlying socio-economic order” (p. 
154). This definition might apply to the wave of weekly insurgencies erupting across Algeria in February 2019, 
termed the Algerian Hirak. The Al-Hirak movement in principle called for the stepdown of the ex-president 
Abdelaziz Bouteflika and a radical removal of his political system. It came as a reaction to the ailing leader’s 
official announcement of his intention to run for a fifth term bid in February 2019, and led to his resignation 
from politics in April 2019. Al-Hirak could be a result of cumulative factors including political and economic 
corruption (Caruso, 2019; Zoubir, 2019), and social problems such as contempt, unemployment, and poverty 
(Caruso, 2019; Guemar et al, 2019). However, it is worth noting that this type of protest is not the first of its kind 
in the Arab world. It might be seen as an echo of the 2011 Arab Spring in drives, revendications, and results. Al-
Hirak might be considered a different version of the Arab Spring in that the first kept its peaceful character for 
one year, whereas the latter slipped into violence in most of its countries. This peacefulness won the Hirak 
worldwide admiration (Adel et al, 2019). Similarly, the European Green Party (2019) described the movement 
as “striking” (p. 1). Furthermore, Chiheb and Northey (2019) assert that it is “one of the most impressive social 
movements for democracy the world has seen”. However, through initial readings of a few of the BBC and AJE 
online news reports on the event, it became evident that two different accounts were released.  

For a detailed investigation of this issue, a set of nine articles on Bouteflika’s candidacy and the start of 
the protests ranging between 22 February and 9 March 2019 were examined from a critical discourse analysis 
perspective. Specifically, the study endeavoured to examine similarities and differences between the selected 
news outlets in their representation of the events, and to explore the ideologies that drove the news outlets 
towards such representation. To that end, it adopted an eclectic approach adhering to Fairclough’s (1995; 2003; 
2009; 2010) dialectical-relational approach (DRA) and Reisigl and Wodak’s (2001; 2009; 2016) discourse 
historical approach (DHA) as the general theoretical framework to analyse the representation of actors and 
actions and evaluate the ideologies behind their representation. At the micro (linguistic) level, the study drew 
on Halliday’s (1985) transitivity to examine the link between the linguistic structure and the social values and 
ideologies represented by them. For a deep analysis of the main participants and their related processes, the 
study incorporated some of the widely used elements from DHA, including referential and predicational 
strategies along with some elements from Van Leeuwen’s (1996; 2008) socio-semantic inventory on the 
representation of social actors. Textual findings were systemised in two interpretative frameworks: macro-
strategies of representation, and discourse topics, which are regarded as a key step in the analysis as they aid 
the mediation between the discursive functions and their socio-political context. Linguistic analysis revealed 
striking asymmetries between the BBC and AJE regarding their overall portrayal of the movement in its 
beginning. While the AJE’s representation gave positive impressions of the protesters and their protests as 
peaceful, BBC drew a negative picture of the protests as anarchical and violent. This paradoxical representation 
might stem from the social and political background of each outlet. The AJE, on one hand, maintained a narrative 
of peace, which could be the result of its reformist ideology as the corporation is known for its alignment toward 
the Arab peoples and sharp criticism of their governments. The BBC, on another hand, reported on the event 
from European ethnocentric lenses, and drew in its narrative of the 2011 Arab Spring, which has eventually 
turned to be an Arab autumn due to its detrimental effects on the MENA region. It could also be argued that 
depicting the protests as violent could be meant to pave the way for any future political or military intervention 
in Algeria in case the situation worsens or endures. This claim could be substantiated with the resolution issued 
by the European Green Party counsel, advocating an urgent European political intervention in Algeria in 
November 2019. 
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Géraldine Bengsch (Kings College London, UK) 
 
What They Say They Do and What They Do: Conversations At and About the International Hotel Front 
Desk 
 
The world is becoming increasingly interconnected, creating implications for investigations in global 
communicative settings (Blommaert, 2010). Here, hotels provide an interesting environment for research 
related to global communication and questions of interactional practices. A hotel has been described as a 
naturally occurring “laboratory” for interaction research (Cohen, 1979). Investigating conversations between 
hotel receptionists and their guests is used in this project to demonstrate how interdisciplinary approaches can 
further knowledge in a globalised world order.  
Research into matters of tourism is commonly done utilising a business or management approach in an 
attempt to produce goal-oriented results. However, unlike common practise in the tourism industry suggests, 
a top-down approach to communication (cf. Solnet, 2007) can often not account for the subtleties of 
managing interactions as they are constructed in real-life situations. Yet research purely motivated by 
conversational practices (e.g.  Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2006; Placencia, 2004) often fails to account for the context 
in which service encounters are constructed – an inherent implication of generating business and money for 
an organisation. 
This study uses two data sets to compare what hotel front desk employees say about their work and what can 
be observed in what they do on site. Questionnaires and focus group responses from frontline employees in a 
mid-sized New Zealand hotel chain provide insights into perceptions about their work environment and their 
communicative practices. The data is supplemented with corporate documents and their claims. The second 
data set consists of 10 hours of naturally occurring conversations between receptionists and guests which 
were collected from four hotels in three European countries (England, Germany, Spain). Ethnographic insights 
provide additional evidence for how the interactions are anchored in social reality. 
The social sciences have a long-standing tradition of addressing talk in various settings, including asymmetrical 
interactions like service encounters (Drew and Heritage, 1992). Conversation Analysis (CA) provides a 
framework in this study to explore and describe the conversations that occur at the international hotel front 
desk and compare them with expectations depicted in the hospitality literature (e.g., Blue & Harun, 2003).  
The findings suggest that employees at the hotel front desk have a strong understanding of their role and the 
communication they use to achieve it. This understanding, however, varies between individuals. Themes in the 
data revolve around attitudes towards guests, perceived cultural and language differences, appearance, 
corporate protocol, and training. Participants demonstrated that they behave in certain ways to further 
interactional goals. However, accounts are fragmented and show that recollections are based on extreme 
events, both positive and negative. When comparing these findings to interaction observed in naturally 
occurring events, it becomes apparent that there is a difference to what employees do in their everyday 
conversations. 
Interactional patterns found in the corpus appear to be robust and represent how both receptionist and guest 
orient to mutual preferences of structures in talk over the course of the encounter. Conversation at the hotel 
front desk is a joint achievement which can only be successful when both parties orient to the task at hand and 
behave accordingly. Most notably, and in stark contrast to the literature, intercultural misunderstandings are 
rare, and the notion of culture is hardly ever rendered relevant in natural interactions. The data proposes that 
what constitutes an effective and efficient encounter is specific to arrival, stay, and departure interactions. 
Despite these specifics, arrival, stay, and departure are oriented to by participants as a cohesive whole or an 
ongoing project (Robinson, 2006). Individual conversations occur in an overarching context and are produced 
by participants inter- and intra-sequentially (Orthaber & Márquez-Reiter, 2011). The study results show that 
language is an integral part of how we perceive and construct our social world which benefits from multi-
faceted investigation. 
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Jess Birnie Smith (Monash University, Australia) 
 
The Interactional and Perduring Identities of the Chinese Indonesian Minority 
 

Sociolinguistic research frequently presents views of identity as the product or the producer of linguistic 
practice as dichotomous. The implied binary in these ways of viewing identity erases the reciprocity of 
interactional and perduring identities that structures and is structured by linguistic practice in discourse. 
Drawing on Blommaert and De Fina’s (2017) chronotopic frame theory, the current paper attempts to 
consolidate perspectives on identity as perduring and interactional by investigating quantitative variation in 
Chinese Indonesian college students’ (non)-use of the Chinese discourse particle a - a quintessential feature of 
the Indonesian vernacular used by the Pontianak Chinese community in West Kalimantan, Indonesia. The 
analysis demonstrates that patterns in the (non)-use of the particle by different peer groups and individuals 
produce and are produced by distinct Chinese identities that exist beyond a singular interaction. Ultimately, the 
results illustrate how the theoretical framework adopted in this study offers a new perspective on the “historic 
and momentary agency” (Blommaert, 2015, p. 109) of identity work.  

The current paper attempts to consolidate perspectives on identity as perduring and interactional by 
investigating quantitative variation through the lens of Blommaert and De Fina’s (2017) chronotopic frame 
theory (CFT). Quantitative variation studies have revealed that the distribution of linguistic features often 
pattern against social categories (Drager, 2015; Eckert, 2008; Hay & Maclagan, 2010; Mendoza-Denton, 2008; 
Tagliamonte, 2005; Zhang, 2005). CFT adds further clarification on how speakers’ reproduction of identity-
linked quantitative variation emerges through patterns in their responses to particular recurring 
communicative contexts which both structures and reflects communicative norms and “approved ways of 
being” (Baxter, 2016, p. 37) of the peer groups to which they belong. Importantly, CFT assists in identifying 
how communicative norms and “approved ways of being” associated with particular peer groups are 
interwoven with competing local and national ideologies and discourses concerning “approved ways of being” 
Chinese and Indonesian. 

The analysis presented in this paper draws on ethnographic data collected over seven months of 
fieldwork in Pontianak city. This data includes individual interviews conducted with 15 ethnic Chinese 
Indonesian youth aged between 18 and 21 who were enrolled in the fourth semester class of the foreign 
language major at Pontianak Catholic College (PCC), as well as 30 hours of recordings of their daily interactions 
with peers on campus. The empirical data discussed in this paper was developed by inputting transcriptions of 
conversational data into AntConc 3.4.1. The program generated a frequency list that shows the rate at which a 
was used by each participant of the study. 

Analysis produced in this paper demonstrates how different peer groups at PCC structure and 
reproduce contrasting ways of being Chinese through quantitative variation in the (non)-use of the Chinese 
discourse particle a. The results show that different peer groups were socialized into different approved ways 
of being Chinese that appear to influence how they use or else avoid forms, such as the a particle, that are 
emblematic of Pontianak Chinese people’s Indonesian vernacular. Peer groups who used the particle most 
frequently were those who had been socialized into discourses, ideologies and value systems of the Pontianak 
Chinese community within predominantly Chinese institutions. By contrast, peer groups who used the particle 
less frequently were those who had been socialized into discourses, ideologies and value systems of the 
Indonesian state within predominantly non-Chinese spaces. The resulting patterns in the (non)-use of a then 
reproduce Pontianak Chinese and Indonesian State discourses and value systems that reinscribe competing 
macro social categories of Chineseness, that are more or less Indonesianised, as part of normative peer-group-
based ways of being in interaction. Importantly, the analysis also shows that speakers’ identity work does not 
just reproduce existing identity categories, it also structures new ways of being Chinese that extend beyond a 
single discursive event. Different peer groups’ preference for (not) using a to do relational in-group talk 
reproduces more colloquial Indonesian or Chinese Indonesian vernacular styles, which structures distinct ways 
of being Chinese that frame Chinese vernacular as either more aligned with their “young and modern” identities 
or the older identities of their parents or grandparents, referenced in interviews. These results illustrate that 
there is a diversity of ways of being Chinese that are structured using more Chinese and more Indonesian 
vernacular speech styles that involve different patterns in the (non)-use of a. These ways of being are continually 
evoked and reproduced across interactions at PCC, and thus these different Chinese identities are perduring. 

Ultimately, the results of this study show how Blommaert and De Fina’s (2017) CFT can be combined 
with quantitative approaches to identity work (e.g. Drager, 2015; Eckert, 2008; Mendoza-Denton, 2008) to 
construct a more nuanced analysis of the mutual interaction between interactional and perduring identity. 
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Afonso Biscaia and Susana Salgado (University of Lisbon, Portugal) 
 
The Leader of the “Righteous Portuguese”: Analysing the Populist Political Discourse of André Ventura 
and Chega  
 

Portugal was for some time considered an exceptional case of resistance to radical right-wing politics 
(e.g., Salgado and Zúquete, 2016; Lisi & Borghetto, 2018; Quintas da Silva, 2018). However, this idea of 
Portuguese exceptionalism has recently been challenged by the emergence, in 2019, of the Chega (Enough) 
party, led by the firebrand André Ventura. Despite being a relative newcomer to the Portuguese political field, 
Chega has already been placed squarely among the European RRP movement (Rooduijn et al., 2019), which is 
confirmed by its adhesion to the Identity and Democracy group in the European Parliament (Chega, n.d.). Since 
its inception, Chega has risen quickly in electoral support – in the November 2019 elections, Ventura was 
elected as Portugal’s first RRP MP, having garnered 1.30% of the vote, but as of December 2020, opinion polls 
generally show that support has risen to around 5%-7% (e.g., ICS/ISCTE, 2020). This makes the case for looking 
at Portugal as an edge-case in the European context, rather than an exception (e.g., Mendes and Dennison, 
2020).  

Much like other recent protagonists of the radical right-wing populist movement, such as Vox’s 
Santiago Abascal, André Ventura is a modern-looking, media-savvy politician who resorts to modern political 
communication strategies in which social media platforms are central tools. This research examines their 
content to assess André Ventura and Chega’s political discourse by examining whether it entails any 
noteworthy distinctive elements or if it is mainly a replication of successful political strategies by other right-
wing populist political leaders and parties.  

Our approach thus examines the right-wing populist leader André Ventura and his political party 
Chega’s political communication and positioning using empirical data collected in a period that includes two 
elections taking place in 2021: the 2021 Portuguese Presidential election, which was held on January 24, and 
the upcoming local elections, which will be held on September 26, 2021. This timeframe encompasses both 
electoral campaigns and routine periods and should therefore ensure a representative variety of the most 
important topics and of the most relevant rhetoric used by André Ventura and Chega. The data will be 
collected from social networking sites, including Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Instagram. Our approach 
uses discourse analysis to examine how online media have been used as tools for spreading right-wing populist 
rhetoric, what the most relevant features are of André Ventura and Chega’s political discourse, and places 
them within those of their closer counterparts (e.g., Marine Le Pen, Rassemblement National – France; Matteo 
Salvini, Lega – Italy; or Santiago Abascal, Vox – Spain) by answering the RQ: What are – if any – the distinctive 
elements of the Portuguese right- wing populist party Chega and its leader André Ventura?  

Such approach will allow a full picture of André Ventura and Chega’s online political discourse by 
drawing from a wide array of sources, including both the leader’s personal accounts on Twitter, Facebook, and 
Instagram, as well as those operated by the party in those social networking sites as well as on YouTube 
(“ChegaTV”). These data are analyzed within different, complementary, frameworks according to the 
prevalence of text or image. Tweets and Facebook posts – where text prevails – are analyzed from a discourse 
analytical perspective, informed by the Discourse Historical Approach (Reisigl and Wodak, 2017). To tackle 
these texts’ inherent ambiguousness, i.e., their situatedness (Wodak, 2015), and relate their different levels of 
contextualization, we employ two separate levels of analysis: entry-level analysis of the thematic dimension of 
texts, using discourse topics as a central analytical category, and in-depth analysis of the specific text’s genre, 
discursive strategies, and argumentation schemes.  

In a complementary fashion, the analysis of visuals – YouTube videos and Instagram posts – will be 
based on Visual Content Analysis (VCA), a set of tools which has only recently been applied to populist politics 
(e.g., Doerr, 2021; Mendonça and Caetano, 2021), even though images can and are also frequently used in 
populist discourse, namely in calculated ambivalence strategies (e.g., Müller, et al., 2009; Wodak, 2021). 
Works such as Sampietro and Sánchez-Castillo’s (2020) have demonstrated that leaders such as Santiago 
Abascal use candid images of leisure or family activities to burnish their reputations as “one of the people”, 
while underlining distinctive characteristics, such as the leaders’ fitness. We thus analyse “how do André 
Ventura and Chega use visual elements to underline their messages, and are there significant differences from 
other leaders’ and parties’ strategies?”  

These complementary analytical frameworks allow placing the Portuguese populist right-wing party 
among its counterparts in what concerns rhetoric and issue positioning, i.e., the way they communicate their 
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ideas, the topics they choose to amplify and how they position themselves in relation to those topics, taking 
advantage of rich textual and visual data.   
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Natalia Bogado (University of Koblenz-Landau) and Jing Xu (University of Auckland, NZ) 
 
The CDU and the Leitkultur Debate: An Analysis of Angela Merkel’s Integration Discourse Before and 
After the 2015 Syrian Refugee Crisis  

 
During the 1990s and early 2000s, the German Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and its sister party 

the Christian Social Union (CSU) problematised immigration from outside the EU and emphasised the 
importance of cultural homogeneity for social cohesion (Abadi et al., 2016; Bauder & Semmelroggen, 2009; 
Fuller, 2018). This position was embodied in the Leitkultur debate – a body of political and media discourses 
characterised by the use of assimilation frames (Bos et al., 2016; Lecheler et al., 2015) that emphasise cultural 
homogeneity as the main German national membership criteria (i.e. Fuller, 2018; Gould, 2012; Pautz, 2005).  
In 2015, the government coalition led by CDU’s Angela Merkel opened Germany’s doors to over one million 
refugees from Syria. The CDU/CSU’s stance on cultural diversity and immigration appeared to have shifted. 
However – as this study will show – underlying Merkel’s favourable stance towards immigration, the assimilation 
frames characteristic of the Leitkultur debate remain intact in the Chancellor’s immigration discourse. 
Departing from research on the use of frames by politicians (i.e. Chong & Druckman, 2007a, 2007c, 2007b; 
Nelson et al., 1997), we use a corpus-driven mixed-method of qualitative and quantitative discourse analyses to 
explore Merkel’s use of linguistic patterns to frame the integration of immigrants in assimilation terms in the 
2010-2020 period. Placing the start of the Syrian Refugee Crisis in June 2015, we compare Merkel’s official 
discourses at the Integrationsgipfels or Integration Summits (as transcribed in the Bundesregierung official 
website) before and after the crisis began. This study will reveal that, despite Germany’s generous response to 
the Syrian Refugee Crisis, the problematisation of cultural diversity – crucial to the Leitkultur debate – is at the 
heart of Merkel’s integration discourse throughout the period under analysis. 
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Cecilia Bravo Huaynates (La Trobe University, Australia) 
 
‘El Machismo Mata’: Recontextualization and Ideological Polarization in Activist Discourses Contesting 
Feminicide in Peru 
 

Over the last decade, a number of activist demonstrations aimed at raising awareness of the 
pervasiveness of sexism and misogyny have been held across the world. Widely regarded as the feminist fourth 
‘wave’, this period of perceived intense activism has been marked by the engagement of grassroots women’s 
groups and feminist organizations in multiple forms of social mobilization addressing gendered violence within 
the public sphere (Chamberlain, 2017). The most recent instances of such initiatives of collective activism include 
the #MeToo movement and the international flash mob protest A rapist in your path. 

Keeping time with contemporary feminist activism, several researchers have begun to look into its 
underlying organizational strategies, discursive repertoires and frames of collective action. Findings from this 
line of research contribute to a better understanding of the way the notion of ‘sisterhood’, the political pact of 
solidarity among women based on their gender, is currently being articulated. In this respect, it has been shown 
that social media has been crucial to the emergence of large communities of feminist resistance in recent years. 
Popular platforms such as Facebook and Twitter have facilitated the quick spread of information related to 
common gender issues affecting women worldwide, and they have provided a relatively open platform for the 
(re)production of shared discursive repertoires challenging patriarchal hegemony (Li et al., 2020; Ruiz, 2017). 

In line with the existing literature, I examine a case of online mobilization articulated through Twitter 
in the aftermath of a high-profile feminicide that occurred in Peru in 2018. In particular, I look into two highly 
active viral threads posted in the days following the death of 22-year-old Eyvi Ágreda, set on fire on a public bus 
by a male co-worker. Drawing on a feminist critical discourse analysis approach (Lazar, 2014), this study focuses 
on how discursive structures were used for the production of antipatriarchal messages through both viral 
threads. More specifically, I rely on van Dijk (1998, 2006)’s CDA framework to unpack the discursive 
representations and strategies indexed by Twitter users as they voice criticism of machismo culture and call 
attention to feminicide in Peru.  

Preliminary findings from the analysis show that the strategies of recontextualization and ideological 
polarization intervene in the macrostructural organization of my dataset. Through a mechanism of positive-self 
presentation vs. negative-them presentation, participants in both viral threads were able to reassess and 
challenge specific sets of beliefs that are still widely instilled in Peruvian society, enacting an in-group identity 
based on mutual solidarity vis-à-vis the seriousness of gender violence. The analysis also evidences that, at a 
micro level of discourse representation, recontextualization and polarization are intertwined with a number of 
rhetorical mechanisms (e.g. metaphors, lexical contrasts), giving rise to specific representations indexed within 
the analyzed set of tweets. These representations appear organized around seven principal semantic topics and 
they constitute a discursive repertoire that, in recent years, has been recursively used as part of feminist 
demonstrations held in Latino countries. 

I plan to discuss these preliminary findings as well as the methodological steps involved in the analysis 
(e.g. use of NVivo software for thematic coding). Drawing on empirical evidence, the main thread of the 
argument focuses on underlining the role of recontextualization and polarization as macrostructural strategies 
that can be further operationalized within an analytical framework about contemporary feminist activism. In 
particular, I argue that both strategies constitute relevant analytical categories for a theoretical model on how 
‘sisterhood’ is articulated within feminist practice. 

In summary, the main objective of my presentation is to create a space for engaging with the kinds of 
issues raised by the ‘new’ ongoing wave of the feminist movement and, importantly, for discussing 
methodological concerns and theoretical implications linked to the analysis of the discourses that are part of 
such antihegemonic practices. 
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Jessie Burnette and Andreaa S. Calude (Waikato University, NZ) 
 
Corpus Approaches to Discourse Analysis: Persuasion Strategies in a Large Corpus of #Covid19NZ 
Tweets 
 

Social media platforms afford a window into the fast-paced and ever-changing world of public 
opinion. The language used in such outlets allows us to interrogate strategies used for constructing different 
discourse perspectives. In this paper, we investigate links between grammatical constructions (directives) and 
politeness strategies to express speaker stance in a large corpus of Twitter posts related to Covid19 in New 
Zealand. The overall aims of the project are to document an under-studied construction (directives) in a 
sizeable naturally occurring dataset, and to probe the extent to which we see patterns matching linguistic 
usage with discursive goals. 
 Twitter provides the opportunity to collect diachronic data directly from its API by either searching for 
keywords, hashtags of interest, or usernames of Tweeters. For this project, we collected Tweets posted 
between 22 February 2020 and 10 November 2020 containing the hashtag #Covid19NZ and variants of it. 
Excluded from the data were any Tweets which only consisted of a retweeted message, hashtag, link or other 
multi-modal feature without additional text. In total, the Twitter API contained 40,243 Tweets meeting our 
criteria. Our analysis centres on three key linguistic properties (among others), namely presence/absence of 
directive, politeness strategy and Tweeter stance. Here we report on the part of the data of most interest to 
us, namely Tweets that contained directives. We manually coded 1,001 Tweets from our corpus of 40,243 
Tweets and within this body of data, we identified 759 distinct directive clauses, which occurred in 499 Tweets 
(some of these clauses occurred in the same Tweet).  

One immediate problem we encountered was that identifying whether a clause contains a directive 
or not is not a straightforward matter because some directives are less “direct” than others. While English 
grammars, such as Huddleston & Pullum (2002) provide descriptions of directive constructions from a 
grammatical perspective, these descriptions are not sufficiently detailed to reliably identify (more) nuanced 
constructions which nevertheless encompass a directive discourse function, as illustrated below from our 
Twitter data: 

 
(1)    And with that... The gates of Middle Earth are now officially closed. If you’re not a hobbit you can fuck 
right off #Covid19NZ 
(2)    Would Jacinda care to explain this screenshot that is currently circulating NZ right at this moment? NZ 
moving to a Level 4 would be critical information wouldn't you agree? #nzlockdown #COVID19nz 
#WhatsUpDoc? 
(3)    It’s 8.35am on Friday 3 April 2020, and New Zealand’s Minister of Health is David Clark #nzpol 
#COVID19nz 
 
The Tweet in (1) contains a strong expletive verb (fuck off) accompanied by the modal can, which adds an 
element of ambiguity between permission (e.g. you can go now) and directive (e.g. can you pass the salt?). 
Example (2) is also ambiguous because of the modal interrogative wouldn’t. Both examples are coded as 
directives in our data; (1) is a declarative directive and (2) an interrogative directive. Examples such as the one 
in (3) are more difficult to classify because they are considerably more ambiguous. Though external context – 
mass outrage and calls for David Clark’s resignation following his breach of government mandated Covid-19 
measures – leads to the interpretation of this Tweet as a demand for David Clark’s resignation or firing, this 
could also be understood as a purely declarative statement. Examples of this nature were therefore excluded 
from our analysis. For the 759 directive constructions identified, we coded two separate parameters: general 
clause type (imperative directive, declarative directive, interrogative directive) and specific grammatical 
construction (cohortive let’s, closed let, auxiliary do, order/demand, plea/entreaty, advice/recommendation, 
warning), following Huddleston & Pullum (2002, pp. 929-945). 

The second factor of interest was Tweeter stance. We discovered that Tweets fall into three 
delineated stance groups: “in agreement with current government measures”, “against current government 
measures”, “in general agreement with measures but calling for stronger measures”. Additionally, some 
Tweets containing directives were neutral in stance and some few Tweets were impossible to classify for 
stance. 

The third key factor was politeness strategy. Because directives are by their very nature threatening 
the face of the implied or explicit addressee, they can often involve mitigation. We coded our body of Tweets 
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for various politeness strategies, following Huang (2007, p. 117), namely, bald on record, positive politeness, 
negative politeness, and off record.  
  Additionally, where present, we indicated the use of vocative noun phrases, subject type of the 
directive clause (explicit or implicit), intended addressee (individuated or non-individuated), imperative 
hashtags, discourse markers and Māori loanwords. 
 Our results show that Tweeters who either strongly agree or strongly disagree with government 
measures tend to flaunt politeness and go bald on record, much more than those who would like to see 
stronger measures in place. In particular, those who uphold the status quo (i.e. who are in favour of 
government measures) are the most forceful in their directives. Tweeters who want to see stronger measures 
implemented are the most tentative, going off record and sometimes opting for negative politeness strategies. 
As regards directive types used, we find that there is a strong preference for all groups to use imperative or 
declarative constructions, and this tendency is most pronounced for the group favouring government 
measures. Let’s imperatives are disfavoured by most groups. There is also a high preference for imperative 
hashtags among Tweeters who uphold the status quo. The use of Māori loans is prevalent across all three 
groups, with those in favour of government measures leading the trend.  

In sum, our data suggests that the language of persuasion on Twitter is often laden with various 
specific features not commonly found elsewhere (such as vocative noun phrases, imperative hashtags) and 
that directives are typically given in a strongly commanding and emotionally charged manner, with little 
mitigation. The emotional contours found in this type of language allow a unique opportunity to analyse large 
authentic datasets whose discourse function is to induce action – data which has previously been impossible 
to obtain.   
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Andrea Byrne (Murdoch University, Australia) 
 
Family and relationship violence: discursively constructing a social problem in online news 
 
Family and relationship violence (FRV), is a complex, enduring, endemic issue, rooted in gendered socio-
cultural conditions (Easteal, Holland and Judd 2015, 107). 
In Western Australian, the latest statistics reveal police attended over 38,000 FRV incidents during 2020, or, 
one incident every 15 minutes (Western Australia Police Force 2021). During this period, 65.1% of all assaults 
were FRV related, the highest proportion nationally  (ABS 2021), and these figures do not include FRV related 
homicides. 

News media representation of FRV is an important area of inquiry, because the conditions necessary 
to perpetuate this type of violence, or label it as unacceptable and intolerable, are created and sustained, in 
part, through news media storytelling as recognised in all state and national plans to reduce family violence. 
As part of a wider PhD research project, a framework for analysing news discourse from a critical perspective, 
was developed, drawing on the work of news and media discourse scholars including Norman Fairclough 
(1995), Teun van Dijk (1988), Anabela Carvalho (2008) and, Monika Bednarek and Helen Caple (2012). Using 
the Dow Jones Factiva database, online news stories about FRV incidents occurring within Western Australia, 
published between 2018 and 2020, in two state and two national news outlets were identified. 
News discourse refers to the (re)construction (or representation) of ‘newsworthy’ events in news stories, using 
language and images, according to the codes and conventions of journalistic practice (Bednarek and Caple 
2012, 2). Through processes of selection, the newsworthiness of information, (usually) provided by elite 
sources is assessed according to news values, then ‘packaged’ into a ‘digestible’ form (Lamble 2016, 36-40; 
Bednarek and Caple 2012, 39-44), ‘framing’ the story by presenting it from a particular ‘angle’ (Carvalho 2008, 
167-169; Fairclough 1995, 134; Entman 1993, 52; van Dijk 1988, 87). Headlines and lead paragraphs are 
designed to capture audience attention, often by using sensational language (Fairclough 1995, 9, 43, 84). They 
encapsulate the ‘gist’ of the story, directing the reader towards a preferred reading (Carvalho 2008, 167; 
Fairclough 1995, 72, 123; van Dijk 1988, 53, 177). 

Social issues, such as FRV, can be ‘framed’ in complex ways, embedding multiple, intersecting 
discourses in news texts (Kuskoff and Parsell 2020, 228; Carvalho 2008, 165). Information sources are a key 
consideration in story construction, because they have the power to name and define issues (Loseke 1992, 13-
40), attribute responsibility, offer a moral evaluation, and propose a solution, thus ‘framing’ the problem 
(Entman 1993). ‘Framing’ works to either maintain the status quo, or, to challenge dominant perspectives, 
creating opportunities for social transformation (Carvalho 2008, 167-168; Fairclough 1995, 54, 65-68; van Dijk 
1988, 87). 

Criteria for responsible FRV reporting are recommended in state and national best-practice reporting 
guidelines. Naming the violence for what it is, and assigning blame to perpetrators, are among the 
recommendations, which is critical with regard to assigning blame, or minimising culpability. 
Criteria for responsible FRV reporting are recommended in state and national best-practice reporting 
guidelines (Department of Communities 2020; APC 2016; Our Watch, Australia's National Organisation for 
Women's Safety (ANROWS) and Vic Health 2015). Recommendations include naming the violence (for what it 
is), and attributing responsibility to perpetrators, to avoid victim-blaming, which is common in FRV reporting 
(Easteal, Holland and Breen, et al. 2019, 442; Berns 2001, 269; Meyers 1997, 52). 
Analysing news discourse involves deconstructing texts to identify discursive elements (Bednarek and Caple 
2012, 2). Outside of the text, a critical approach to news discourse analysis seeks to uncover power relations 
and ideologies behind news discourse, considering text and context, searching for aspects of reality that are 
hidden or silenced in representation, because silence can say as much as discourse, and both work to shape 
meaning (Bednarek and Caple 2012, 10; Carvalho 2008, 171; Fairclough 1995, 106; Entman 1993, 54). 
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To show how the framework for analysis can be applied, a brief comparison of four online news 
stories about a specific FRV related event is offered. This event is so at odds with community norms and 
values, it represents a ‘critical discourse moment’. The analysis demonstrates how sources, story structure, 
language (and sensationalism), images, and adherence (or lack thereof) to best-practice reporting guidelines, 
have powerful impacts in meaning-making processes. 

News discourse analysis offers an effective means of examining how social problems are 
(re)constructed in news texts, influencing community understanding and attitudes towards the issue. To 
reduce and prevent family violence, we need to re-think the way we talk about it. Therefore, responsible 
reporting on this issue is critical in any efforts to create meaningful social change. 
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Jennifer E. Cheng (Western Sydney University, Australia) 
 
Force, Choice and Agency: A Comparison of Anglo-Australian and Chinese-Australian Parents’ Talk 
about Children’s Extracurricular Activities 
 

Children’s extracurricular activities (ECAs) are shown to improve long-term academic performance 
(Gonzales-Sicilia, Brière and Pagani, 2019), improve self-worth and social and academic self-concept (Blomfield 
and Barber, 2011), increase interpersonal competence (Mahoney, Cairns and Farmer, 2003) and, in the case of 
physical ECAs, increase levels of physical fitness (Augste, Lämmle and Künzell, 2015).  

Much of the research on why parents choose ECAs for their children is class-focused. Middle-class 
parents believe that enrolling their children in organised extracurricular activities cultivates their talents and 
abilities and increases their future opportunities (Lareau 2002). In addition, middle-class families view ECAs as 
central to the reproduction of middle-class advantage in anxious and uncertain times (Vincent and Ball, 2007). 
Working-class parents were less future-orientated and believed it was more important for children to spend 
time with family and play freely (Sjodin and Roman, 2018).   

Yet we know little about the intersection of culture with class and how and why parents and children 
of different ethnic backgrounds choose particular activities, a gap pointed out by Sjodin and Roman (2018). 
Pang, MacDonald and Hay (2015) and Wang (2000) suggest that different cultures may place different values 
on ECAs or on particular ECAs, but so far, there has been little work investigating the reasoning of parents of 
different ethnicities around their choices.  

Using critical discourse analysis, this paper investigates how middle-class Anglo-Australian and 
Chinese-Australian parents talk about their decision-making around their children’s organised extracurricular 
activities. Interviews were conducted with seven Anglo and nine Chinese middle-class parents in Sydney, 
Australia relating to their primary- or high school-aged children’s extracurricular activities. Parents were asked 
about their children’s past and present activity schedules, who chose the activities and why, whether their 
children enjoyed them, and if they had any goals stemming from the activities. The interviews were analysed 
to, firstly, uncover the implicit values and assumptions of the parents regarding children’s ECAs, and secondly, 
to reveal how the parents deal with the power imbalance between them and their children regarding their 
children’s participation (or not) in ECAs in general and certain ECAs. 

Findings reveal differences in parents’ discourses of ‘force’ and ‘choice’. While all parents said that 
they do not force their children to undertake any activities, a closer investigation shows a contrast in how 
parents interpret and explain ‘force’ and ‘choice’. On one hand, Anglo parents tended to respect their 
children’s choices in the kind of activities they wanted to participate in and whether they started new ones or 
ceased old ones. The Anglo parents presented their children as having agency and discussed their children’s 
decision-making processes around which activities they chose and why. The parents discursively portrayed 
their children as the main drivers of their own extracurricular activities. 

On the other hand, Chinese parents generally chose the activities for their children or presented their 
children with a selection of activities to choose from or try out. If they deemed the activity important, they 
convinced their children to persevere with them, or only reluctantly allowed them to give them up. The 
Chinese parents discussed the issue more from their own perspective and appointed themselves the role of 
decision-maker. 

The two sets of parents also displayed different aims in sending their children to organised activities. 
Overall, Anglo parents discursively constructed extracurricular activities as a general way to enhance children’s 
well-roundedness, nurturing a variety of things such as physical fitness, creative skills, and social relationships. 
Due to this, they emphasised more the importance of group or team physical activities because such activities 
offered all those benefits. However, they were flexible about which activities their children chose. Conversely, 
Chinese parents saw extracurricular activities in utilitarian terms and chose specific activities for specific 
purposes. They wanted their children to continue with certain activities because they considered them 
important for their children’s wellbeing and future trajectory. 

It may appear that these differences can be attributed to differences in Anglo and Chinese culture. 
However, the dichotomy is not so clear cut. Asian-Australian parents’ push for their children to acquire 
specific, useful skills through extracurricular activities potentially stems from their anxiety as migrants and 
newcomers in an unequal society (Ho, 2020). In this way, some second-generation Chinese-Australian parents’ 
attitudes aligned much more with the Anglo-Australian parents.  

However, the question remains as to why both sets of parents discursively construct ‘force’ and 
‘choice’ initially so similarly, but then diverge in their interpretation and implementation. I suggest that 
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acculturation plays a role whereby Chinese parents know it is socially taboo in Australia to say one forces 
children to do things, and thus somewhat self-censor their language. Furthermore, ‘force’ has negative 
connotations whereas the Chinese parents believe that their good intentions override the sense of force. 

While middle-class parents value ECAs for their children, an analysis of how middle-class Anglo- and 
Chinese-Australian parents talk about their children’s ECAs reveal different conceptions of the role of ECAs and 
particular types of ECAs in their children’s lives. This paper discusses the implications of the intersection of 
class and cultural values for middle-class Anglo and Chinese background children growing up in Sydney. 
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Julia de Bres (Massey University, Wellington, NZ) 
 
Parenting Gender-Diverse Children in Aotearoa: Dominant Discourses and Discursive Resilience 
 

Family support is protective for gender-diverse youth in Aotearoa, who experience higher rates of 
psychological distress and suicide risk without it (Veale et al 2019).  But parents face challenges in supporting 
their children due to dominant social discourses that stigmatise gender-diverse children and the families that 
support them. In this context, parents are subject to secondary stigma (Johnson and Benson 2014) and reflected 
gender minority stress (Hidalgo and Chen 2019), which can impact on the support they provide to their children.   

Despite a move towards an affirming model of supporting gender-diverse children (Hidalgo et al 2013), 
much research on parent experiences remains pathologising. Such research generally describes parents’ initial 
reactions to discovering they have a gender-diverse child, moving from shock to acceptance via a series of phases 
akin to a grief process (Abreu et al 2019). This fails to recognise that other reactions are possible and that 
parenting a gender-diverse child can be a joyful and transformative experience.  There is a need for stories of 
resilience (Galman 2018), and for more diverse perspectives, countering a focus on white middle-class North 
American mothers (Manning 2017).   

My research explores how parents discursively construct their experience of parenting a gender-diverse 
child in Aotearoa, using interviews in which 15 Māori and non-Māori affirming parents in Wellington drew and 
discussed their experiences. The chosen method of reflective drawing involves asking research participants to 
respond to a drawing instruction – drawing freely whatever comes to mind – and then to engage in discussion 
with the researcher about the meaning of the drawing they have produced (Castellotti and Moore 2009). 
This method results in rich, complex descriptions of lived experience and is especially useful for eliciting 
the personal, subjective, and emotional aspects of people’s experiences, as well as for exploring social 
discourses (Busch 2012, de Bres and Lovrits 2021).    

In analysing the collected visual and verbal data, I use a framework combining critical discourse analysis 
with critical multimodality (Machin, Caldas-Coulthard and Milani 2016). Discourse analysis is often associated 
with verbal data, but the same principles and methods can be applied to visual images (Rose 2016). My approach 
to analysing the images follows the steps in the interpretive process proposed by Rose (2016) for Foucauldian-
inspired discourse analysis, which involve identifying how a particular discourse is structured as well as which 
strategies are used to ´visually and verbally assert the truth of a particular discursive claim´ (2016:214). In 
addition to this overarching Foucauldian approach to analysis, I draw on the toolkit provided by critical 
multimodal analysis to assist in identifying the visual meanings of each image (following Levin and Machin 2020). 

In discussing my findings, I will describe how the parents in my research visually and verbally construct 
the social discourses of childhood gender diversity that they encounter, and what discourses they adopt in 
response, to further the interests of their family. In a context where both parents and children face considerable 
stigma, where do parents find strength and hope? And how does a person’s experience of parenting a gender-
diverse child impact on their own gendered identity construction as a parent? This resilience-focused research 
will provide a more nuanced understanding of what it means to be a parent of a gender-diverse child in Aotearoa 
and help practitioners better assist the parents – and therefore the children – of the future. 
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Maren Ebert-Rohleder (Eberhard-Karls University of Tübingen, Germany) 
 
Rhetorical Questions as Speech Acts in Political Speeches Communicative Functions and Effects 
 

The Gricean approach to communication as a form of rational action views the speaker and listener as 
rational and cooperative conversation partners who optimize their utterances to transfer information 
efficiently. Following this assumption, one could assume that speakers in political settings should use precise 
wording to avoid any form of misunderstanding. In this paper, I investigate the functions of rhetorical 
questions (henceforth RQs) in Donald Trump’s presidential election campaign speeches in 2016. According to 
the empirical investigation of 16 speeches and 709 ordinary and rhetorical questions of Donald Trump, I can 
show that neither ambiguous nor vague expressions are avoided, but rather intended to reach communicative 
goals other than the efficient transfer of information. This paper analyses the illocutionary and perlocutionary 
functions in political speeches by Donald Trump to provide an analytical tool for RQs. I argue for an extended 
speech act theory based on Searle (1975) and Roberts (2018) which takes ambiguity into account in order to 
analyse their communicative functions. One the basis of my framework, I aim to show how populist rhetoric 
and hate speech is embedded in linguistic structure. Previous speech acts theories neither include strategic 
ambiguity nor the relation of ambiguity and rhetorical questions in speeches and cannot explain the 
persuasive power of the uttered RQs (Han 2002, Ilie 1994, Molnar & Winkler, Roberts 2018, Rohde 2006, 
Searle 1975).  

 
My framework is based on two assumptions:  

1) questions in speeches are form-functionally ambiguous and include various other types of 
ambiguity such as lexical ambiguity, referential ambiguity to enrich the question’s meaning.  
2) a speech act theory extended by the notion of ambiguity helps us to explain inferences and analyse 
the complex structure of RQs as speech acts in speeches.  
I will show that the framework will provide a far-reaching account to explain the effects and functions 

of the RQs as in (1). 
 
(1) “Remember the 5-billion-dollar website? 5 billion we spent on a website, and to this day it doesn't 

work. A 5 billion dollar website.” (Donald Trump, speech on June 16, 2015)  
 
In the previous Searlean sense, the question (1) is an indirect speech act of a weak directive: I ask you 

to remember the 5-billion-dollar website (request to do something). According to Roberts (2018), it is a direct 
speech act of assertion because the context does not allow any other interpretation. Does that fit the 
speaker’s goals?  

The utterance (1) is followed by the addresser-reply “5 billion we spent on a website, and to this day 
it doesn't work. A 5 billion dollar website.” Trump refers to a website, which has cost 5 billion dollars, which is 
from his point of view very expensive. His reply strengthens the rhetorical reading that he did not elicit an 
answer and does not request the information whether the audience remembers the website or not. By solely 
uttering an expensive website, if true or not, Trump induces doubt and presupposes that there is such a 
website and presents it as shared knowledge by uttering “remember”. Thereby, he aims to evoke the 
perlocutionary effect of community spirit. According to my framework, the RQ is a representative, with an 
epistemic function to create an illusionary common ground. He forces the accommodation of presuppositions 
– at least temporarily.  

As shown, previous approaches to speech acts, ambiguity and RQs cannot fully explain the persuasive 
effects. My approach to analyse RQs as speech acts, especially under the notion of ambiguity, reveals their 
function in political discourse as devices that allow the speaker to force the accommodation of 
presuppositions or to address large and heterogeneous audiences by opening interpretative options wide 
enough to suit a diverse crowd.  

Considering the high risk of misunderstanding through the variability in meaning, one might assume, 
having the Gricean Maxims in mind, that ambiguity is avoided. However, as we can see, the variability in 
meaning is strategically used to even enrich the meaning. The framework of speech acts and ambiguity 
enables us to analyse the RQs considering, for example, multiple addressing, code words, dog whistles and 
their power. Thereby, my framework offers an approach to linguistically investigate the persuasive power of 
populist speakers such as Donald Trump and to work out the illocutionary and perlocutionary acts as well as 
possible effects.  
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Lucy Elkin (University of Otago, Wellington, NZ) 
 
Manipulative discourse in online MMR vaccine information 
 

When making decisions about whether to vaccinate their children, parents and caregivers often look 
to the internet for information.  There is a lot of vaccine information online; some supports or promotes 
vaccination, some discourages vaccination, and some purports to be neutral.  This plethora of information, 
which is often conflicting, is a driver of what is known as 'vaccine hesitancy'.  Vaccine hesitancy is where a person 
delays or refuses a vaccine despite that vaccine being readily available.  Vaccine hesitancy is thought to be a 
major contributor to declining childhood vaccination rates in many developed countries, including New Zealand.   

In most developed countries, parents or caregivers decide whether to vaccinate their child using an 
informed consent process. Online vaccine information may be used as part of this process.  A key component of 
informed consent is autonomy, where a person has the right to make their own decisions regarding medical 
treatment.  Informed consent and autonomous decision making are upheld as essential tenants of Western 
bioethics.  A key aspect of an autonomous decision is that it must be voluntary, it must not be controlled by 
others. Faden, Beauchamp, and King (1986) describe a continuum of influence and control in decision making.  
At one end, they define a coerced decision as being completely controlled by another and therefore 
incompatible with informed consent.  At the other end of the continuum, they define a decision reached through 
persuasion as completely non-controlled by another and therefore entirely compatible with informed consent.  
They place manipulation in the middle of this scale.  A decision made based on manipulative influence may or 
may not be compatible with informed consent depending on the level of control that the influencer has over 
the decision.  Manipulation can occur in multiple ways, including the manipulation of choice, the manipulation 
of information, and psychological manipulation. 

The aim of this research was to describe manipulative discourse in online vaccine information.  Further 
to this, this research aimed to discuss the potential implications of this manipulative discourse on informed 
decision making about vaccines, vaccine hesitancy and ultimately childhood vaccination rates.   

This research looked at one example of a childhood vaccine, the measles, mumps and rubella vaccine 
(MMR). MMR vaccine information across three websites was analysed.  These websites were: Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which is a U.S. website that promotes vaccination. The Immunisation 
Advisory Center (IMAC), which is a New Zealand website that promotes vaccination, and Physicians for Informed 
Consent (PIC), which is a U.S website that is critical of vaccination.  The methodology Critical Discourse Analysis 
was used to identify and analyse critically examples of manipulative discourse in MMR vaccine information 
available across these three websites.  

All three websites used manipulative discursive techniques in their MMR vaccine information.   
 
Examples included: 
1. The manipulation of choice, where the availability of vaccine components and treatments for 

measles were emphasised or de-emphasised.  
2. The manipulation of information.  This included the framing of the risks and benefits of the MMR 

vaccine and measles infection, the use of certainty, hyperbole and euphemism and connecting the measles and 
MMR discourses to wider health and social discourses. 

3. Psychological manipulation, where the websites emphasised either comforting or concerning aspects 
of measles infection and compared these with comforting or concerning aspects of MMR vaccination.   

 
The websites studied varied in terms of the amount of manipulation used and the transparency of the 

manipulative discourse. Physicians for Informed Consent used manipulative discursive techniques with greater 
frequency and were less transparent about their underlying stance on vaccines compared with the vaccine-
promoting websites.   

This has implications for the amount of control that the organisation providing vaccine information has 
over the reader's vaccine decisions and thus the reader's autonomy in giving informed consent. If the reader is 
unaware of the information provider's underlying stance on vaccination and if manipulative discourse is being 
used to further that stance, any vaccine decision the reader makes is less likely to be completely within their 
control. The less control a person has over a decision, the less the decision-making process is compatible with 
informed consent. 

This research shows that manipulative discursive techniques are used in online vaccine information.  
The websites studied varied in terms of the amount of manipulated information produced and the transparency 
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of that information.  A manipulated decision may not be autonomous and therefore manipulative discourse in 
online vaccine information may be problematic for informed consent.  If the manipulation is mainly directing 
parents against vaccinating their children, this has implications for vaccine hesitancy and may impact childhood 
vaccination rates worldwide.  
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Birsen Erdogan (Maastricht University, Netherlands) 
 
Dislocation And Articulation: Changing Meanings of Military Interventions  
 
States use several discursive strategies to justify their actions, such as military interventions. Some of these 
discourses are directed towards the domestic audience, while others are used in the international and regional 
platforms. In any case, due to its seriousness, discourses of military interventions are highly contested and 
challenged in both levels, domestic and foreign.  
This research will look into the transformations of Turkey`s discourses from ‘non-interventionism’ to extreme 
‘interventionism’ in the cases of Libya (2011) and Syria (2011 onwards). The author is particularly interested in 
the negotiations around norms like Responsibility to Protect (R2P). In doing so, the paper discusses how 
national identity is re-constructed around the changing positions from non-interventionism to interventionism. 
The paper uses tools offered by the post-structural discourse theory and is inspired by Laclau and Mouffe`s 
understandings of dislocation, articulations, identity and hegemonic relations. Mainly, foreign policy elite and 
its political discourses are taken into account. Assuming that actors do not have fixed identities and interests 
but that all of those are negotiated in a (hegemonic) discursive space, the author shows how meanings and 
interpretations might change in a very short period of time in articulating similar situations.  
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Tony Fisher (Massey University, Wellington, NZ) 
 
Doing being unpresidential: Interruption and clash in the first 2020 US presidential debate. 
 

The first US Presidential debate of 2020 between Donald Trump and Joe Biden was characterized largely 
by interruptions and argumentative clashes. In an echo of coverage of the 2016 debates between Trump and 
Hilary Clinton, many journalists provided their own, often varying, counts of interruption in the 2020 debates; 
the Washington Post (Blake, 2020) reported a total of 90 interruptions, more than 75% of which were performed 
by Trump; CBS (2020) counted 92 interruptions, 76% were attributed to Trump, while Vox (Demsas, 2020) 
counted 96 interruptions with a somewhat smaller proportion of 65% performed by Trump. Such reports serve 
as an authoritative source of interpretation for mediated political events such as presidential debates for the 
general public. At the same time, media reports concerning interruption often rely on lay understandings of this 
complex interactional phenomenon, and where they do appear to be informed by scholarship, the definition of 
interruption provided seems to relate to casual conversation rather than the specific discourse context of the 
broadcast political debate. The present study considers interruption in the particular context of political debate, 
and the specific context of the presidential debate discussed above. 

As has been widely noted, one of the principal difficulties for any analyst, as well as journalists,  wishing 
to investigate interruption lies in generating a plausible and usable working definition of the object of inquiry. 
For researchers working within the tradition of conversation analysis, where much of the extant research is to 
be located, interruption is first and foremost associated with turn-violation. Jefferson, one of the first 
researchers to pay focused analytical attention to interruption, describes this phenomenon as “starting up ‘in 
the midst of’ another’s turn at talk, not letting the other finish” (1984. p.6), while Schegloff (2001, p. 290) offers 
a characteristically more circumspect definition of interruption as the “starting up of an intervention by one 
person while some undertaking by another is in progress.” Early studies (Zimmerman & West, 1975; West & 
Zimmerman 1977; West, 1979) have been criticized for the rigid, mechanical definitions of interruption on which 
they relied, and arguably suffer from an uncritical embrace of the ‘one speaker at a time’ rule outlined in the 
seminal (1974) model of conversational turn-taking proposed by Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (SSJ). Other 
researchers have emphasized the status of interruption as an inherently evaluative category, and a normatively 
constituted member’s resource which is significant only insofar as it is demonstrably salient for interactants 
themselves (Bilmes, 1997; Murray, 1985; Schegloff, 2001).  

A small number of more recent studies have focused on political debates, and on the interactional 
performance of Donald Trump specifically.  Jacobsen (2019) proposes an alterative to the conversation analytic 
approach, employing an intertextual analysis in which the necessity for turn-violation in the identification of 
interruption is removed. Scalfani (2018), adopting an approach informed by sociolinguistics, also provides an 
analytical perspective which falls outside of the conversation analytical approach typical of much research into 
interruption. Unlike Jacobsen, however, Scalfani considers interaction between candidate and moderator in 
addition to that between candidates, arguing that Trump’s disregard for the rules of debate as evidenced in his 
repeated interruptions can be interpreted as a challenge to the institutional identity of the moderator, and to 
the authority of the hosting broadcast institutions more generally. 

Like the last two studies discussed above, the present study adopts an approach to the study of 
interruption that draws on the insights of conversation analysis without submitting entirely to the exclusive 
focus on participants’ own orientations to talk as evidenced in their interactional behaviour which underpins CA. 
The study asks what constitutes interruption in the specific context of this debate, arguing that the notion of 
interruption as developed in conversation analysis is of limited utility in the analysis of political debate. The 
study draws upon and further develops the notion of ‘clash’ (Carlin et al. 1991, Jacobsen, 2019) as an alternative 
unit of analysis to account for episodes of conflict and their resolution in televised political debate. Finally, the 
study looks beyond the sequential organization of debate talk, asking  how the interruptive behaviour exhibited 
by Trump and the clash sequences which arise serve ultimately as performatives which allow Trump to 
participate in an important mechanism of the political establishment while maintaining a position and identity 
that are external to it. 
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Nicole Gallagher (Toyo University, Japan) & Theron Muller (University of Toyama, Japan) 
 
Faculty Publication Trends in a Japanese National University’s Medical Faculty: A Chronological 
Examination 
 

The dominance of English in academic discourses, particularly knowledge production, is well-
established. Discourse studies of global trends in writing for academic publication tend to reference the 
increased publication of English language academic work as evidence of English language publication 
frequency increasing at the expense of publishing in national languages (Lillis & Curry, 2010). However, while 
Fire and Guestrin (2019) evidence increases in English language publication frequency over time, few studies 
have examined how the language of publication practices of university faculty from outside of the Anglophone 
center of higher education have changed. To address this, in this investigation we chronologically analyze a 
Japanese national university’s medical faculty’s language medium of publication and frequency of publication. 
We expand on an earlier diachronic analysis of university publication reports between 1979 to 1980 and 2017 
to 2018 where we found that English language publication largely replaced Japanese language publication for 
journal papers and books. As this initial analysis was diachronic, examining four years in total, two at the 
beginning and two at the end, it is unclear when the trends observed manifested. The current investigation 
addresses this by using document analysis (Scott, 1990) to chronologically analyze publication reports across 
approximately ten-year time intervals, starting in 1979 through to 2019 for the medical subspecialties of 
biochemistry, internal medicine, and pathology. Analyzing data throughout this four-decade period can 
elucidate how publication frequency, type, and language medium have changed. 

One advantage of document analysis of university library publication reports is that they represent 
complete records of faculty publications, including books, journal articles, and other types of output. This 
offers a valuable source of data as many of the international publication databases tend to over-represent 
journal publication relative to other publication types, such as books and book chapters, and English language 
publication over languages other than English (see, for example, Fire and Guestrin, 2019). Surveys of faculty, 
another method used, potentially yields unreliable information concerning past activities (Beam, 2012). This 
may be, in part, evidenced through surveys showing little change in Japan-based faculty publication frequency 
between the 1990s and 2000s (Daizen, 2015; Huang, 2015), despite the clear trends of increased publication 
frequency outside of Japan identified by Fire and Guestrin (2019). The current investigation can disambiguate 
the following questions: 1) Whether Fire and Guestrin’s (2019) findings that publication frequency increases 
over time are the product of a largely English language dataset; and 2) Whether Japan-based faculty 
publication frequency between the 1990s and 2000s indeed remains largely unchanged (Daizen, 2015; Huang, 
2015). Concerning the first question, our data presents a contrast to Fire and Guestrin’s (2019) findings; 
original paper research output as measured by publication frequency remains relatively flat, with a slight spike 
around 1989-1990. However, examining question two, Japanese publication declines after 1989-1990, 
whereas English increases in 1989-1990 then remains relatively consistent afterward, suggesting these 
changes are dependent on language of publication. Returning to the literature concerning discourse analysis of 
writing for academic publication practices, a quantitative understanding of how publishing practices have 
changed over time can help better inform and reinforce reports on authors’ lived experiences of writing for 
academic publication. This is especially true for authors living and working in multilingual contexts, which are 
typically underrepresented in the literature concerning writing for academic publication. 
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Tanay Gandhi, Aayush Rathi and Ambika Tandon 
 
Logics of Platformisation: Political Articulations of Platform Worker Subjectivities in New Delhi and 
Bengaluru, India 
 

This paper situates learnings from ethnographic understandings of platformised care and domestic 
work within poststructuralist discourse theory, and in particular, what is identified as the “logics approach” to 
critical social explanation (Glynos and Howarth 2008). Closely aligned with the project of the Essex school of 
discourse analysis, logics propose a methodology to engage in critical empirical research on the basis of a 
distinctive anti-essentialist and non-teleological ontology, one that recognises the primacy of politics, and the 
centrality of articulatory practices in constituting the social as well as critical explanations of social practices.  

First, we articulate a set of social logics that characterise social practices – defined as “ongoing, 
routinised forms of human and societal reproduction” (Glynos and Howarth 2007, 104) – of platformed work. 
We name five social logics that, we argue, constitute a regime of platformisation: (i) logic of hierarchisation; (ii) 
logic of instrumentalisation; (iii) logic of discrimination; (iv) logic of atomisation; (v) logic of externalisation. 
Taken together, they enable us to map out the regime of ‘rules’ of social practices of platformed work and the 
social relations sedimented therein.  

Then, we identify and name two key logics of fantasy that grip subjects within the regime of practices 
of platformisation: (i) a logic of entrepreneurship, and (ii) a logic of professionalisation. Fantasmatic logics 
allow us to pinpoint and underscore imaginaries that attempt to conceal (or, as we also argue later, reveal) the 
radical contingency of social relations by way of tapping into subjective modes of enjoyment – that is, by a 
certain ‘gripping’ of subjects (Glynos 2001). We do not suggest here that such a logic of fantasy is congruent to 
an account of false consciousness. Ontologically, fantasy is not simply false consciousness – it is not that which 
hoodwinks or fools subjects, rather, it is what lends the subject consistency by constituting a world. 

Finally, we identify political logics that provide the means to critically apprehend and explain how 
social regimes of platformisation are articulated, instituted, and contested. Building on Laclau and Mouffe’s 
logics of equivalence and difference we investigate the way in which research participants have exercised their 
agency to contest hegemonic formations of platformisation. We identify a three-fold framework of political 
practices, namely, practices of entrepreneurship, collectivisation and negotiation, that embody equivalential 
and differential articulations that challenge hegemonic regimes of platformisation.  

Through this approach, we differentiate the analytical theoretical treatment that platform work has 
received thus far. Existing approaches to the question of platformisation have tended to focus on issues of 
workers’ rights, the form of productive relations, marginal discourses of resistance against platforms, and 
connections between platformisation practices and broader discourses of neoliberal capitalism. Indeed, 
political enactments themselves are cast in terms of the operation of the laws of capitalism, legal struggles for 
rights, or resistance along the margins, with relatively little attention being paid to the institution of practices 
of platformisation and how they come to acquire a hegemonic form. Our analysis attempts to take this latter 
step on the basis of a poststructuralist ontology. 
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Ben Glasson (Monash University, Australia) 
 
Mythos in Logos: Subjective Fragmentation and Mythic Interpellation in Contemporary Discourse 
 

This paper proposes that myths remain relevant in modern society and demonstrates how they can be 
analysed. Myths are regularly exploited by partisan interests to undermine progress on collective challenges. 
Recognising the presence of myths in contemporary social discourse is an analytical and political necessity.  

Myth may seem an anachronism in a world dominated by technology, administration, and algorithms. 
But myth survives in the modern age ‘despite and sometimes because of’ the superiority of reason and science 
(Blumenberg 1985). Humans require significance (Bedutsamkeit) as part of their world-orientations. ‘The mythic’ 
today circulates ‘below the threshold of official expression’ (Connolly 2017). Myth differs from ideology in that 
it is usually dramatic, narrative-based, and personally affectual. 

The role of myth in contemporary society is underestimated due to the continuing hegemony of the 
Cartesian subject. Self-sovereign and rational, the subject has overcome its pre-modern susceptibility to myth. 
Methodological difficulties also arise from myths’ presentation across dispersed and fragmented contexts. 
Myths are largely unperceived because they are ‘woven throughout everyday social discourse’, from television 
programs to policy debates and idle chatter (Bottici 2007 : 218).  

These challenges – which account for myths’ power and for its relegated importance – are taken up in 
this paper. I show how myths exert influence upon purportedly rational discourses. My point of departure is 
Hans Blumenberg’s theory of myth (1985, 1983), further developed by Chiara Bottici (2014, 2009, 2007). Myth 
offers ‘answers’ to pressing questions of human existence, but it does not provide answers so much as 
distractions that defuse the question.  

My approach to the analytical challenge centres around interpellation and identification. Mythic 
elements are often found where certain characteristic forms of identifications are offered to the audience. These 
identifications can be discerned through their formal qualities. They are often concerned with essences, wholes, 
harmony, with ideals and abstractions, with excess, and with open horizons – temporal and spatial. Such 
comforting wholes defuse pressing questions of contemporary existence – questions concerning the morality of 
global capitalism, ecological destruction, technological development, the pace of change, shifting modes of 
national and sub-national belonging, for example. 

Myth works here to provide comforting subject-positions that defuse the acuteness of such 
contemporary questions. It exploits the contemporary subject’s imbrication in multiple, conflicting discursive 
assemblages. Consumerist assemblages co-exist alongside environmentalist ones. Even the most committed 
environmentalist is not immune to the seductions offered by the consumer interpellation. Most especially, 
contemporary discourses of risk sit uneasily alongside comforting progress myths that survive despite being 
born in prior epochs.  

For example, the UN Global Compact propositionally acknowledges the impacts and seriousness of 
climate change. Empirically, however, at key points it invokes Promethean myths of techno-scientific mastery, 
promoting corporate innovation and ‘enlightened self-interest’ as the recipe for progress. I trace how these texts 
coax the reader from an environmental subject position into a renewed liberal-capitalist position. The persuasive 
effect does not come from rational argument. It is achieved by channelling affective investment into capitalist 
progress myths and the subject-positions they make available. The result is to enshrine the corporation’s role as 
agent of environmental progress while reinforcing the broader entrepreneurialisation of subjectivity. In other 
technical, rational discourses I show how a deluge of facts and figures can obscure appeals to mythic 
identifications in what could be called the ‘mythos of logos’. 

The supposed triumph of reason and the misrecognition of the enduring, insidious power of myth can 
help explain inertia in many policy areas. Public support for collective action on climate change and other 
pressing issues is diluted by the continued presence and invocation of myths of progress, especially. Discerning 
the operation and sometimes wilful invocation of these myths is key to overcoming complex social problems. 
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Emily Greenbank and Shelley Dawson (Victoria University of Wellington, NZ) 
 
Mobile identity: Navigating discursive faultlines 
 

In an increasingly globalised world, international mobility (albeit transitorily inhibited by Covid-19) is 
the norm for many, who cross borders for myriad reasons and are often able to sustain robust transnational 
ties. Some cross borders temporarily, travelling for holidays, seasonal work, or study opportunities. Others, more 
permanent, may seek new lifestyles, work opportunities, or refuge from persecution. For any migrant, crossing 
national borders is often accompanied by the crossing of ideological borders. Finding oneself in a new and 
unfamiliar interactional and ideological environment can present challenges to the negotiation of self as one 
navigates new (capital-D) Discourses (Gee, 1990) and thus available discursive positions. Such challenges can 
have implications – both positive and negative – for newcomers’ educational, employment, and settlement 
success, and their ability to straddle boundaries between multiple national identities (cf. Duff, 2015; Ehrkamp & 
Leitner, 2006; Vertovec, 2001). Working within a frame of transnationalism, this paper investigates how two 
migrant speakers navigate ‘discursive faultlines’ (Menard-Warwick, 2014) connected to overarching ideologies 
of nationality, ethnicity, and belonging.  

Transnationalism is a concept which suggests that migrants maintain linguistic, familial, economic, 
cultural, ideological and political ties and identities that span geopolitical borders after migration (Duff, 2015; 
Ehrkamp & Leitner, 2006), though the reality can be much more complex than this origin-settlement binary 
suggests. Exploring transnationalism not only involves attention to the flow of people, but to the flow of ideas, 
symbols, goods, pop culture(s), capital, and education (Blommaert, 2010). Above all, it necessitates attention to 
the role of language as the primary vehicle through which the elements of border crossing are negotiated, and 
to the intersections with power and identities. Discourses and practices are the vehicles through which 
ideologies are given voice in interaction (Heller & McElhinny, 2017), and social Discourses of assimilation, which 
create pressure for migrants to accommodate their behaviour to the norms and values of the receiving society, 
may discourage transnational practices (Ehrkamp, 2005). 

We conceptualise borders as both geographic and ideological. Today, for many reasons, geographical 
relocation is common and ideological boundaries are “increasingly porous” (Duff, 2015, p. 59). That is, many 
large-scale hegemonic ideologies, including those surrounding gender and ethnicity, have spread their roots 
widely, and are recognisable across borders. However, while such ideologies may be widely ‘understood’, what 
changes to varying degrees are the particular forms and meanings of the Discourses and practices associated 
with overarching ideologies (Blommaert, 2005, p. 72). These are Menard-Warwick’s (2014) discursive faultlines: 
metaphoric points at which “tensions, stresses and collisions occur between [D]iscourses” (Menard-Warwick, 
2014, p. 2) around, for example, sexuality, gender, or ethnicity. We see much explanatory purchase in drawing 
on this metaphor to access the ideological components of participants’ identity struggles. 

Together, these concepts form the analytic nexus of this paper as we examine the effects of border 
crossing for two migrant participants. We explore this in data from the authors’ respective ethnographically-
informed, critical sociolinguist studies into migration and identity. The first of these explored study-abroad 
students’ identity navigation in new, temporary contexts, with a particular focus on the role of ideologies. From 
this study we present the case study of Victoria, a university exchange student from New Caledonia studying in 
New Zealand. The second study explored former refugees’ navigation of employable identities in New Zealand’s 
labour market. From this research we focus upon the case study of Arwa, a former refugee woman in her thirties 
from a Middle Eastern country now residing in New Zealand and looking for work which matches her 
qualifications. 

Both studies employed a critical lens to supplement an interactional sociolinguistic framework, to 
investigate how participants navigate the changing shape of Discourses as part of their interview reflections and 
identity work in research interviews. In the data to be presented it can be seen that, in crossing a geographic 
border, Victoria and Arwa found that their positions within imagined communities (Anderson, 1991) were 
altered or threatened in their new contexts, which resulted in identity struggles as they attempted to reconcile 
new, imposed identities with their extant senses of self.   

Victoria’s arrival in New Zealand resulted in her exclusion from her imagined community of Pacific 
Islanders. Her accent and Vietnamese ethnicity conflicted with local expectations tied up in ideologies of 
‘Pacificness’ and ‘Frenchness’. She found herself struggling to interactionally achieve the identity positions she 
wished to inhabit, and to reconcile her sense of self with identity positions placed upon her by others. Similarly, 
Arwa’s navigation of discursive faultlines involved finding herself within an undesirable (for her) imagined 
community of ‘refugees’, and thus negotiating (benevolently intended but ultimately disempowering) 
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Discourses of Refugeehood. Such local Discourses can be seen to impact upon the way she positions herself and 
looks to the future. 

We argue that the rumblings of discursive faultlines are ‘triggered’ by the shift to the New Zealand 
context in both cases, and that these occurrences in the data provide a portal through which to analyse the 
complexities involved in the ongoing identity construction for mobile citizens as they negotiate belonging. We 
conclude by discussing evidence of resistance to entrenched ideologies, resistance which, over time, can lead to 
emancipatory outcomes. Newcomers can resist or exploit disempowering Discourses and orient to alternative 
subject positions. They can attempt the construction of identities for themselves that do not conform to 
dominant groups’ expectations, and, if enacted frequently enough, they can contribute towards the creation of 
new norms and social change. Victoria, Arwa, and all newcomers, more often than not tend to find themselves 
on the frontlines of these discursive and ideological battles. 
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Myra Gurney and Raymond Archey (Western Sydney University, Australia) 
 
‘The angry summer’: Climate change politics and the discourse of media coverage of the 2020 
Australian bushfires 
 
The Australian summer of 2019-2020 was notable for a series of extreme bushfires that scorched the eastern 
coast of Australia. The extent and ferocity of these bushfires turned parts of this heavily populated area into 
an inferno that captured the collective attention of much of the world’s media. While bushfires have always 
been a regular feature of Australian summers, the intensity, strength, loss of lives, and level of destruction of 
property, native wildlife and bushland in 2020 was unprecedented. Additionally, the fires bookended 
Australia’s hottest and driest year on record and decade-long drought, along with a prolonged partisan and 
largely ideological political debate over carbon emissions policy. In particular, the relationship between 
extreme weather events and anthropogenic climate change remains deeply contested within conservative 
factions of the governing coalition parties. This study explores the discursive construction of mainstream 
media reporting of the bushfire crisis during December 2019 and January 2020. It will use the Leximancer text 
analytics software to map both the frequency and conceptual relationships within mainstream media coverage 
of the bushfire crisis with specific interest in the extent, focus and framing of the reporting with respect to 
climate change and the frequency and severity of environmental impacts. It extends previous research into the 
role of mainstream media in what has been labelled the Australian ‘climate wars’. 
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Yaser Hadidi and Mahsa Golmohammad Gharedaghi (University of Tabriz, Iran)  
 
Refurbished Cognitive Templates in the Covid Era and Discourses: New Identities and Life Stories and 
New Metaphorical Conceptualizations 
 

One of the most established tenets subscribed to in Cognitive Linguistics is that metaphor is not only 
pervasive in everyday language use and communication, but it is also essential to the understanding of most 
aspects of the conceptualization of experience. This becomes even more interesting to the theory, within and 
outside Cognitive Linguistics per se, when we see evidence, for example, being offered in support of the fact 
that most, if not all, emotions are mostly or only conceptualized metaphorically. On the other hand, the 
universality of metaphors in different languages, even with more genetic association than is to be expected, 
existing within the confines of different cultures, has offered a lot of insight into metaphor in discourse and 
become a topic of interest amongst cognitive linguists. From psychology, the concept of negativity bias has 
entered into modern metaphor theory as well. At its core, the negativity bias – also known as positive-negative 
asymmetry – is our tendency not only to register negative stimuli more readily but also to dwell on negatively 
stimulating events. In terms of this research, this negativity bias means that we would feel the sting of a sudden 
and unwelcome job loss in Covid times more powerfully than we would the joy of even a little-anticipated major 
job promotion. Metaphor scholars have recently suggested that the hypothesis of a negativity-bias of metaphor 
needs more research, using corpus techniques and a range of data types, particularly from positive contexts. If, 
according to this hypothesis, metaphor does indeed serve to highlight the negative, painful, angry side of human 
life, often in order to move us away from it, then metaphor is not a neutral indicator of how we think, but a 
biased one of what we reject, fear, or dislike. Unlike traditional conceptual metaphor theory, metaphors would 
then not be understood to simply construct concepts, but would work as cognitive models pointing towards 
meaning and affect via their opposites or negatives. In other words, rather than ‘living by’ metaphors, as 
originally postulated by Lakeoff and Johnson, who proposed that we construct our world through metaphorical 
concepts, it may be that we use metaphors to make the quiet shade we wish to live in.  

Against this background, this research aims to undertake a comparative analysis of metaphors as 
manifested by a sample of reactions by French, Turkish, English and Persian native speakers in response to a 
rubric asking them to talk about the unforeseen and sudden negative and dire impacts of Covid-19 on their lives. 
Keeping the social groups the participants belong to as uniform as possible to ensure similar social and personal 
experiences, the study involves asking them to talk freely about personal and domestic problems, challenges, 
heartbreaks, discontent, unforeseen economic pressures, job losses, damaged relationships, and sudden 
changes as a result of the viral pandemic. In so doing, through a Metaphor Identification Procedure, the 
metaphors used in the cognitive conceptualization of their life stories are tabulated, compared and contrasted, 
and points of variation and universality are also brought out. The first thing the analysis is meant to show is if 
and to what extent the Conceptual Metaphors used constitute a culture-specific cognitive template, or if most 
dimensions of the metaphorical patterns are found in a universal pattern, as could be affirmed against the 
literature and the Metaphor Master List.  

The findings suggest that in terms of the general content and specific key concepts of the broader 
cultural context, as well as the range of conceptual metaphors and conceptual metonymies used, the metaphors 
used do confirm the established Cognitive Linguistics theory that a higher proportion of cross-linguistic evidence 
elicited on the same topic and in the same social context would prove to support a nearly universal cognitive 
template, although the data from each linguistic group contains a particular batch of metaphors.  

However, there are also differences in terms of discursive identity and life stories that a broader socio-
cognitive outlook brings out. In this respect, the accounts given point to Covid-related stances that tie in with 
the personally and culturally varying social and cognitive templates decreeing overarching generic boundaries 
within which the members of a discursive community feel entitled to talking about the negative side of their 
lives, as impacted by the pandemic.  

One insight emerging in this connection is that the common discursive ground across these Covid-
related life stories is more extensive than the cognitive one, which may flow from the fact that the so-called 
within-culture variation in conceptual metaphors is in principle the result of many research-supported 
dimensions, but delineating a few roughly common strands of discursively constructed identities and Covid-
related life stories and narratives is a more straightforward process, pointing to more of such universality, if the 
term can be borrowed from metaphor studies, than metaphorical universality, given the same data.  

There are two major conclusions this study helps us come by. The first concerns the understanding that 
the now stretched-out Covid era has caused a refurbishment in cognitive models and cognitive templates 
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available to the speakers in most cultures, introducing and opening up the need for new ones in talking about a 
sudden, new, and negative fixture in their social and cognitive lives. This is majorly accompanied by a new range 
of conceptual metaphors as well, at least in free discourse about the negative side of Covid-19 and its impacts 
on personal life stories and problems.  

The second one is that the Covid era has led to the construction of new discourses and new life stories 
fused together by new identities, and new discursively constructed identities fusing together new discourses 
and life stories. Further research can continue this search for the new identities and discourse worlds in new 
contexts and with other social groups, using a two-pronged cognitive socio-linguistics. The role of the media, 
the press and political discourse will also have far-reaching resonances in how different communities and social 
agents regard the impact of negativity-inducing crises on their lives.             
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Sunanda Jain (Lancaster University, UK)  
 
From ‘Kernel of Truth’ to ‘Stereotyping’: Exploring Views and Discourses on 'Generations' in Indian 
Workplaces  
 
The idea that organisations are facing issues stemming from 'intergenerational differences' due to the presence 
of a 'multigenerational workforce' is gaining traction, and more so in certain contexts such as India. The 
practitioner and consultancy literature that support the notion of a 'multigenerational workforce' makes various 
assumptions regarding the needs and behaviours of organisational members according to their 'generational 
membership'. It assumes that a similarity in birth years leads to similar experiences, which in turn create 
common value systems, and that these 'generation groups' are homogenous (Reed and Thomas, 2020). It also 
assumes that there are significant differences between the members of various 'generation groups' which, if not 
handled properly, will lead to serious consequences for organisations (Lancaster and Stillman, 2003). Thus, there 
have been many calls for organisational management to take into account these 'intergenerational differences' 
while designing organisational policies.  

Opposing this proposed viewpoint, academics highlight a number of theoretical and conceptual 
misunderstandings and methodological issues with the research on the topic of 'generations' (Parry and Urwin, 
2011). The assumption that ‘all’ the members of a 'generational group' exhibit the same 'generational 
characteristics', might lead to stereotyping the older and younger organisational members. Perhaps it is the 
power of managerial rhetoric and discourse which facilitates the propagation of these views based on 
unfounded assumptions, and this could potentially lead to a discursive construction of identity in both positive 
and negative ways. This process of identity construction is linked to power and subjectivity in organisations. 
Thus, the Foucauldian perspective of identity will be applied to this research to explore the role of power and 
subjectivity and dominant discourses in shaping identities.  

A combination of the population statistics and the cultural values evolving in the workplace make India 
an interesting research context. The population in the age-group of 15-34 years is predicted to increase from 
353 million in 2011 to 458 million by 2026 (Kalpathi, 2016). Culturally, Indian organisations are often said to be 
hierarchically structured where decision-making capacity rests with the senior management (Nguyen, 2016). 
These ‘hierarchical tendencies’ include “status consciousness towards superiors, dependence proneness on 
superiors and a personalized relationship with superiors” (Sinha, 1995 cited in Kumar, 2007: 381). The older 
organisational members probably expect the younger organisational members to exhibit deference and the 
latter also tend to exhibit respect towards the former. Research claims that this is due to their upbringing in an 
Indian joint family system and the influence of patriarchal society.  

In view of the above context, the research from which this paper is drawn aims to explore the 
interpretations of the term ‘generation’ according to working professionals in Indian organisations and its 
representation in texts. The remit of this paper is to explore the representation of 'generations in Indian 
workplaces' in practitioner-oriented texts through the application of Fairclough’s Critical Discourse Analysis 
(CDA). CDA will facilitate an understanding of how language is used to influence the values and beliefs and part-
construct the reality of everyday life. It involves a three-dimensional analysis i.e., ‘discourse-as-text’, ‘discourse-
as-discursive practice’ and ‘discourse-as-social-practice’. The process of understanding texts as elements of 
social events involves the process of meaning-making, which comprises three elements i.e., the production of 
the text, the text itself and the reception of the text. Thus, CDA will also facilitate in unravelling the underlying 
power relationships in the production and distribution of these texts. CDA will be conducted on documents 
including practitioner-oriented texts such as consultancy reports and blogs produced on the topic of 
'generations' by consultants such as KPMG and Deloitte, and which are available in the public domain. These 
texts also include publications from the Society for Human Resource Management, Harvard Business Review, 
and periodicals including India Today and Indian Management (specific to India).  

A preliminary analysis of these documents points to the role of power and subjectivity. This power 
could be associated with the publication houses and the authors of these texts who perhaps exercise the power 
of their positions. They often use representational strategies, generalisations and rhetorical tropes to make 
‘truth claims’ which are often accepted as ‘wisdom’ by management practitioners (Fairclough, 2003). It is the 
power of language used by them that could lead to stereotyping 'baby boomers' as 'digital luddites' and 
'millennials' as 'narcissistic'. These texts, when read by management practitioners, could potentially influence 
the way in which they view themselves and their colleagues belonging to different age-groups, thereby creating 
an identity among the organisational members.  
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With the phenomenon of ‘marketisation’ influencing various social domains, management 
practitioners seem to be adopting a ‘market-oriented’ managerial discourse (Mautner, 2010) and various 
fashionable management techniques to exhibit effectiveness, efficiency and progress and to legitimize their 
performance (Abrahamson, 1996). In order to achieve this, they could potentially end up scapegoating the older 
and the younger organisational members (Williams, 2019). The Foucauldian perspective of identity could 
facilitate in exploring this viewpoint.  

Thus, this research aims to explore how the power of language used by consultants and managers may 
play a substantial role in creating and disseminating ideas about a 'multigenerational workforce' and in shaping 
identities. This research aims to contribute to the body of knowledge which endeavours to address the existing 
dichotomy in the usage of the term ‘generation’ as a genealogical concept and 'generation' as a meaningful 
employee category. It aims to explore the conceptualizations of 'generational labels', their everyday usage and 
their potential impact on organisational life, thereby contributing to a more nuanced and informative view of 
the role of age-related differences to organisational evolution. 
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Colleen Kelley (Pennsylvania State University Erie, the Behrend College, USA) 
 
Online Anti-COVID Vaccination Discourse:  A Digital Rhetorical Perspective 
 
 This essay attributes a rhetorically sophisticated program of digital persuasion enacted to counter 
arguments in favor of COVID vaccinations within the United States, but with substantial global influence due to 
the time and space compression of online environments. Globally, COVID-19 vaccine acceptance rates are often 
below 60%, a serious problem for efforts to control the current pandemic (Sallam 2020).  As of the summer of 
2021, only 15% of the world population had been vaccinated and more than 100 countries had inoculated less 
than 5% of their people (Lee 2021).  
  Informed by Burke’s concepts of identification and division (1969), rhetoric is configured as persuasive 
communication including traditional discourses as well as images and digitalized messaging. Specifically, this 
study deconstructs the digital anti-vaccine discourses produced as public rhetorical artifacts constituted by 
individuals and the issues which connect them. Networked publics are configured as coalescing through online 
systems which provide the material, communicational, and social means for them to exist. Such networks 
provide the parameters for assembling issues and their publics in specific ways (see Langlois et al. 2009 and 
Eyman 2015). To illustrate, those who reject vaccines may have a skewed perception of the risks posed by them 
and the diseases they prevent. Further, an investigation into the anti-vaccination phenomenon, conducted in 24 
countries, reported more conspiratorial beliefs tended to be anti-vaccine (Jarry 2020). 
 Prior to the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, vaccine hesitancy was declared one of the top ten 
threats to global health by the World Health Organization (“Ten Threats…,” 2019). A lethal, century-old and 
usually dormant anti-vaccination movement, briefly revived in the 1990s as a debunked claim linking vaccines 
and autism, has re-emerged within the United States (Sathyanarayana Rao & Andrade 2011).  An estimated 93 
million have opted out of receiving the vaccine. Problematically, these are also the most vulnerable to serious 
illness from the variant and likely to spread it further (Bosman et al. 2021).  In the United States, more than 95 
percent of those hospitalized with severe COVID-19 remain unvaccinated (Bai 2021). In total, the Delta variant 
has anchored in a global environment within which only 15% of the world population has been vaccinated and 
more than 100 countries have inoculated less than 5% of their people (quoted in Lee 2021; see also Hughes et 
al. 2012).    

The spread of vaccine hesitancy comes from the increased acceptance that vaccines can be harmful 
being socially reinforced to the extent that citizens believe it to be credible (Matteo et al. 2020). Online forums 
which embed and spread such discourse are uniquely effective. Such digital “public spaces” become platforms 
from which to exploit the rhetorical possibilities of vaccine-hesitancy discourse. Select individuals dominate such 
networks to algorithmically target online publics without constraints of time or space or, increasingly, critical 
assessment. As a result, such networked sites become digital echo chambers rather than environments within 
which accurate information regarding COVID vaccines may be shared, discussed, and deconstructed.   
 In March 2021 the Center for Countering Digital Hate [CCDH] issued a report critical of social media 
companies for allowing the anti-vaccine movement to remain on their platforms, specifically the social media 
accounts of “The Disinformation Dozen.” Together, these high-profile “anti-vaxxers” established networks with 
large numbers of followers, high volumes of anti-vaccine content or rapid growth of their social media accounts. 
They are also responsible for the bulk of misleading claims and untruths about COVID-19 vaccines that 
proliferate on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, producing 65% of the shares of anti-vaccine misinformation 
across social media platforms (Ahmed 2021 and Bond 2021; see also Matteo et al. 2020). The most prominent 
overseers of these networks include Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Joseph Mercola, Ty and Charlene Bollinger, as well 
as Christiane Northrup. In addition, the online misinformation campaigns of Rizza Islam and Kevin have focused 
on the African American population, which has been disproportionately affected by COVID-19.   
 Because of the bifurcation of the debate on social media, sharing or reading posts with which one 
already agrees could increase the chance that a hesitant person receives only further reinforcement of anti-
COVID vaccination beliefs. Anti-vaccine users form a conduit of polarized and polarizing networking with little 
to no interaction with outsiders, within which users strengthen their positions by sharing each other’s contents 
(Germani and Biller-Andorno 2021). Mass mediation of messages influences the rhetorical construct of trust as 
informed dialogue, a shared sense of reality, mutual consent, and participation, all crucial to “truth building.” 
However, facts are frequently supplanted by opinions as digital network content generators reinforce users’ 
points of view. The result is that online participants in such networks, rather than click on shared content to 
read the original work for themselves, frequently accept the conclusion or opinion proffered by the person who 
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posted it. This results in the configuring of others existing outside of one’s personal network as unworthy of 
truth-telling (“From Facts….”  2021).   
 In sum, this study suggests anti-vaccination digital community networks jointly exist as an echo 
chamber for fraudulent but often compelling views about vaccines generated by a strikingly small number of 
individuals (Germani and Biller-Andorno 2021). This research may facilitate proactive communication strategies 
to dismantle the rhetoric of anti-vaccination messaging and so enable content providers to develop networks 
through which the online community at large may access competing and compelling truth-based alternatives to 
anti-vaccination discourses. Finally, such networks, and the messaging which they deliver, may assist in 
developing effective public health campaigns and, in so doing, metaphorically and literally protect global publics 
from the twin viruses of COVID and intentional disinformation about it.    
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Victoria Kerry (Massey University, NZ) 
 
The Birth of the Virtual Choir as a Production of the Covid-19 Liminal Space on YouTube 
 

As countries around the world went into lockdown in 2020 during the Covid-19 pandemic, people 
looked for virtual ways of reducing social isolation. Amongst these online interactions, a relatively new 
phenomenon - the virtual choir – grew in popularity. As part of a wider study on virtual choirs, this study analyses 
the form and function of the performance of, and textual audience responses to, The Birth of the Virtual Choir 
(St Giles Festival Choir, 2020), posted on YouTube in June 2020. The study uses a combination of Mediated 
Discourse Analysis (MDA) and the theoretical concept of liminality (van Gennep, 1960; Tuner, 1974) as a means 
of understanding how this new genre was used to manage personal crises during the pandemic and enforced 
lockdowns.  

Virtual choirs are created through individual choir members recording a solo musical recital, which is 
then edited to appear as a unified choir performance.  While Eric Whitacre’s 2010 video Lux Aurumque is widely 
regarded as the first virtual choir (Whitacre, 2021), they have been only more recently popularised during Covid-
19 lockdowns (Daffern, Balmer and Brereton, 2021, p.1). Consequently, very little has been studied in this area. 
Emerging research has focused on pedagogical considerations (e.g. French, 2021; Eren and Öztuğ, 2020), 
technical aspects (e.g. Sihombing, Napitupulu and Hamid, 2020), and social or psychological benefits of 
participation (e.g. Daffern et al., 2021; Grushka, Lawry, Sutherland and Fergusson, 2020) in and of virtual choirs, 
predominantly aimed at performers and practitioners in music or educational industries. However, the present 
study is novel in that it analyses a performance itself: The Birth of the Virtual Choir, performed by the St Giles’ 
Festival Choir of Cheddington, England. The video outlines the trials and tribulations of creating a virtual choir 
performance. The study argues that the performance is a post-liminal reflection of the liminal experience of 
lockdown.  

The analytical framework of Mediated Discourse Analysis (MDA) helps us understand how social action 
is shaped by the available tools and repeated practices that participants engage in with those tools, or 
‘mediational means’ (Norris & Jones, 2005, p. 17). As Benson (2015, pp. 83-84) explains, a YouTube page is not 
just a written text, but an aggregate of “multiple semiotic modes, including moving images, spoken word, music 
and sound, still images [and] written words” amongst others. He posits that there are typically more than 100 
identifiable communicative elements on a given YouTube page, in addition to the comments themselves. These 
multiple modes are particularly relevant to analysing a virtual choir, as the lyrics, musical score and tempo, 
costumes, gestures, props and written signs all combine as symbols used in the performance. The addition of a 
lens of liminality (Turner 1974) calls upon a semiotic approach known as “Comparative Symbology”, where the 
analysis of signs and symbols is highly salient to understanding cultural phenomena. 

Liminality is a concept first proposed by van Gennep (1960) and built on by Turner (1974). Coming from 
the Latin word limen, ‘threshold’, van Gennep viewed the liminal period as the period of isolation, transition, 
and reintegration, of rites of passage of individuals in small-scale societies, such as birth, marriage and death, or 
of the period in limbo for social groups, such as moving between peace and war or plague and health. 
Appropriately named the ‘birth’ of the virtual choir, the themes in the video have clear parallels, including choir 
members’ isolation from others during lockdown, the transition period of working through obstacles in 
recording the performance, and the final reintegration of posting the final, polished product. The video is a meta-
discursive reflection of this transition period. The virtual screen also positions the audience at the physical 
‘threshold’ of the performers’ personal lives. In contrast to the traditional mass choir performance where people 
are visually grouped to perform as a ‘whole’, the virtual choir sees members framed in individual and 
independent environments, with their personal clothing, pets, family members and rooms visible, yet, 
simultaneously, they appear to perform as a unified group to the viewer.  

While Turner (1974, p. 71) suggests van Gennep viewed the ‘transition between’ in individuals’ rites of 
passage as “negative in connotation, since it is no longer the positive past condition nor yet the positive 
articulated future condition”, Turner also suggests that the seclusion period was particularly conducive to 
creativity and ludic, playful invention. He suggests that the step outside normality during liminal periods creates 
an “anti-structure” whereby the rigidity of everyday norms is no longer required. Social actors are enabled to 
discover and explore “potential alternatives” (Turner, 1974, p.60), including towards the use of cultural symbols 
and art forms. The analysis of the virtual choir video seeks to describe the form of this novel creation from the 
pandemic’s liminal period. In turn, it suggests that the reflection presented by the choir highlights key social 
concerns that individuals experienced during lockdown and the transition to the ‘new normal’.   
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Erandi Kithulgoda (Victoria University Wellington, NZ) 
 
Digital Genre and Multimodality: Analysing the Online Beauty Care Product Description across Cultures 
 

The paper reports findings of a pilot analysis conducted on a cross-cultural multimodal corpus of online 
product descriptions. A proliferation of digital genres in the recent past, and the Covid-19 pandemic, have 
promoted the use of online media which are predominantly multimodal in that they include an amalgamation 
of semiotic resources such as written and spoken text, sound, image, colour and layout. This growing need to 
engage with multimodal texts needs to be reflected in the area of genre analysis, and more attention needs to 
be paid to how different semiotic modes work together to express socially constructed meaning. Added to this, 
hypertextuality affects content, in turn creating differences in communicative purposes of genres (Xia 2020). 
Therefore, attempts to describe any online multimodal genre need to consider the facets of multimodality and 
digitality within its analytical framework. Regardless of new social developments, genre remains a useful tool 
(Miller, Devitt & Gallagher 2018) in discourse analysis. However, there is need for a more complex genre model 
to address and describe digital and multimodal genres (Askehave & Nielsen 2005; Reid & Anson 2019). This 
paper exemplifies the application of a set of frameworks to comprehensively describe the online product 
description genre. The study also explores culture specific differences between the online product descriptions 
of New Zealand (NZ) and Sri Lankan (SL) shopping websites.  

The definition of the online product description includes both written text and images, since the textual 
and visual modes function together to inform and persuade customers to purchase a product. Two sub-corpora 
of New Zealand and Sri Lankan beauty care product descriptions were compiled from 16 online shopping sites. 
The pilot rhetorical move analysis of the corpus was conducted on 48 product descriptions, and the visual and 
interactivity analysis on a subset of 32 product descriptions. Swales’ (1990) rhetorical move analysis and Kress 
and Van Leeuwen’s (2006) grammar of visual design were adopted to investigate the data set. The analytical 
framework for website interactivity proposed by Adami (2015) was utilized and adapted in order to get a better 
sense of the actions and effects of the interactive items used within the product description.  

Cross-cultural differences were identified in the moves, use of visuals and interactivity of New Zealand 
and Sri Lankan online product descriptions. The genre is made up of seven moves realising the main purposes 
of informing and persuading in order to sell. Both countries use all moves in their product descriptions. However, 
there are significant differences between the two countries in the strategies operationalising the moves. Some 
of the promotional strategies are unique to New Zealand product descriptions and employ the visual mode. 
They work together with the other written strategies to achieve the persuasive function of the genre. Overall, 
there are more strategies employed in New Zealand product descriptions to realise a move function, while in Sri 
Lankan product descriptions the same functions are achieved, but by using a more limited set of strategies that 
are mostly textual.  

Visually, the representational generic pattern that seems to characterise the online product 
descriptions is the use of conceptual analytical structures. These are images that represent the items in the 
image in an objective part whole structure. However, fifty percent of New Zealand product descriptions utilized 
at least one image of the narrative process type amongst the visual structures they employed, while none of the 
Sri Lankan beauty care websites represented their products narratively. Narrative processes contain a sense of 
movement or directionality through actions, gestures, gaze or angle of an object. So, the visual representation 
in Sri Lankan product descriptions is rather static and formal. There is comparatively more activity or movement 
to be seen and felt in the New Zealand product descriptions, with significant persuasive implications. In terms 
of the interactive metafunction, no salient differences could be identified between the New Zealand and Sri 
Lankan product images. Use of close or middle-distance offer images characterize the genre. The customer is 
offered an objective view of the product for scrutiny. However, according to the implied social distance, the 
product is projected as something within customer reach.  

A one-dimensional analysis such as how we analyse print genres does not suffice when it comes to 
digital genre analysis. Adami’s (2015) framework proposes to analyse items on a webpage in two dimensions: 
the syntagmatic dimension in which the signs are static forms, and the paradigmatic dimension in which the 
signs that can be acted upon become sites for user interactivity. Adami (2015) combines the two dimensions 
with Halliday’s (1978) metafunctions of language to discuss the functions of website interactivity. Regarding the 
interpersonal metafunction of interactive signs on the syntagmatic plane, both the Sri Lankan and New Zealand 
product descriptions offer customers the basic necessities for viewing and selecting products. However, the 
cumulative effect that one gets when investigating Sri Lankan product descriptions is of a closed insular 
environment with limited access to extra information. Sri Lankan storeowners also seem to be more interested 
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in promoting their product via the customer. In comparison, New Zealand online stores seem to be less focused 
on getting their product promoted via customers. Their promotional strategy seems to be providing customers 
with extra information. So, the Sri Lankan and New Zealand product descriptions employ rather different 
strategies in promotion and persuasion.  

The preliminary findings hint at the necessity of considering genre feature variation when doing 
business internationally, and provide a deeper understanding of how each culture perceives and utilizes digital 
multimodality. 
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Irit Sholomit-Kornblit (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) 
 
A “Dialogue of Civilisations”: World Leaders’ Discourse on Cultural Diversity after Global Terror Attacks. 

 
This paper analyses political post-terror attack discourse held on global institutional platforms, 

namely the UN and UNESCO, specifically in the context of the “dialogue of civilisations” and “cultural 
diversity”. A French initiative, the Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity was voted in unanimously at 
UNESCO in October 2001, a week after the 9/11 attacks. In parallel, the year 2001 was declared the UN year of 
“Dialogue between civilisations”, an Iranian initiative proposed as a counterdiscourse to Samuel Huntington’s 
1993 “clash of civilisations” theory (UN 1998, Wastnidge 2016). The 9/11 attacks occurred one week before 
the UN General Conference opening that year in New York and pressed the question of the international 
community’s discourse on cultural diversity and tolerance in the face of the events. 

The paper examines how world leaders talk about goals involving global unity and tolerance in the 
immediate context of terror attacks, which inevitably carry a message contrary to these diplomatic goals. I do 
this using a qualitative French school discourse analysis approach combined with Belgian New Rhetoric.  

Political post-terror attack discourse has been widely tackled on a national level, especially since the 
11 September 2001 attacks (Bogain 2019, Chowanietz 2016, Fauchez & Boussaguet 2018, Johnson 2002). 
Contrary to this body of research, which often focuses on an Us/Them polarization (Lazar & Lazar 2004, Leudar 
et al. 2004), my approach looks at the world community level and is interested in the way leaders construct a 
united world community in their discourse in the face of the trauma of a political reality of terrorism, 
especially when the attacks in question occurred against cities functioning as symbols of that very message.  

This approach also goes against the Critical approach, which relegates terror attacks to the dimension 
of discursive construction (Baker-Beall 2014, Bartolucci 2012, Hodges 2011). Instead, while acknowledging 
terror’s communicative and semiotic aspect (Nacos et al. 2011, Schmid & de Graaf 1982), I also recognize 
terror’s inevitable reality grounded very literally in the binary life/death, and am interested in political 
discourse’s relationship, in and through discourse, to the external, political, epistemological “reality” of terror. 

As a case-study, I examine French President Jacques Chirac’s call to vote for the Declaration on 
Cultural Diversity at UNESCO in October 2001, and his peer François Hollande commemorating ten years to the 
Convention on Cultural Diversity at UNESCO, four days after the 2015 Paris attacks. In both cases, the context 
of the speech was related to the topics of cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue.  

In these speeches, I analyzed the following data: 1) the ways the terror attacks and their perpetuators 
are named; 2) deictics of time and place, indicating the speaker’s relationship to the perceived reality in his 
discourse; 3) the circulation of phrases “clash of civilisations” and “dialogue between civilisations”. 

Comparing both speeches allows us to evaluate the impact of several factors: 1) the time of the 
speech in relation to the events: three weeks later for Chirac vs. four days later for Hollande; 2) the speech’s 
place: the same place as the attacks in the case of Hollande, but not in Chirac’s case; Hollande’s home country 
but not so for Chirac; and 3) the speech’s motive: Chirac needs to convince his audience to vote for the 
Declaration on cultural diversity; not so for Hollande. 

The analysis shows that the closer the traumatic events are in time and place to the speech, the more 
visceral and detailed the description of the events. Moreover, when the motive is to promote the Declaration 
for Cultural Diversity, the events are minimized in favor of the UN narrative of “dialogue between 
civilisations”. Both speeches reject the “clash of civilisations” narrative, and instead propose the “civilisation 
against barbarism” narrative, where the terrorists are dissociated from the category “humanity” and relegated 
to the category of “barbarism”. I argue that the exclusion of the terrorists from humanity through the 
dissociation Culture/Barbarism allows political leaders to maintain the narrative of a united world community, 
without the need to face a more complex reality that includes conflict and the questioning of that narrative by 
some political actors. The alternation between civilization(s) in the plural and the singular blurs the question of 
multiple worldviews vs. the universalism represented by UN and UNESCO politics.   
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Marcin Kosman (Warsaw University, Poland) 
 
Confederation Liberty and Independence – a New Far-Right Force in Europe? A Multimodal Discourse 
Analysis of Grzegorz Braun’s 2021 Mayoral Campaign 
 
Although (far) right discourse in Poland has been studied in relative detail, little attention has been given to the 
discourse of Confederation Liberty and Independence (Konfederacja Wolność i Niepodległość; henceforth: 
Confederation). Most of the existing research (Krzyżanowski, 2018, 2020; Krzyżanowska & Krzyżanowski, 2018; 
Cadier & Szulecki, 2020) has been devoted to Law and Justice (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość; PiS) – a right-wing 
conservative formation that has been the dominant party of the ruling coalition since 2015. However, due to its 
electoral success in 2019 and 2020, Confederation has established its position on the Polish political scene. In 
the present study, the discourse of Grzegorz Braun, a Confederation candidate in the 2021 Rzeszów mayoral 
elections, was analyzed.  
The research framework of the study is Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), an interdisciplinary approach at the 
intersection of social sciences and humanities. Within CDA, texts are products of ideology, which convey a 
specific system of values (van Dijk, 2006a). Moreover, a triangulation of methods is postulated, and the choice 
of research tools depends on what might be most useful for the analysis of a given material (Hart, 2018). In line 
with this notion, the study goes beyond the understanding of discourse as solely relying on the written mode, 
highlighting that all modes should be treated equally, as they contribute meaning to the text (Zhao, Djonov & 
van Leeuwen, 2014). 
The analysis conducted in the study covers a period from the beginning of the campaign (March 14, 2021) to its 
final day (June 13, 2021). The following data were analyzed in the discussed period: 
 

•  tweets from Grzegorz Braun’s official Twitter account; 
• two election spots published on Braun’s official YouTube channel. 

 
In order to thoroughly analyze the multimodal materials, Rowan R. Mackay’s (2015) six-layer model of 
multimodal legitimation was applied. The model is grounded in van Dijk’s (2006b) and van Leeuwen’s (2007) 
understanding of legitimation: as having a quality of being taken for granted (Mackay, 2015, p. 325), also 
drawing upon political and historical contexts or contextual demands. The aforementioned layers are 
multimodal resources, pragma-strategic level, justificatory schema, legitimation as a process, legitimation as a 
quality, and discourse-historical moral evaluation. The model has been used to analyze political ads in Greece 
(Chaidas, 2018), Australian refugee rhetoric (Ross, 2018), or the idea of masculinity in video games (Elyamany, 
2021).  
Moreover, the analysis of Braun’s tweets was conducted with the help of Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014) – 
a tool used in corpus linguistics, which allows for quantitative analysis of research material. As CDA has been 
criticized for cherry-picking and vague criteria (Stubbs, 1997; Widdowson, 1998; Breeze, 2011), methods of 
corpus linguistics may provide a remedy to that criticism, allowing for the inclusion of quantitative methods in 
the study. 
On quantitative and verbal levels, Braun concentrated on positive self-presentation, predominantly emphasizing 
connections with the city and its residents. Further, a frequency analysis showed that the candidate used nouns 
indicating his involvement in local affairs, while the most common verbs suggest that the politician tried to talk 
with the residents, invited them to various events, thanked them for their support, and asked for further 
mobilization. Apart from nouns and verbs, Braun used hashtags for self-promotion, which usually contained a 
reference to the city and Confederation. 
While right-wing discourse is associated with the negative presentation of others (Wodak & Forchtner, 2014; 
Kreis, 2017), Braun made scarce references to his three rivals. In fact, he was the only one who made a positive 
reference to any of them. On the other hand, Braun attacked Law and Justice, as he accused the formation of 
mismanaging the country during the pandemic. In Braun's discourse, PiS and its politicians openly act to the 
detriment of Poland and break the law and the constitution. Thus, the politician delegitimizes the ruling party 
by attributing to it negative qualities, using strategies of nomination and predication. Still, as word frequency 
lists and concordance analyses suggest, the attacks are considerably less common than positive references to 
the city and Braun’s own vision. 
As regards the ads, Braun legitimized his candidacy by relying on two justificatory schemata: authority (the spots 
feature common people pledging to vote for him) and rationalization (the lockdown affects Poles negatively, the 
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economy is suffering). Therefore, he rejected the legitimacy of the status quo and vowed to stop lockdown if 
elected mayor. Similarly to his tweets, no references (neither visual nor verbal) to Braun’s direct rivals were 
made. In terms of discourse-historical moral evaluation, the ads positively value freedom, Christianity, and free 
trade.  

In conclusion, regardless of the analyzed material, Braun focused on two major aspects: positive self-
presentation, and criticizing the lockdown and pandemic restrictions related to it. While he does delegitimize 
the lockdown regime, he concentrates on positive effects of its abolition. Thus, Braun’s discourse does not 
appear to be grounded in politics of fear (Wodak, 2015), which differentiates it from most discourses of 
contemporary right-wing European parties. The paper thus sheds light on the discourse of a new but well-
established right-wing European party and may function as a building block for a comparative study. 
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Ava Lau (Hong Kong Baptist University) 
 
A Study on Social Mobility of Young Professionals from a Discourse Perspective 
 

Economic disparity in Hong Kong has been on the rise since the 1990s, and the economic prosperity 
after the handover of the city back to China in 1997 has disproportionately benefited the rich. This economic 
inequality has significantly contributed to the increasing fracturing of Hong Kong society. Before the anti-
extradition bill protests took place in 2019, the Hongkongers who participated in the 2014 Umbrella Movement 
protests (so called “Hong Kong Occupy Movement”) were the younger generation. Aside from the pro-
democracy protests that emerged during that time, the implications of the clashes on local economic activities 
resulted in a debate on whether the result of the ongoing social unrest would increase or reduce the social 
mobility of young people. The anti-extradition bill protests raged for months in 2019 and have continued in 2021 
in some form or shape. These protests and their implications on local economic activities have created a debate 
as to whether the result of the ongoing social unrests would serve to increase or reduce the social mobility of 
youths in Hong Kong. The discourse of “lion rock spirit”, am analogy for hardworking Hongkongers, has been 
quoted to glorify the economic success of Hong Kong. This analogy is now under scrutiny, especially by the 
younger generation, as to whether being a hard-working individual could actually lead to upward mobility. Hong 
Kong experienced a brain drain prior to the 1997 handover due to the uncertain economic and political situation. 
Similarly, young professionals who are frustrated and disappointed with the current situation could immigrate 
to other countries (Wong & Chu, 2017). In order to retain this specific group of human capital, it is critical that 
the HKSAR government gives young professionals a voice to prevent any further brain drain. 

Examining social mobility discourses is similar to debating social problems in Hong Kong. 
Intergenerational social mobility refers to the changes in class destinations from its origins (Brown, 2013). 
Upward mobility concerns the social mobility of lower social class moving up to higher social class. An individual 
is considered upwardly mobile if s/he moving to a higher social class than their 

parents. Brown (2013) argued social congestion is a problem that many working-class and middle-class 
families faced in the early decades of the twenty-first century, and that an ‘opportunity trap’ has been created 
where there are insufficient opportunities for individuals to achieve upward mobility. In developed economies 
that have a considerable population size of middle classes and higher education, as well as widening income 
inequalities, professional occupations are particularly trapped because the labour market has failed to meet the 
demand. Social congestion drives individuals and policy makers to develop tactics to avoid the trap; the 
challenge is what and where to start in order to move up the social ladder? The issue of whether one’s beliefs 
(i.e. the discourses that one uphold) are conducive to upward mobility has been rarely investigated. Nunn et al. 
(2007) identified seven factors influencing social mobility. Each factor could be considered as a site of discourse 
formation where competing ideological discourses vie to represent and shape individual actions. Discourse(s) is 
the influencer of young people’s actions. Guided by the critical discourse analysis approach and using 
Fairclough's three-dimensional model (Fairclough, 2017), this research focuses on the ways in which young 
professionals in Hong Kong reproduced or resisted inequality in social mobility through text and talk. With 
respect to ‘genres’, ‘discourses’ and ‘styles’, a framework for the analysis of semantic relations is then explicated. 
This research intends to demystify both hegemonic and counterhegemonic representations of social mobility. 

This study examines the social dynamics among young professionals in Hong Kong and explores 
potential solution(s) that can restore their confidence in their own future endeavours. Critical discourse analyses 
are used in this study on a sample of 40 young professionals who are between 21 and 40 years old based on in-
depth interviews. Research findings show that the influence from family and education are critical. The support 
that young professionals received from family during early age facilitated their upward mobility, and education 
is the foundation of their professional development. Through various social networking strategies, young 
professionals actively develop social capital that helps their career development. The study identified six 
discourses on social mobility, including capacity building, family support, strategic use of social networks, social 
status, socio-political impacts, and destiny. From the data collected, a better and more clear understanding of 
the social mobility of youths in Hong Kong is acquired. The research findings inform policy frameworks for the 
future direction of youths in Hong Kong. 
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Shelley Lawson (Curtin University, Dubai) 
 
Credibility Markers in First-hand Personal Narratives of the #MeToo Campaign 
 

This study is a discourse analysis of credibility markers used in the first-hand personal narratives of the 
#MeToo Campaign. Findings suggest that credibility-enhancing markers include details, claims to epistemic 
authority, generalisations, and expressions of certainty or doubt, but it is the teller’s understanding of an event 
and the point being illustrated by the narrative which may put credibility at risk. 

“Abuse, harassment and assault against women is real.” “If you need details, here’s my list.” “It’s no 
joke.” These are just some of the statements that narrators posting during the #MeToo campaign used to 
convince readers that their stories were true. Since stories of personal experience are subjective and fallible 
(Ochs & Capps, 1997, p. 83), an implausible rendition of an event can lead to aggressive responses from 
interlocuters (Norrick, 2018, p. 292) putting narrators under “pressure to produce a believable account” 
(Labov, 2013, p. 23). Credibility is especially important in stories of sexual misconduct where verification is 
usually not possible (Tuerkenheimer, 2017) and police officers tend to doubt victims (Recupero, 2018, p. 26; 
Tuerkenheimer, 2017, p.2). Similarly, in the #MeToo campaign, some stories are met with aggressive 
skepticism. Fearing responses like “So why the fuck should we believe you now?”, narrators tend to defend 
the veracity of their stories, even before encountering such a challenge. 

The question is which credibility-enhancing strategies were used in the stories of the #MeToo 
campaign, and what effect might these have on a reader? It is important to note that credibility is defined as 
“an individual’s judgement of the content of communication” (Appelman and Sundar, 2015, p. 72), so any of its 
properties are the product of individual perceptions (Berlo et al., 1969). Therefore, credibility features 
determined in one context (e.g. ‘trustworthiness and expertise’ in Howland & Weiss, 1951, or ‘concern for 
public interest’ in Gaziano & McGrath, 1986) may not be generalizable to other settings. The contribution of 
this study therefore lies in its much-needed investigation of credibility in this unique interactional context. The 
#MeToo Movement began after actress Alyssa Milano requested that women post #MeToo if they had ever 
experienced sexual misconduct, prompting more than 19 million tweets in a year (Anderson & Toor, 2018). 
Although these encompassed a variety of topics, this analysis looks exclusively at those concerning sexual 
misconduct which were experienced first-hand by narrators. Following the small stories paradigm 
(Georgakopoulou, 2007), narratives were first divided into story types (e.g. non-recent, breaking news, etc.) 
and then examined for occurrences of the credibility markers in Norrick (2018): intimate details, claims to 
epistemic authority, generalisations, and expressions of certainty or doubt. In contrast to much storytelling on 
social media which is oriented towards recency (Page, 2012, pp.190-192), many of the personal stories in this 
dataset concern non-recent events. In addition, photos, videos and supporting URLs rarely appear, even though 
these can be used to increase credibility in other circumstances (e.g. technical expertise in Baildon & Damico, 
2009). In a position where little ‘proof’ is possible, #MeToo narrators draw on other resources to convince 
readers of their story’s sincerity.  

Firstly, in terms of content, credibility markers in #MeToo misconduct stories bear some similarity to 
those found in oral narratives of personal experience (Norrick, 2018), which, when considered in light of the 
criteria for judging the credibility of witness testimony (Oberlader et al., 2016, p441), appear to be convincing 
for a reader as well. For instance, #MeToo stories contain details like age, location, relationship to perpetrator, 
actions of misconduct, and even direct quotes. These intimate details increase the vividness of a story (Norrick, 
2018), making recounted events seem as indisputable as they would in a courtroom. Storytellers also 
demonstrate “trustworthy access” (Norrick 2018, p. 281) to this intimate knowledge by stating: “trust me, I 
know” or with explanations of how they came to know it: “this is the apology I got from my attacker.” Other 
strategies used to inspire trust include the use of epistemic adverbs (honestly, literally, of course) and assertions 
about the generality of an occurrence: “yes, boyfriends can rape you too.” Interestingly, like in Norrick (2018), 
the narrators of the #MeToo campaign sometimes undermined their own stories: “but it happened years ago,” 
“I don’t remember,” and “it barely feels real.”  Although such utterances may seem counterproductive, 
expressions of doubt are actually an indicator of credibility in the judgement of witness statements (Oberlader 
et al., 2016, p. 441), so narrators using this tactic may end up sounding more plausible than expected. 

On the other hand, credibility may be threatened on the basis of the extent to which an interlocutor 
agrees with the point of the story or the teller’s characterization of events. One example from the data sees a 
narrator reveal his ‘harassment’ experience, after which he is challenged because his description of events 
does not fit with the legal definition of harassment. Equally, since “the reality of events described are 
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subordinate to the point they illustrate”(Norrick, 2018, p. 276), #MeToo narrators establishing epistemic 
authority with: “as a survivor”or “as a #metoo” are vulnerable to challenges based on their subsequent 
assertion or evaluation. In other stories where details are purposely withheld: “I don’t like to talk about it. But… 
#MeToo,” credibility is equally at risk. Granted, these may remain untold because events are too traumatic 
(Ochs & Capps, 2001, p. 252), but omission can also be a strategy for creating suspense (cf. unnarratable in 
Prince, 1988, as cited in Lambrou, 2019). As such, the sincerity of a story’s telling may be called into question, 
and it is a stark reminder of credibility’s inverse relationship to reportability (Labov, 2013), where the more 
sensational the event, the less likely it is to be believed. 

Overall then, in the interactional situation of #MeToo, although strategies common to those in oral 
narratives of personal experience or witness testimony may serve to enhance credibility, a narrator’s 
characterization of the event, or the point of their story, may be the greatest threat to its credibility. 
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Lin Li (Massey University, NZ) 
 
The Use of a Chinese Discourse Marker Jiushi in L2 Production 
 

This paper reports on a corpus analysis of the L2 use of jiushi as a discourse marker in informal 
Chinese conversation. Jiushi, literally translated as ‘be exactly’ in English, is the second most frequent word 
used by L1 speakers of Chinese, according to a frequency list created on the basis of the L1 component of a 
spoken Chinese corpus of conversational interaction. In the Chinese research literature, jiushi can serve as a 
discourse marker to introduce new topics or mark explanations to the preceding proposition in context (e..g, 
Biq, 2001; Zhang & Gao, 2012). It can be interpreted as a hesitational device and collocates with self-repairs in 
utterances as well (e.g., Shi & Hu, 2013; Yao & Yao, 2012). While discussions in previous studies certainly 
contribute to our growing understanding of jiushi as a discourse marker, there is a lack of adequate theoretical 
basis for the functional analyses of jiushi and much of the research is based on very limited conversational 
data or scripted speech. This being the case, some usages of jiushi have been missed in previous studies and 
those findings have failed to uncover the complexity of the roles of jiushi in informal interaction. Moreover, 
although jiushi fulfils integral functions in communication, studies on jiushi are markedly rare and only very 
few analyses have been attempted for L2 production to date. In order to obtain a fresh perspective on the 
roles jiushi has in L2 informal speech and on how L2 speakers of Chinese use jiushi to communicate effectively 
in social settings, this study is dedicated to investigating the L2 use of jiushi, seeking to answer the question: 
what are the features that characterise the use of the marker jiushi in informal L2 speech? 

This paper uses data from a spoken Chinese corpus of over 440,000 words of informal speech to 
investigate the L2 use of jiushi by examining the differences and similarities between L1 and L2 speech. The 
spoken Chinese corpus, which is compiled by the author, is now available to the academic community on 
GitHub. It is made up of two parts: an L2 corpus of informal L1–L2 interaction and a comparable L1 corpus of 
informal L1–L1 interaction. Given that the findings of L1–L2 comparative studies are subject to corpus 
comparability (Callies, 2015), to facilitate the validity and reliability of the results of the comparative analysis 
of jiushi, this study first examines the differences between the two corpora in design and construction. In 
doing this, it is expected to take into account the differences that are caused by the decisions and 
compromises made during corpus construction when interpreting the observed differences between L1 and L2 
use of jiushi. Then, within the framework of relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson, 1995), this study identifies 
and interprets one pragmatic function of jiushi following Blakemore’s work on reformulation and 
reformulation markers (Blakemore, 1993, 1996, 1997). Drawing on the qualitative analysis of jiushi, this study 
compares the frequency of jiushi in the L2 corpus with the frequency of the L1 use of jiushi, and gives a brief 
discussion of the variables that may affect the frequency comparison. Also, the distribution of jiushi 
throughout each corpus is examined by employing a measure of dispersion, DP (for deviation of proportions), 
which is proposed by Gries (2008). 

By investigating the use of jiushi qualitatively and quantitatively, the characteristics of the L2 use of 
the jiushi in the L1–L2 interaction are summarised as follows: 

(i) the marker jiushi signals that the utterance following it is an alternative means for 
communicating what is communicated by the preceding segment; 

(ii) the L2 speakers of Chinese tend to use the marker jiushi in the above function less often than the 
L1 speakers; 

(iii) the marker jiushi has an uneven distribution in both the L1 corpus and the L2 corpus, and jiushi is 
dispersed in a similar way in each corpus. 

This study contributes to a wider purpose of identifying how corpus linguistics can deepen the 
investigation of discourse markers, while the findings of the analysis of jiushi can make contributions to 
research on the teaching and learning of interactive spoken Chinese. 
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Juan Liang (Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology, NZ) and Colleen Mills (University of 
Canterbury, NZ) 
 
Making Organisational Discourse Matter: A Case of Materialising Organizational Identity 
 
Temporary organisations, like all organisations, are discursively constituted sociomaterial achievements. Our 
qualitative case study examines the sociomaterial nature of organisational identity work in a temporary alliance 
between five construction companies set up to repair Christchurch’s horizontal infrastructure after the 2010-11 
Canterbury earthquakes. This organisation’s identity work was complicated by two factors: many employees 
had existing organisational identities, and a temporary organisation has a finite lifespan.  
 Little is known about how discourse and materiality combine in organizational identity work as the 
identity discourse literature remains largely untouched by the material shift sweeping across the social sciences. 
We saw an opportunity to address this gap and contribute to the scant literature on how interorganisational 
collaborations (IOC) satisfy their identity needs when time-limited.  

While we are familiar with the proposition that “language constructs organisational reality” (Hardy, 
Lawrence and Grant, 2005, p.60) through discursive constructions grounded in conversations, narratives and 
other such texts (Fairhurst & Putnam, 2004; Phillips & Oswick, 2012; Rhodes & Brown, 2005), the constitutive 
power of the material features of organisational life is only now gaining widespread recognition (Alvesson & 
Kärreman, 2011; Putnam & Fairhurst, 2015; Mills & Cooren, 2018). We now recognise the contributions of 
discursive and material dimensions are interrelated and that “materiality and discourse are essential to 
understanding organisations” (Wilhoit, 2016, p. 261). Management (e.g., Hardy and Thomas, 2015) and 
communication scholars (e.g., Arnaud et al., 2016; Ashcraft et al., 2009; Groleau & Demers, 2016) are advancing 
our understanding of the co-constitutive nature of discourse and material processes by demonstrating how 
organisational communication is inextricably linked to organisational objects, sites, and bodies which combine 
to create organisational phenomena like organisational identity. Without doubt, our understanding of 
organisational identity (Albert & Whetten, 1985; Brown, 2020) benefits from discourse analyses that focus 
attention on how discursive resources (Kuhn, 2006) and everyday conversations help constitute identity 
(Mclnnes & Corlett, 2012). For instance, Brown and Coupland (2015) investigated identity threats to professional 
UK rugby players and found identity discourses framed players’ sense of being a club member. Surprisingly, 
though, our review suggests that the overall impact of the material shift on organisational identity scholarship 
remains minimal (Watkiss & Glynn, 2016; Brown, 2017).  

The Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team (SCIRT) was a temporary inter-organisational 
collaboration (IOC) established to repair the horizontal infrastructure damaged by the 2010-11 Canterbury 
earthquakes. This coopetition between five contacting firms was necessary because of the scale of damage. 
However, SCIRT’s structure necessitated strategic identity work to achieve the coherence and cohesion 
necessary to complete its task in the allotted time.  

Data for our qualitative case study (Yin, 2014), was gathered using semi-structured interviews (N=42), 
material artefacts and field observations. Participants (N=42) from across the different strata and sections of the 
organisation were interviewed to gather accounts of the purposes that sociomaterial practices and materials 
artefacts like images and texts served and how these were personally experienced. Interviews were transcribed 
to facilitate discourse analysis. Organisational artefacts were mapped to explore how objects and sites such as 
poster, clothing, and office layout instantiated SCIRT organisational identity in practice during five months of 
direct observations aimed at understanding how employees communicated and interacted with these materials 
in the workplace. These multiple data sources allowed a form of triangulation that served to reassure us that we 
were developing a comprehensive understanding of how the emerging SCIRT identity operated. The data 
analysis and data collection informed each other in an iterative fashion (Tracy, 2019) and continued until no new 
insights were gained.  

We found the material artefacts were strategically incorporated into SCIRT’s official identity discourse 
and became embodied in members’ everyday sayings and doings, creating a SCIRT way and a shared sense of 
organisational identification, only moderated by historic ties and future employment opportunities in home 
organisations. Managers also developed language using named identity campaigns crafted to response to 
organizational threats (e.g., ‘”Finishing strong” when staff started leaving). Most significantly, SCIRT artefacts 
(e.g., employee signature board, logo, SCIRT uniforms) were embodied to manifest a sense of “we-ness”. The 
result was an excellent demonstration of how organisational discourse is materialised so organisational 
workspaces become orchestrated sites of identity work across the organisational lifespan. 
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This paper contributes an intriguing case of discursive and material entanglement in organisational 
identity at work. In so doing, it responds to calls for the material turn to be incorporated into organisational 
research (Boxenbaum et al., 2018), particularly on organisational identity. It also contributes original insights 
about the value and moderators of strategic organisational identity work in a temporary organisation. 
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Carmen Daniela Maier (Aarhus University, Denmark) and Silvia Ravazzani (IULM University of Milan, 
Italy) 
 
The Multimodal Discourses of the Corporate Plastic Pollution Crisis: Conferring Legitimacy and 
Disclosing Illegitimacy in Global Issue Arenas  
  
The global plastic pollution crisis has reached an urgency and complexity that can no longer be ignored. In this 
context, corporate plastic pollution has become one of the most debated sustainability issues within society at 
large. The purpose of this paper is to shed light on the multimodal discourses related to this contemporary 
phenomenon that has become a highly debated issue in various communication arenas populated by multiple 
social actors. Based on a qualitative research study, this paper investigates the multimodal discourses generated 
by two polarized categories of social actors, namely global movements and corporations. Both categories of 
actors strive to frame the global plastic pollution issue and to evaluatively legitimize or delegitimize the issue-
related social practices that they are involved in. More specifically, the focus of this paper is on the fundamental 
meaning-making role of moral evaluations through which social practices acquire or lose legitimacy, and social 
actors manufacture their framing and counterframing to exert persuasive effects on other actors and audiences. 
By examining patterns of evaluative discursive strategies, it is shown how these communicating social actors are 
keen either to gain legitimacy or to establish illegitimacy in relation to those issue-related practices.  

The research work is built on literature on discourse, framing and multi-actor issue arenas to investigate 
how evaluative framing and counterframing of global plastic pollution are discursively constructed according to 
different communicative purposes. We adopt a multimodal approach to Critical Discourse Analysis as both 
verbal elements and strategically selected visuals can trigger moral concepts that can legitimize or delegitimize 
specific social practices (Vaara & Tienari, 2008). The exploration of moral evaluation as a pivotal discursive 
practice plays a central role in this analytical work, as it facilitates a nuanced approach to discursive practices as 
forms of action that transform reality when such a reality is recontextualized according to particular interests, 
goals, and values (Van Leeuwen, 2008 and 2018). The framing perspective is also adopted in order to reveal how 
accentuating or downplaying certain aspects of reality through specific discursive strategies can accomplish 
diagnostic, prognostic, and motivational framing tasks (Benford & Snow, 2000). These two perspectives are 
combined with an approach to multi-actor issue arenas that allows us to contextualize the discursive practices 
of several social actors who try to position themselves in challenging communicative arenas that facilitate 
ongoing public debates (Vos, 2008 and 2018). 

The analyzed multimodal data has been primarily collected in 2021 from the websites of a central issue-
related global movement, #breakfreefromplastic, and the three global companies that are singled out by this 
movement as the top plastic polluters on the globe (i.e., Coca-Cola, Nestlé and PepsiCo) for three years in a row. 
We collected all multimodal data clusters that relate to the global plastic pollution issue from online press 
releases posted on the dedicated website sections by the four social actors. Each multimodal evaluative cluster 
has been analysed in relation to its discursive role in the framing of social practices and the interpretation of 
deviant, remedial, advocacy, initiatory, and amendatory actions belonging to the respective social practices. 

The preliminary findings suggest that the systematic recurrences of specific evaluative strategies perform 
a double macro-function of framing in the investigated discourses; simultaneously, this systematic recurrence 
both organizes discourses through its presence or absence, and indicates the specific moral significance of 
particular aspects of the recontextualized social practices. The discursive patterns of evaluation strategies allow 
framing and counterframing processes to not only carve out different social actions of the recontextualized 
social practices, but also to point to certain attitudes and reactions that website users are expected to have 
when interacting online with the respective multimodal texts. 

By combining framing and evaluation to look at discursive legitimacy struggles over global issues, we 
offer a nuanced understanding of the role of moral evaluations of the corporate plastic pollution crisis in the 
issue arena populated by several social actors, focusing on corporations and environmental movements as 
central frame strategists. In doing so, the paper demonstrates how moral evaluations, along with other types of 
legitimations, are fundamentally implicated in the discursive meaning-making processes through which social 
practices related to the environment gain or lose legitimacy.  

By addressing discursive practices in which and through which societal concerns related to a global 
issue are created, maintained as well as reframed from alternative viewpoints, this paper opens the possibility 
for other researchers to apply the same approach and analytical tools when dealing with other global 
environmental and sustainability issues. 
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Bernadette Vine, Meredith Marra and Janet Holmes (Victoria University of Wellington, NZ) 
 
Influencing Team Norms as a Leader: One Leader, Many Teams 
 

A benefit of researching effective communication in New Zealand workplaces over a number of years 
(the ongoing agenda of our research team), is that we are at times able to revisit participants in their new 
working environments. Most notable is our case study participant for this paper, known by the pseudonym Greg. 
Greg has been a regular collaborator and on multiple occasions agreed to record his everyday team interactions 
as he changed workplaces and moved into new roles. In two of these workplaces, Greg has held the post of Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO), leading both his team and his organisation.  

In a discursive approach to workplace interaction, the impact of the leader on team practices is of 
fundamental interest. Following a constructionist understanding of leader identity as dynamic, contextualised 
and negotiated within discourse (Vine 2019, Fairhurst 2007), this paper investigates the same leader enacting 
his leadership style within different workplace communities, analysing the everyday workplace interactions in 
which he engages with his team. 

In conducting our analysis (which falls within the disciplinary area of workplace discourse analysis and 
is heavily influenced by the traditions of Interactional Sociolinguistics) we take a flexible approach to data 
collection. A central philosophy of this approach entails handing control of the recording process to our 
workplace participants who are conceptualised as co-researchers, and with whom we negotiate mutually-
beneficial research objectives and data collection procedures. Our typical pattern involves ethnographic 
observations and participation. Recordings are made by participants themselves (wherever possible) in order to 
capture a sample of everyday talk and regular practices, including a series of team meetings and one-to-one 
interactions. This is typically followed by debriefing sessions, post-recording interviews and workshops to discuss 
our findings. In each of Greg’s workplaces, this same process has taken place, giving us access to rich data about 
the situated practices which make up his leadership approach. 

While Greg identifies as Māori, the organisations which he leads are expected to support the interests 
of all New Zealanders, whether Pākehā, Māori, or from other ethnic backgrounds.  The fact that Greg is Māori 
does not mean that he explicitly enacts Māori values when he leads in every context.  Leading an organisation 
that follows the dominant (arguably Pākehā), hegemonic understandings of “appropriate” workplace practices 
may be a strong influence on his practices in some circumstances (see arguments about the New Zealand culture 
order outlined in Holmes 2018). In some contexts, as Winiata notes, he may just be “a leader who happens to 
be Māori” (2017, p. vii). Alternatively, as we account for in our social realist model of contextual constraints, the 
balancing of his various identities may prioritise and privilege certain discursive strategies over others depending 
on context. 

This theoretical stance is represented in a model we have developed through years of close analysis of 
naturally-occurring workplace talk (Holmes, Marra and Vine 2011). When constructing identities our discourse 
indexes and is constrained by a number of contextual layers, from the interactional norms of the particular 
discourse activity, through the values of the workplace community and organisation within which the interaction 
takes place. These in turn are embedded within industry and wider societal norms, including, but not limited to 
large scale social structures represented by hierarchies such as the gender order (Connell 1987, Eckert and 
McConnell-Ginet 2013) and the culture order noted above. 

To gain access to Greg’s understandings of his practices, we make use of formal interviews conducted 
with him after recordings are completed. We draw on these reflexive interviews on his developing leadership 
style to investigate his reactions to the cultural expectations in his teams, teams which are relatively more or 
less explicit about their bicultural aspirations and orientations to Māori tikanga (rather than more Pākehā-
oriented expectations). 

This focus on talk-about-talk addresses a current trend for greater emphasis on interview data within 
workplace discourse analysis (Angouri et al 2021). Underlying this is an awareness of the value of 
metapragmatics/metadiscourse/metalanguage i.e., explicit talk and/or signalling about what language is doing 
within interaction, especially as access to doxa (Bourdieu 1977) and the taken-for-granted norms and beliefs in 
any particular community (Holmes, Marra and Vine 2020).  

In the analysis which we will present, we thus explore the ways in which Greg attends to the different 
orientations to biculturalism within the two organisations he is leading. The analysis draws together naturally 
occurring talk, augmented with ethnographic material and especially reflexive interviews. The analysis 
demonstrates the ways in which Greg differentially draws on tikanga and values from te ao Māori in his practices. 
In each team he draws on different norms, continuously balancing the constraints which impact on his discursive 
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choices. We highlight in particular the ways in which the team both shapes and is shaped by the strategies he 
adopts. 
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Sky Marsen (Flinders University, Australia) 
 
Being and Doing ‘Professional’: A Semiotic Approach to a Cultural Concept 
 

The presentation aims to explore the discursive ways in which the concept of professionalism is 
constructed from a semiotic perspective. It examines the semantic components that constitute the signifier 
‘professional’ in a variety of discourses, identifying patterns in the different meanings emerging from uses of the 
word. In his semiotic analysis of ‘anger’, Algirdas Greimas (1987) proposes that ‘we are dealing with a discursive 
sequence constituted by an intertwining of states and of doing, which we must separate in order to identify 
autonomous syntagmatic elements in it’ (p. 148). Using tools such as the semiotic square, this presentation aims 
to follow Greimas’ lead and examine the semantic elements that make up the category of the ‘professional’.  

As a signifier, professionalism signifies an agent’s image (as in dress code), attitudes (as in commitment 
to a specific course of action) and behaviours (as in control over emotions), thereby bridging the axes of Being 
and Doing. It is composed of semantic elements that include public performance, high competence, goal-
oriented actions, and recognition through reward. The ‘professional’ is opposed to the ‘amateur’ and contrasted 
with the ‘private’ and ‘personal’. It presupposes expertise, accountability, and cooperation, and may connote 
objectivity and ethics depending on context. It tends to be positively valued in culture and language use 
internationally - ‘being a professional’ or ‘acting professionally’ seem to be globally positive qualities.   

The term ‘professional’ is rarely problematized in discourse studies. A critical and systematic analysis 
of what professional implies is undeveloped, in contrast to, for example, sociology, where major work has been 
done by scholars such as Emile Durkheim, Max Weber and Anthony Giddens. In saying this, I echo the argument 
of George Cheney and Karen Ashcroft (2007), who pointed out that the word professional, and its various forms 
– professional (adj), professional (noun), professionalism, profession – are very commonly used but rarely 
questioned, even though some scrutiny reveals that the term poses challenges to discourse and communication 
scholars because of its accumulated meanings through use in different contexts, its embedded and often 
ideological assumptions, and its connotations. 

The origins of the term are in religious discourse, in the Middle English expression ‘professing one’s 
vows.’ From these origins, we derive an aspect of initiation in the term that lingers to the present in the sense 
that one is not born a professional but becomes one through some form of training. A professional, therefore, 
needs to prove him/herself and, in fact, historically, the professional class displaced aristocracy as a form of 
meritocracy.  In our time, the element of ‘vow’ has transformed into an element of ‘vocation,’ which retains 
some spiritual connotations in the parallel concept of ‘calling.’ 

At the same time, there has been a rift in recent times between ‘calling’ as a social commitment with 
ideological overtones and ‘profession,’ which is seen as a bureaucratization of behavior, making it less authentic, 
more ends- and materialism- oriented, and hypocritical. Therefore, among some communities, the term is 
rejected. For example, in the computer programming community being a ‘professional’ implies one learned 
one’s skills from others in an institutional setting, as opposed to the more highly valued practice of learning 
alone by experimenting. Also, being a ‘professional politician’ is not a valued definition. However, being an 
‘unprofessional politician’ or having the term ‘unprofessional’ attached is an even less desirable outcome, which 
suggests that being ‘professional’ has accumulated positive connotations. 

Professionalism, in different forms, has been studied in communication theory, sociolinguistics, and 
discourse analysis, which have investigated how professionals interact, the genres of texts they produce, and 
the identities that they construct through their discursive practices (Bhatia 2002, Cooren 2000, Cooren, Taylor 
& Van Every, 2013, Taylor & Van Every 2014). This presentation draws on some aspects of this research but aims 
specifically to develop a new semiotic framework for the analysis of the ‘professional’, utilising the approach 
associated with the Paris School of Semiotics (Greimas, 1987; Floch, 2001, Marsen, 2006, 2009) in combination 
with a corpus analysis to explore prominent collocations and frequencies. 
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Rosie Marsh-Rossney (Swansea University, UK) 
 
Constructing the Identity of the Victim and Offender in Online Paedophilia Groups – A Discourse 
Analysis Approach 
 

[Content Warning: contains references to rape, child sexual abuse, grooming, and violence.] 
Using unique data provided by UK-based police forces, this research builds upon current linguistic work into 
online child sexual abuse and exploitation (e.g. Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2016; Chiang and Grant, 2018; Grant and 
Macleod, 2020; Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2020) to analyse offender-to-offender communication. The data set 
comprises of c. 90,000 words of paedophile one-to-one and multi-party chatlogs. These chatlogs derive from 
one prolific offender interacting with over 450 other offenders via the social media platform Kik Messenger, 
and another offender interacting with over 1,100 offenders via the file sharing network GigaTribe. Authentic, 
naturally occurring data in this field is a rare resource due to the ethical and legal complexities of accessing 
such material, often resulting in researchers using decoy-victim chatlogs in online grooming studies or using 
undercover law enforcement chatlogs to replicate offender-to-offender data. Although this is explained by the 
inaccessibility of most real-world offender data, Broome et al. (2018) contend that it is essential to consider 
how this may impact the results of these studies. They suggest that ‘collaboration with law enforcement 
should be promoted’ in order to ‘validate current findings and strengthen knowledge in this field’ (2018:442), 
which this study aims to do.  
Prior research into online child sexual abuse and exploitation has generally focused on victim-offender 
communication, offender typologies, and offenders in clinical or legal settings. However, online paedophile 
communities have indeed been examined in some studies on adult-child sex advocacy websites (D’Ovidio et 
al., 2009), paedophile support forums (Verrijdt, 2019), and child sexual abuse material trading sites (Holt et al., 
2010; 2020). O’Halloran and Quayle (2010:73) suggest that, though the easy access to a wealth of child sexual 
abuse material is a draw, it is ‘the sense of community and belonging that may prove ultimately to be the most 
attractive aspect of the internet’ to paedophiles. They also argue that online communities like these enable 
‘the normalization of paedophilic attitudes and behaviour’ (O’Halloran and Quayle, 2010:84). Yet research has 
rarely focused on the discursive practices that enable such normalisation, with the exceptions of Chiang (2020) 
and Grant and MacLeod’s (2020) analyses of identity roles in paedophile communities. Additionally, although 
linguistic research into the field is increasing, ‘thus far comparatively little research comes from this domain 
and that which does focuses almost exclusively’ on online grooming, neglecting the other types and platforms 
of online child sexual abuse (Chiang, 2018:24). This study therefore investigates several under-researched 
aspects of online offender communities, concentrating on how offenders construct the identities of 
themselves and their (real or fantasy) victims when interacting with each other.  
A qualitative analysis was informed by the concepts of style (Coupland, 2007), stance (Du Bois, 2007), and 
‘other-stance attribution’ (Coupland and Coupland, 2009). Initially a thematic framework was applied to the 
data, followed by secondary additional frameworks looking at more specific linguistic aspects of the data. The 
secondary levels of analysis involved coding Du Bois’ (2007) ‘stance triangle’ in the context of sexual identity 
construction. Initial results show that the offenders regularly and explicitly assign stances to their victims that 
dehumanise and objectify them, which may in turn facilitate their narrativization of rape and murder fantasies. 
Through these other-stance attribution and narrative acts, the offenders style their own identities as worthy 
members of the online communities in which they interact. Offender identity performance was also analysed 
through the coding of community roles, which included ‘the expert’, ‘the advisor’, and ‘the newbie’, and 
speech acts (Searle, 1969) – similarly investigated in a dark web context by Grant and MacLeod (2020). 
The results of this study challenge the belief that child sexual offenders see themselves as loving or caring for 
their victims (see Holt et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2020), even that ‘child rape and molestation are not regarded 
by paedophiles as acts of ‘true paedophilia’’ (Martin, 2000:120). Prior research into public paedophile websites 
and forums (Holt et al., 2010; 2020), as well as into ‘Minor Attracted Persons’ (Spriggs et al., 2018; Stevens and 
Wood, 2019), has suggested that offenders often disavow violent or overtly abusive behaviour towards child 
victims and present pro-paedophilia arguments to counter the stigma. However, this dataset provides an 
insight into the previously hidden perspectives and practices of these offenders when they are communicating 
to one another without the expectation of being observed by outsiders to the community – revealing evidence 
to the contrary. More research into paedophile online communities can expose vital information on these 
groups, such as escalating offending pathways, risk assessment practices, and information on access to victims. 
The direct impact on law enforcement policy and practice could manifest in terms of training undercover 
officers infiltrating these groups, profiling key players, and identifying disclosed criminal behaviours on and 
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offline. Examining the way offenders connect and their community behavioural norms also provides valuable 
information to enable social media platforms to target these criminal groups.  
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Siti Nurnadilla Mohamad Jamil (IIUM, Malaysia) 
 
“SEND THEM HOME!”: Critical Discourse Analysis of Petitions Against Rohingya Refugees in Malaysia 
during the Covid-19 Pandemic 
 
The difficulties brought by the implementation of the cordon sanitaire in Malaysia to contain the spread of 
Covid-19 and longstanding local grievances have led to an explosion of xenophobic sentiments towards refugees 
in the country during the pandemic. The prospect of more refugee boats arriving after hundreds were turned 
away (Ratcliffe, 17 April 2020) worsened the situation. In the context of deepening crisis, according to Bremmer 
(2018), nationalism grows from a need to reassert control by declaring shared solidarity among the people who 
belong in the “imagined community” (see Anderson 2006).  Here, it is important to note that the fact that we 
assume a nation to be “an imagined community and a mental construct” (Wodak et al., 2009, p. 22), in no way 
implies that it is not “real”. On the contrary, it “is real to the extent that one is convinced of it, believes in it and 
identifies with it emotionally” (Wodak et al. 2009, p. 22). Such a sense of nationalism, i.e. “a sense of heightened 
and pronounced national feeling, a sense of belonging and devotion to a particular nation” (Kecmanovic, 1996, 
p. 15) is generally expected to thrive in times of crisis like a pandemic, when multiple reasons for fears are 
encountered. These include fear of the virus, of the number of daily infected cases, of death, of economic 
instability, of the unknown, of the number of refugees; in principle, of almost anything that can be constructed 
as a threat to ‘Us’, an imagined homogenous people inside a well-protected territory during the pandemic.  

This paper analyses 22 anti-Rohingya refugee petitions on Change.org in 2020.  While online petitions 
are broadly used by the public to make a formal request to an authority to change something, they are first and 
foremost directed to the people themselves, persuading people to get together in support of a common cause 
by raising awareness around an issue, expressing their views, and urging people to stand up and demand a 
change in the form of electronic signatures. Petitioning is therefore considered to be a powerful democratic 
means for mobilizing collective action since it enables citizens to significantly impact governmental decisions 
and policymaking through participation in setting agendas for policy change (Chen, Deng, Kwak, Elnoshokaty 
and Wu, 2019). This way, Ghaltakhchyan (2013) argues that “petition writing enables people to build social 
authority in order to achieve influence on the ruling system of the country. Its mission is to close the gap 
between the world we have and the world most people everywhere want’” (p. 100). Against this background, 
justification of anti-Rohingya refugee petitions is therefore argumentative in nature, as it typically involves 
persuasion through the reinforcement and clarification of existing ideas, as well as consideration of various 
viewpoints during the petition period.  Since one’s justification of creating the petition is very much one’s 
personal opinion, as a form of complex verbal action it is goal-oriented and must be defended and supported, 
which explains why they exhibit certain argumentative structures and strategies such as proving (or making) 
their own positions plausible and/or others’ untenable.  

The arguments made in the selected anti-Rohingya refugee petitions were therefore analysed using the 
Discourse-Historical Approach’s (DHA) argumentation discursive strategy (Reisigl and Wodak, 2016), whose 
conception follows Kopperschmidt’s Habermasian theoretical framework, as well as nomination and predication 
discursive strategies which reflects a dichotomous view that links to the papers’ general argumentative strategy. 
Moreover, taking my lead from KhosraviNik and Esposito (2018), rather than reducing this phenomenon to 
digital affordances per se, this paper includes double critical contextualization of research findings at both digital 
participatory as well as social and cultural levels.  

The findings highlight how online petitions as an emerging genre can be used as a tool of hate, carving 
new (and deepening existing) social divides among marginalized refugee communities while providing the 
necessary sense of community and purpose under three overarching topoi across the discourse of ‘we-ness’, 
namely patriotic values, prioritization and responsibilization, to weather trying times during the Covid-19 
pandemic. 
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Sofia Morrell (Victoria University of Wellington, NZ) 
 
The Neoliberal Power of Chick Lit: A Critical Discourse Study 
 
The ‘Chick Lit’ genre has famously become a site for both feminist critique and feminist praise (see: Gill & 
Herdieckerhoff, 2006; Harzewski, 2011). Most critiques centre around the argument that Chick Lit is a model of 
postfeminism, whereby feminist issues no longer need to be prioritised (Harzewski, 2011). Others, by contrast, 
argue that this postfeminist understanding fails to address many of the underlying hegemonies in Chick Lit 
(Butler & Desai, 2008). Deciding which women and what experiences are “Chick Lit worthy” has led to 
gatekeeping and homogeneity within the genre. Using a Critical Discourse Studies approach, this paper 
examines the way in which society talks about Chick Lit, demonstrating the powerful influence of neoliberal 
ideologies on these contrasting feminist sentiments.  

Critical Discourse Studies (CDS) argues that hegemonies and power are inherent in discourse 
(Blommaert, 2004, p. 25). My analysis examines how gendered neoliberal hegemonic norms are challenged 
and/or upheld in discourses surrounding Chick Lit. In line with Couper’s (2019) framing of “neoliberal 
pleasure”, I take the stance that Chick Lit is a neoliberal site, and my analysis attempts to “fracture 
neoliberalism’s assumed coherence” from a feminist framework (Butler & Desai, 2008, p. 9).  
In investigating Chick Lit, I focus on the ways in which the genre is constructed through reviews and the 
metadiscussions of reviewers. While it is difficult to define the exact boundaries of the genre because of its 
similarity with other broader women’s or romance genres (Gill & Herdieckerhoff, 2006), ultimately, Chick Lit 
refers to books ‘by women, for women’ that centre the experiences and challenges of women. It is important 
to note that the protagonists are mainly white, cis-het, Anglo-American, and middle-class women (Spencer, 
2019, p. 156). They typically embody tropes of balancing career with romantic and personal relationships, 
anxieties about personal appearance and excessive shopping (Spencer, 2019). Given this traditional view of 
Chick Lit, how is the Chick Lit genre viewed in 2021?  

The texts in my core dataset comprise reviews of 20 Chick Lit New Releases (as tagged by social media 
site Good Reads) published in newspapers and e-magazines in the last year, drawn from a wider set of 63 
reviews. The reviews span a wide range of publications, including those that are specialised in the review 
genre such as Publisher’s Weekly, Library Journal, Kirkus, and Booklist. My methods make use of the 
affordances offered by Interactional Sociolinguists, in particular the goal of linking macro societal concerns to 
micro linguistic details (Gordon, 2011).  

Findings indicate that the reviews contribute to the construction of the genre through the use of 
tropes (the singleton of Bridget Jones fame, the unfulfilled career woman); cliches (happily ever afters, 
opposites attract, enemies to lovers); stereotypes (including modern day retellings/adaptations of classics), 
and identity categories (in particular the explicit labelling of any character outside the ‘standard’). Reviewers 
orient to recurrent ideologies that are accessible to the readers, including the underlying hegemony of the 
apolitical white, middle-class, cis-het woman. Attempts to challenge these hegemonies, for example, 
discussion of books with non-white and non-cis-het women characters, are recognised for their difference yet 
talked about through the neoliberal feminist lens that constrains the Chick Lit genre.  

I conclude by arguing that the use of these ideologies constantly reinforces neoliberal norms, 
including examples where the genre is being ‘troubled’. The societal discourses reconstitute each other in the 
cycle of book and review. Even the challenges to the norm solidify the impact of neoliberalism. Identifying this 
hegemonic acceptance exposes the neoliberal hegemonies that the genre continues to perpetuate in 2021; 
attempts to challenge these ideologies are failing to make headway in the attempt to break them down.  
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Sussie Morrish (University of Canterbury, NZ) 
 
A Deep Dive into the Cultural Meaning of Curse Phrases 
 

Duterte may be offending the norms of respectful communication when he prefaces his remarks 
with “mother fucker,” but he brings to the surface the collective frustration many feel. He may not 
offer the clearest policy, but he puts forward the sincerest discourse of sympathy…. Duterte’s 
gutter language establishes the urgency of saving the republic. Including “kill” and “death” is 
essential to the president’s vocabulary for the country is at war, and his politics of “I will” demands 
quick, albeit painful, solutions (Curato, 2017: 30)1 

 

Mood, aggression and dominance can be expressed by using curse words or profanity (Jay, 2009) and 
strengthens the effectivity of the messages (Cavazza and Margherita, 2014). Philippine President Rodrigo 
Duterte has been widely reported in the domestic and international media for his profanity-laden statements 
on issues and individuals that he feels strongly about since elected in 2016. The local media are familiar with 
his anger with drug proliferation, communist insurgency and corruption. However, when international media 
reports his statements, the discourse becomes personality-focused. Such was the case when he reacted to 
United States President Barrack Obama (Curato, 2016) saying that he will raise human rights issue with him at 
the 2016 ASEAN summit in Laos questioning the war on drugs.  Duterte was reported as saying “[Y]ou must be 
respectful. Do not just throw away questions and statements. Son of a whore, I will curse you in that forum.” 
This led to the cancellation of a bi-lateral meeting and a subsequent cooling down of Phil-US relations. 
Moreover, the exact words said at the press conference were “putang ina” a common curse phrase not son of 
a whore. In the local setting, Filipinos use it in the same way as an English-speaking person would use curse 
words such as bloody, bugger, fuck, and son of a bitch.   

Hussein (2021:114) argues that  “[D]iscourse is a method of linguistic investigation which seeks to 
highlight the behind-the-scenes intentions and motives that are encoded in words with the ultimate goal of 
intensifying, reducing, or enhancing the effect of these words.” It “constitutes three dimensions of society: 
knowledge, social relations and social identity” that correspond to three major functions of language 
respectively (Fairclough (2001:8). Studies indicate that people who swear are perceived as incompetent, lowly 
and untrustworthy (Hamilton, 1989; Paradise et al., 1980) but Barisione (2009) suggests that politicians use 
swear words to elicit informality.  This could render a positive impression to the speaker if appropriately used. 
Using swear words in normal conversations can enable politicians to be closer to the populace (Cavazza & 
Margherita, 2014). Duterte has uttered curse expressions countless of times in a variety of settings and while 
criticised by the opposition, his popularity rating has remained very high (between 70 -97%) over the last five 
and a half years. 

This paper examines how a spoken curse phrase takes a different meaning from the intent of a 
political leader when directed at individuals or issues in a different cultural setting. This investigation critically 
examines “Putang Ina,” the most used curse phrase by Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte. We deep-dive 
into the media reporting of his infamous press conference before departing for ASEAN Summit in 2016 where 
he reacted to Obama’s statement that he will raise human rights issue on reported extra judicial killings in the 
Philippines at a bilateral meeting in Laos. 

Duterte uses “putang ina” in a variety of settings from political speeches, SONA (State of the nation) 
address, interviews and everyday conversations. The Philippines has 8 major languages and over 100 spoken 
dialects. While Duterte speaks in English generally, this is often mixed with the national language Tagalog and 
his provincial dialect Bisaya. This is a breeding ground for potential misinterpretation and even more so when 
the narrative is taken globally. 

When a head of state utters a seemingly ordinary local curse phrase in an international setting, how it 
is interpreted by various audiences could lead to a wider diplomatic fallout. This could exacerbate intense 
expressions of anger affecting foreign policy. The most intense consequence came when he (as media 
reported) called US President Obama as “son of a whore,” an interpretation that critics say is out of context. A 
language expert argues that the correct translation of the phrase at the time is simply “fuck”. 

                                                   

1 https://julac.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-
explore/fulldisplay?vid=CUHK&search_scope=Books&tab=default_tab&docid=CUHK_IZ21950166810003407&lang=en_US&context=L  
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A Philippine court ruling on a libel case concluded that “[Putang ina mo] is a common enough 
expression in the dialect that is often employed, not really to slander but rather to express anger or displeasure. 
It is seldom, (if ever) taken in its literal sense by the hearer, that is, as a reflection on the virtues of a mother.2 
Yet some segments of international community view it negatively and use it to support their narrative. In a 
multicultural context, offense is taken often without regard for context. 

A Filipina captured this context when quoted by The Guardian saying that Duterte “… never swore at 
Obama. That was a misunderstanding of Tagalog vernacular. I also think the international media are ignoring 
the fact that he is outspoken about the control the United States has on the Philippines for their failure to 
answer for the abuses they committed during their occupation of our country.3 This widespread sentiment 
confirms Fairclough’s (2001:8) position that “[D]iscourse is shaped by relations of power and invested 
ideologies”. In the Duterte-Obama row, Duterte strongly signals that the new political regime strongly rejects 
the perceived political influence the US has on the Philippines. In a further statement he was quoted as saying 
“Instead of helping us, the first to criticize is this state department, so you can go to hell, Mr Obama, you can 
go to hell,”4 

Expressing emotion into words is critical in political discourse. In this era of memes and social media, 
a head of state’s statements live in perpetuity. Social and political context is critical in verbal expression. 
  

                                                   

2 https://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1969/mar1969/gr_l-21528-29_1969.html  

3 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/08/rodrigo-duterte-first-100-days-philippines-president  

4 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/04/philippines-rodrigo-duterte-tells-obama-go-to-hell  
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Ruth Mullineux-Morgan and Nuria Lorenzo-Dus (Swansea University, UK) 
 
‘He Says I Have To Do Anything He Says Else He’s Coming to My House’: A Discourse Im-Politeness 
Approach on Children’s Perspectives on Coercion in Online Child Sexual Grooming  
 
Online Child Sexual Grooming (OCSG) is an internet-enabled communicative process of entrapment in which an 
adult uses language and other semiotic modes (e.g. images) to lure a minor into taking part in sexual activities 
online and, at times, also offline (Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2020). Lorenzo-Dus et al (2016; 2020) have proposed a 
complex communicative entrapment network of processes and strategies utilised by groomers: the Online 
Grooming Discourse Model (OGDM). 5  This extant research also emphasises that offenders engage in 
sophisticated relational work in order to build interpersonal closeness with their victims (Lorenzo-Dus et al., 
2016; Lorenzo-Dus & Izura, 2017; Lorenzo-Dus & Kinzel, 2019). At the same time, offenders have been shown to 
use communicative coercion to force and engender compliance with their goals (Chiang & Grant, 2019; 
Schneevogt et al., 2018). What we currently lack is an understanding of how child victims of OCSG interpret 
offenders’ relational work (Locher and Watts 2005).  

This presentation reports the key findings of a study aimed at filling this important gap in knowledge. 
Adopting a discursive approach to im-politeness (Blitvich & Sifianou, 2019; e.g. Eelen, 2001; Locher & Watts, 
2005), we examine how child victims of OCSG identify and make sense of offenders’ relational work. Our data 
comes from a hitherto un-examined source, namely children’s accounts of their experiences of OCSG in a 
counselling context via a UK national helpline (counselling sessions= 30; approximate number of words = 
35,000).  Data is a random sample (within set age and gender parameters reflective of the literature on risk and 
vulnerability factors) of anonymised chat transcripts of children’s online counselling sessions. Children were 
aged 13-17 years old and the gender split was 20 females/10 males. Sessions took place during 2018/2019 and 
chat durations ranged between 30-100 minutes. 

Our findings show that while children identify a range of politeness strategies (e.g. asserting common 
ground, offering/promising, assuming/asserting reciprocity and gift-giving (see Brown & Levinson, 1987), they 
primarily identify impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011) strategies linked to OCSG. Encroachment emerges as the most 
frequently mentioned impoliteness trigger in our data, accounting for over two thirds of the total. Within 
encroachment, our findings identify two new categories; commands and invasion of privacy. Commands emerge 
as the most frequently mentioned strategy, followed by threats and invasion of privacy. Importantly, the 
children refer to these strategies being used recurrently, which adds a harassment dimension to their perception 
of coercion in OCSG discourse. Our findings also reveal the tightly intertwined nature of politeness and 
impoliteness in groomers’ discourse. They also provide fresh insights into interpersonal dynamics within and 
across OGDM processes and strategies. Specifically, the results show that politeness strategies primarily 
intersect with the process of Trust Development, which suggests that children are aware of groomers’ use of 
relational work that is rooted in other-oriented (here child-oriented) face-work. Importantly, our results also 
show that impoliteness strategies, in particular those of commands, threats and invasion of privacy, intersect 
most frequently with the processes of sexual gratification and further contact, which suggests strong 
perceptions of coercion in children’s accounts. Our analysis thus extends our understanding of how coercive 
impoliteness operates across contexts (Blitvich, 2010; See Culpeper, 2011, p. 226). This sophisticated and 
complex relational work has a clear impact on children, whose accounts in a counselling context show how 
challenging they find it to make sense of and reconcile their experiences of grooming. Our findings therefore 
hold potential to inform and enhance professional practice aimed at preventing OCSG.   
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Anne Nattembo (University of Adelaide, Australia) 
 
Deconstructing Mental Health Discourses on Social Media Platforms 
 

Globally, one in four people are affected by mental illness at some point in their lifetime and thus there 
are growing concerns about the increasing rates of mental illness. While there has been an increase in using 
social media for mental health communication, this has not been met with the same level of research analyzing 
the interests served when communicating on social media. Drawing on critical multimodal discourse analysis, 
the study focused on how mental health is constructed on social media platforms. A critical multimodal 
discourse analytic framework resonates with social media dialogic conversations because these conversations 
are entangled in ideological assumptions. I argue that social media platforms are spaces where cultural and 
social norms are produced, circulated, negotiated, and reproduced, which shape and are shaped by broader 
socio-cultural practices and assumptions. The data of this study are drawn from eight months’ worth of 
interactions on mental health-related Reddit forums, Facebook pages and website forums based in Australia. 
The results show how the concept of mental illness is used in different and often taken-for-granted ways. In this 
way, social media platforms provide a complex epistemic context for everyday meaning-making that has 
implications for relations between people living with mental illness and health care professionals in the field of 
mental health. The overarching patterns were grouped under five main belief systems, namely medicalisation, 
normalisation, empowerment, gendered and riskification. 

The medicalisation belief system was exemplified through biomedical discourses which entailed users 
prioritizing seeking medical care for mental illness as opposed to other options. This also involved prioritizing 
healthy practices backed by research and science such as exercises, yoga, and meditation. The medicalisation 
utterances of mental illness serve to sustain the power of the institutions socially legitimized to deal with it. 
Additionally, this belief system sustains the medical categories used to understand the distress, legitimises the 
position of professionals as experts, shape professional identities and roles, and justifies the continuing use of 
professional practices in the management of mental illness. 

Normalisation was evidenced through the discourse of normality or the lack of normality. Users claimed 
that mental illness is normal and that it should not be taken as something extra by comparing mental illness with 
other illnesses. A discourse of normality works at two levels. On one level, such a discourse legitimizes stigma 
by downplaying the magnitude of mental illness, while on the other level such a discourse could work to 
destigmatize mental illness by acknowledging normality and abnormality. The perpetuation and acceptance of 
the binaries of normality and abnormality give rise to disempowering perspectives. 
Users oriented to the inherent ideological dilemma of empowerment through the association of mental health 
and illness repertoire with experiential knowledge and expertise. This involved the rhetorical devices of: ‘I know 
that’ and ‘I have’ or ‘I had’. This was evident in the extracts and the highlighted: “I know that a lot of people” 
(extract 5); “I dared to ask” (extract 6); “Yep. I have experienced this” (extract 7). Additionally, the discourses of 
self-care show an empowerment ideology. Self-care entails individuals having more choice and control over 
treatment and a greater role in recovering and maintaining their health and well-being.  

A gendered discourse emerged from the interactions on social media, centring on how the masculinity 
or femininity of a person influences how one deals with mental illness or the outcomes of mental illness. In the 
gender discourse, users discussed how gender predisposed them to mental illnesses, arguing that women were 
more likely to suffer from mental illness. Gender stereotypes impact beliefs and practices towards people living 
with mental illness. When people draw on this stereotype, they tend to view men as antagonistic, unemotional, 
and independent, while in comparison, people view women as vulnerable, emotionally expressive, and socially 
connected. 

The findings further show a riskification truth regime highlighted through discourses of risk and 
uncertainty. The findings show a risk society orthodoxy as the interactions showed discussion of how some 
factors increase risk for mental illness, demonstrating that life is saturated with risk. For example, users pointed 
out aspects of social-economic status such as race could exacerbate mental illness, as well as the cost of health 
care which limited many of the people suffering from mental illness to seek medical care. Additionally, users 
noted that suffering from a mental illness puts economic strain on families since insurance only covers ten 
sessions with a psychologist. Moreover, users pointed to the reduced productivity of people with mental illness, 
which could lead to a reduction in their income or risking them losing their source of income if employers find 
out that they have a mental illness. 

Therefore, the way mental distress is understood and negotiated is crucial to the positions that become 
available to people living with mental illness and medical professionals. For example, the findings show that an 
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authoritative position is implied and taken for granted. Expert knowledge is often taken for granted and medical 
professionals are turned to for advice. In conclusion, mental illness discourses are not simply static 
understandings but are complex and diverse with implications for medical professionals and people living with 
mental illness. Consequently, social media platforms provide a valuable indicator of the concerns of mental 
health discourse and how they change or are sustained over time.  
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Bryer Oden (Victoria University of Wellington, NZ) 
 
Body Acceptance or Body War? How Language Is Being Used on Instagram Within a Culture of 
Compulsory Body Positivity 
 
On Instagram, bodies are constantly policed by hegemonic discourses. In opposition to ideologies of fatphobia 
and diet culture, the Body Positivity movement has arisen, which “refers to the movement to accept our 
bodies” (Leboeuf, 2019, p. 113). This movement offers an online oasis of self-acceptance and is often heralded 
as a remedy for disordered eating behaviours: starting conversations about weight that are of vital importance 
as “the mortality rate for people with eating disorders is the highest of all psychiatric illnesses” (Eating 
Disorder Association of New Zealand, 2018, p. 9). However, considering whether or not this flood of ‘Body 
Positive’ content is helpful or harmful is becoming increasingly relevant. In this research, I propose that in a 
digital realm where ‘Compulsory Body Positivity’ is now expected and “mainstream” (Crabbe, 2017), content 
may be more pernicious than one may think, often serving to further perpetuate fatphobic ideals in a bid to 
superficially appeal to an audience. 

This research uses Critical Discourse Analysis and Embodied Sociolinguistics to analyse how specific 
instances of ‘Body Positive’ language can in fact reinforce negative discourses of the body, rather than 
dismantle them. This allows for an examination of how negative body image and disordered eating are being 
maintained and regulated through discourse, not only online but in real life: by engaging with and internalising 
the thin-ideal on Instagram, users may have a heightened risk of disordered eating behaviours (Cornelius & 
Blanton, 2016; Holland & Tiggeman, 2017; Hefner et al., 2016). 

The data consists of Instagram posts made by nine participants, which discuss the body or 
eating behaviours, identified via their use of at least one of these key phrases (searched for as 
hashtags): Morning Skinny, The Fresher 5, Intuitive Eating, Summer Body, Being bloated, Tak-Yak, Eating’s 
Cheating, and Both of these women are beautiful. Selected on the basis that they are common (online) phrases 
used to refer to a variety of weight- and eating-related practices, they were also chosen because they can be 
interpreted in a number of different ways: either aligning with the goals of the Body Positivity movement, or 
opposing them. The ambiguity of these phrases creates an opportunity for users to express different 
understandings of what Body Positivity means to them, providing an apt landscape for an analysis of how 
some posts may self-identify as being Body Positive, while simultaneously containing contradictory discourses 
about health and wellness. 

From a sample of 20 consenting participants, I undertook a qualitative analysis of the data, 
examining each participant through a lens of CDA in order to identify recurring themes. From these 
participants, nine salient examples were pulled from the data and are examined in depth in my discussion, 
focusing on a phenomenon that I have coined ‘Compulsory Body Positivity’. That is, in light of emergent 
discourses advocating tolerance for ‘all body types’, much ‘Body Positive’ content is fraught with 
inconsistencies and contradiction, as users struggle to concurrently align with (new) discourses of self-
acceptance and (deeply-entrenched) hegemonic standards of attractiveness. I explore this through three sub-
themes: The conflation of thinness and happiness, transparency, and anti-health as health, within the wider 
themes of Compulsory Body Positivity and Contradiction. 

This research is valuable to the field of sociolinguistics, as it contributes to the potential applications 
of embodied sociolinguistics as a framework, and highlights the urgency of examining online discourse in a 
generation of media-saturated young adults and children. Understanding the ways that sociolinguistic norms 
operate on online platforms is crucial for developing the field, by making sense of opaque media norms and 
information that rely on innate understandings of online culture to comprehend. By highlighting the extreme 
physical and mental effects of social media discourse through discussion of disordered eating behaviours, I 
hope to emphasise what I see as the most relevant application of sociolinguistics in 2021. This presentation 
encourages users to examine their media hygiene and reflect on whether the content one consumes and 
creates is having a positive or negative impact on the body, using the tools of CDA and Embodied 
Sociolinguistics to determine whether Body Positivity lives up to its name. 
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Chuka Ononye (University of Nigeria) 
 
Different Culture and Religion, Same Ideology: A Corpus-Assisted Understanding of Positioning Stance 
in The Propaganda Used by the Islamic Movement of Nigeria and Indigenous People of Biafra 
 

Another perceptibly looming source of insurgency in Nigeria is from the two recently banned 
organisations in Nigeria: the Islamic Movement in Nigeria (IMN) and the Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB). 
Owing to some push factors, these groups have over the years continued to gather sympathizers and have 
undue influence on their members, especially through a set of potent pull strategies such as stance acts 
used by respected group leaders in expressing their attitudes on specific issues or events in Nigerian. This 
manipulative power of charismatic authority is capable of not only drawing group members to take similar 
positions (Chiluwa & Chiluwa, 2020), but also radicalising them into violent extremism, which may pose 
dire challenges to national peace and integration. This kind of positioning in language use is perceptibly 
manifested in the stance acts strategically used to draw members of and sympathizers with the groups into 
a collective action. Although these groups have been banned by the Nigerian government, studies have 
suggested that – unless the rhetorical force responsible for inspiring members through preaching and 
media texts is empirically analysed and revealed – they are likely to undergo a future, more violent phase 
of confrontation that may trigger a full-blown insurgency (Isa & Adam, 2017).  

Generally, there has been extensive research on manipulative rhetoric in the propaganda used by 
extremist groups in Nigeria. The bulk of this is, however, focused on Boko Haram. With respect to the IMN 
and IPOB, there are also a reasonable number of works that have explored the origins of the groups (Gari, 
2017; Isa & Adam, 2017), their different forms of extremism (Gari, 2014; Ekpo & Agorye, 2018; Gray & 
Adeakin, 2019), and the causes, effects and projections of their violence (Agbonifo & Aghedo, 2012; Ekpo 
& Agorye, 2019; Knight & Oriola, 2019; Abada, Omeh & Okoye, 2020). Only very little linguistic attention, 
however, has been paid to the language used by the IPOB (Chiluwa, 2018; Kamalu & Atoma, 2019; Chiluwa, 
Taiwo & Abioye, 2020), and almost none on any texts produced by the IMN group (Shah, 2019). However, 
none of these works has accommodated stance rhetoric, particularly the kind of positioning acts used by 
the IMN and IPOB, even as they have become very powerful pull strategies for radicalisation of the groups’ 
members into violent extremism. The present study, therefore, becomes a pioneering linguistic effort at 
not only investigating the linguistic behaviour of both groups (which have recently been announced as 
terrorist groups by the Nigerian government), but also specifically analysing the positioning stance acts 
employed in their propaganda. 

In this study, therefore, I investigate the role stance rhetoric plays in IMN and IPOB propaganda 
messages. This triggers the following research questions: (a) what are the positioning stance acts used by 
the groups’ leaders in expressing their feelings and attitudes on political/ethnic issues in Nigeria; (b) 
through what linguistic forms are these acts achieved; and (c) how do the acts position the groups 
affectively and betray their ideological quest for freedom from the Nigerian state. 

The corpus for the study embraces 78 audio, video and print (social media and official website-
media) texts from both groups. For the IMN, the sermons, speeches and interviews of Sheikh Ibraheem 
Zakzaky and other group leaders, published in IMN official newspaper, AlMizan print and online 
(http://www.almizan.info/), were gathered. Others released on YouTube and INM official website 
(https://www.islamicmovement.org/) were selected from 2013 (when the group took a confrontational 
posture) to present. For the IPOB, textual sources like speeches and interviews of Nnamdi Kanu from Biafra 
Radio (http://radiobiafra.co/) and IPOB official website (https://www.ipobgovernment.org/) updates were 
collated. Other texts from YouTube releases, Facebook and Twitter messages were also collected from 
2012 (when the organisation was formed). All these were purposively selected bearing in mind those 
utilised for sensitisation of members. The data were analysed with insights from Du Bois’s (2007) Stance 
Triangle (ST), Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2014) Modality System (MS), and aspects of Corpus Linguistics 
(CL) discourse. Considering the large data to be handled, this study applied a corpus-assisted critical 
discourse approach to content analysis, which utilises both quantitative and qualitative methods in 
examining the positioning stance strategies and linguistic forms deployed in both data sets. For the 
quantitative approach, the corpus linguistic software, AntConc (Anthony, 2011) was used in processing, 
organising and coding the occurrence of such queries as word frequency list, word cluster list, concordance 
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lines and collocation list, etc., and determining the preferred positioning strategies used by the groups, and 
why. With the qualitative method, such ethnographic techniques as field observation, archival search, and 
face-to-face interviews with selected members of the groups were used. This method allows a verification 
of the ideologies constraining the groups’ positioning acts and of course the possible effects of the acts.  

Preliminary findings reveal two kinds of positioning stance acts, namely, epistemic acts (used to 
express the groups’ doubt in the Nigerian government’s sincerity/competence, and certainty in the groups’ 
triumph in the end) and boulomaic acts (to express the groups’ desire to have freedom and obligation of 
members and sympathisers to continue the agitation). Despite the differences in the culture and religion 
practiced by the groups, the positioning acts in their propaganda all point to one ideology, to be free from 
Nigeria and to control their own affairs. These findings provide a valuable database and systematic 
linguistic explanation to the dogged commitment in the groups’ members’ agitation, as well as move 
existing linguistic scholarship on the IMN and IPOB a step forward, especially with respect to exposing how 
insurgency develops. Generally, the study complements the various African efforts aimed at finding reliable 
non-confrontational methods of fighting extremism and building lasting peace in African societies.  
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Bruno Penteado, Leonardo Castro, Luís Henrique Gonçalves, Marcelo Fornazin, Raquel Rachid and 
Sandro Freire (Fundação Oswaldo Cruz, Brazil) 

Digital Health Driven by Neoliberal Discourse 

Digital health emerged as a new solution to address health systems deficiencies concerning costs and 
patient needs. Also, during the covid-19 pandemic, several startups came out offering technologies and services 
to monitor and track the virus, propagating an idea that digital health might be a solution for the limits regarding 
clinical and epidemiological research and practice. Despite being a broader concept compared to e-health, there 
is a relevant continuity between these two terms meaning a shift from managing healthcare organizations to 
managing population´s health (Fornazin et al, 2021). The transition from e-health to digital health would permit 
a certain flexibility regarding the employment of newer technologies. 

In the last ten years, World Health Organization (WHO) brought recommendations related to digital 
health strategies for strengthening health systems. According to WHO guidelines, Digital Health would mean 
using digital technologies (such as computing sciences in big data and artificial intelligence) for health purposes. 
However, despite this technological definition for technology-based healthcare services, digital health may also 
promote hidden assumptions concerning patients, citizens, and the state.  

Thus, this work addresses the following question: how the digital health approach propagated by 
international organizations articulate different discourses about the relationship between the state and society? 
We, therefore, aim to depict discourses embedded and entrenched in the digital guidelines developed by WHO 
and absorbed by the Brazilian National Strategy for Digital Health.  
In order to do so, we adopted the critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2001) to code Digital Health documents, 
interpret discourses and explain political practices regarding the state reforms and state-citizen relationship. 
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) understands language as a kind of social practice and seeks to unveil the 
ideological aspects of discursive practices based on power asymmetries, which impose constructive effects on 
social identities by naturalizing its ideological grounds.   
In 2012 WHO launched its National eHealth Strategy Toolkit alongside International Telecommunication Union 
– ITU.  In this document, WHO and ITU defend more efficient health systems also stating governments have no 
exclusive funding function, while technical support could be provided by aid agencies, donors, non-
governmental organizations, and consultants. Moreover, it highlights new businesses and economic 
opportunities brought by health digitalization once information and communications technology can drive 
development with an increasing emphasis on competition. A Global Strategy on Digital Health was launched by 
WHO in 2020 stating it would expand the concept of e-health in order to include digital consumers, even more 
connected to its devices through internet, also proposing a collective task by local and global partnerships that 
could support the implementation of digital technologies. In its turn, the Brazilian National Digital Health 
Strategy was published in 2020 as well, aiming to upgrade the previous National e-health Strategy. Based on the 
WHO guidelines, this document establishes goals and actions for the next ten years. 

Among all these documents a relevant defense of digital technologies as tools capable of providing 
solutions regarding health systems challenges was observed, also referring to it as part of an inevitable digital 
revolution which should be persecuted by cross-sector partnerships between government and other institutions 
(private sector, civil society, technical communities) - commonly named as stakeholders in charge of aligning 
resources and investments to ensure a so called governance for the sustainability and growth of digital health. 
In this sense, governance is often related to a framework for the viability of digital health, which includes the 
adoption of regulatory and ethical standards. 

Considering the use of an entrepreneurship discourse is a widespread phenomenon when it comes to 
strategies on digitalizing public health systems paved by opening them to profitable technological markets under 
the justification of informational problems solutions, it is relevant to observe the imprisoning of health systems 
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as a consequence of neoliberal rationality oriented by efficiency - which also orients behaviors ideologically 
(Laval & Dardot, 2014). A set of shared beliefs anchored into reality, once inscribed into institutions and 
implicated into actions, follow capitalist transformations and drive its spirit (Boltansky & Chiapello, 2009) by 
profit seeking values.  

Brazil reproduces a culture of performance (Alauzen et al, 2021) in its digital health strategy, turning 
patients into digitally engaged consumers whose illnesses are commodified by a supposedly better medicine 
brought up by big data solutions (Lupton, 2014) – which are provided by huge technology corporations and their 
startup networks, that have moved to health sector in order to collaborate with a public agenda, in a clear 
mobilization of the public good language for value extraction (Sharon, 2018) that also provides opportunities for 
market´s concentration. 

New lucrative devices capitalize over misery while claiming humanistic concerns (Benjamin, 2019); 
models such as social entrepreneurship profit from common good while extracting data and raising digital 
surveillance apprehensions (Bärnreuther, 2020), especially in the Global Souths. The platform state imported 
from a business thinking model (Alauzen, 2019) is being built upon regulatory constructions and outspread in 
digital health plans that touch privacy as a safeguard whilst will not question neoliberal governing logic that 
backs these initiatives. 
Brazilian Health Reform Movement, constituted against an international neoliberal movement in expansion in 
the last century, had confronted the marketization of health struggling for a free and universal health system 
which is now being harshly dismantled by proposals such as a standard model of digital health that seems to be 
incompatible with this system´s original prerogatives. The ideological character that comes along with a 
sophistication of current technologies is invading health systems with the strengthening of a discourse of value 
extraction that belongs to a neoliberal rationality already spread into societies. 
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Keighlee Perkins (Swansea University, UK) 
 
“A Community That Aims to Encourage the Best of Europe's Youth”: In-Group Identity Construction on 
Right-Wing Social Media 
 

Since their invention, social media platforms have been popular with extremist groups. Not only are 
these virtual arenas more sustainable than traditional spaces (Galloway and Scrivens, 2018), but they enable 
increased visibility, a broader geographical reach (Galloway and Scrivens, 2018) and greater functionality than 
face-to-face equivalents previously used (Koehler, 2014) with little to no financial cost (Koehler, 2014; Maras, 
2017; Weimann and Masri, 2020). It is through these platforms that extremist communities achieve “a better 
integration of each member into the movement”, for they provide their followers with the opportunity to access 
the skills, behaviours and ideologies espoused by the group in real-time (Koehler, 2014: 118). Online extremist 
communities “encourage the construction of political and ideological discourses supporting and justifying the 
use of terrorism and political violence” through careful “processes of identity negotiation that lead to the 
acceptance of ideologies that promote the use of terrorism” (Bowman-Grieve, 2009: 990). In doing so, these 
online spaces develop a shared sense of identity between members (Bowman-Grieve, 2009) to the extent that 
a member’s personal and group identity are viewed as one and the same (Webber and Kruglanski, 2017: 42).  

While previous research has focused on the construction of in-group identities within Jihadist groups 
(see, for example, Macdonald and Lorenzo-Dus, 2019; Watkin and Looney, 2019) and on radical right wing 
groups’ (multimodal) discourse in general (e.g., Wodak, 2009, 2015; Brindle, 2016; Nouri and Lorenzo-Dus, 2019; 
Nouri, Lorenzo-Dus and Watkin, 2019; Lorenzo-Dus and Nouri, 2020; Nouri, Lorenzo-Dus and Watkin, 2021), 
little research has been comparatively conducted on in-group identity construction by radical right wing groups. 
In order to address this gap, this study examines discursive practices of in-group identity construction online by 
radical right groups, focusing on a hitherto unexamined group (Generation Identity). 

Based in the UK, Generation Identity is a “trans-European, networked group of primarily young people” 
that grew from the Identitarian Bloc in France in 2012 (Valencia-Garcia, 2018, online source). Generation Identity 
view themselves as “a loud patriotic voice” who “value true freedom of expression”, “[l]ove for our own”, “an 
awareness of our ethno-cultural identity” and “advocate for a ‘Europe of Nations’” (ibid.). Rather than consisting 
of one over-arching organisation, Generation Identity functions as numerous separate groups who gather under 
“a common banner, but [operate] with local authority” (Valencia-Garcia, 2018, online source). For the present 
study, the Twitter account of the United Kingdom and Ireland (Generation Identity UKRI), which encompasses 
all Generation Identity groups within this geographical region, was examined. The data spans a 14-month period, 
between 18th December 2017 and 22nd January 2019, and consists of 1,268 tweets, comprising of 24,458 words. 
The data was collected by law enforcement and analysed using a stance (Du Bois 2007; Jaffe 2009) approach.  

A stance analysis investigates the positionality between social actors by examining “how speakers and 
writers are necessarily engaged in positioning themselves vis-à-vis their words and texts (which are embedded 
in histories of linguistic and textual production), their interlocutors and audiences (both actual and 
virtual/projected/imagined), and with respect to a context that they simultaneously respond to and construct 
linguistically” (Jaffe, 2009: 4). This ability to scrutinize positionality and interpersonal relationships makes stance 
analysis invaluable in examining the ways in which “individual identities are defined within social formations” 
and how social actors “position themselves with reference to the kinds of macro social identity categories 
(ethnicity, gender, class, and place)” (Jaffe, 2009: 8-14). Stance analysis, therefore, was utilised to identify the 
macro categories (social and identity related) discussed by Generation Identity and how they positioned 
themselves in relation to these categories.  

Across the data, Generation Identity UKRI are more likely to discuss Social Issues than either Politics or 
themselves as an organisation. Within these categories, Immigration and Crime are dominant while little 
attention is paid to Gender or the Economy. Despite Nationality/Nationalism and Free Speech being a foci for 
Generation Identity, these categories do not feature frequently across the data.  

Regarding overall positionality, towards the in-group this remains predominantly positive, but this 
pattern varies depending on where the social actor in question exists on the group’s social orbit, namely as 
either belonging to the organisation (Members) or being affiliated with it in some capacity (Supporters). Stance 
analysis identifies that Members and Supporters are discussed in a similar manner regardless of social category. 
In particular, Supporters are referenced in statements or announcements of events and/or activities with little 
to no embellishing detail. In contrast, greater attention to detail is given when Members are discussed so 
audiences become aware of the activity taking place (out feeding), the recipient of this activity (the homeless of 
London) and any additional details surrounding it (Warm pork meals and other items). Members are also 
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represented as being involved in a greater breadth of activities than Supporters, ranging from social events 
(camping and hiking trips) to study groups. This serves a dual function. Firstly, the activities referenced 
undermine the image of right-wing groups as aggressive and uneducated (Pilkington, 2016), depicting Members 
instead as being engaged in social and charitable acts, hence making these individuals appear more 
approachable. Secondly, these activities promote the group’s ideology by referencing right-wing literature, 
locations of note, and values accessed by the group. In doing so, these representations simultaneously grant 
Members of Generation Identity UKRI an air of intimacy and authority by presenting them as knowledgeable but 
highly accessible (Forchtner and Kolvraa, 2017). 

These findings indicate subtleties in how Generation Identity constructs in-group members’ identities 
online, which depend on where one exists in the group’s social orbit: a politically active Supporter or a socially 
conscious, politically astute Member. It stands to reason, therefore, that these representations can be utilised 
as a recruitment tool by dispelling stereotypes held about radical right-wing groups as being violent and 
uneducated (Pilkington, 2016), and by providing a clear and solid identity for those still orbiting on the fringes 
of society (Webber and Kruglanski, 2017). 
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Kate Power (University of Queensland, Australia) 
 
Pacific News Reporting on Gender Equality and Violence against Women and Girls: A Critical Discourse 

Analysis 
 

Pacific Islands women and girls experience violence at a rate “more than twice the global average” 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2019, p. 1). Because news reporting can influence public opinion, inform 
policymaking, and affect individual behaviour (Sotirovic, 2003; van Dijk, 1988; Yanovitzky, 2002), one 
promising approach to promoting gender equality and preventing violence against women and girls (VAWG) 
involves local media initiatives (Pacific Media Assistance Scheme (PACMAS), 2015). Yet, despite a considerable 
body of research in other locations (e.g., Kitzinger, 2004; Meyers, 1997), Pacific news reporting on gender 
equality and VAWG has yet to be examined (Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP), 2015a, 2015b). Using 
both content analysis and the Discourse Historical Approach to critical discourse analysis, this paper examines 
the frequency, level of prominence, and type of reporting on gender equality and VAWG in 731 articles 
published between June 2017 and May 2019 by the major English-language daily newspaper in 11 Pacific 
Island nations. Article selection was guided by a Pacific-based feminist agenda for eliminating VAWG (Pacific 
Women Shaping Development, 2020). This paper also identifies the ‘topoi’ (Wodak, 2001, p. 74) underpinning 
Pacific reporting on these issues, and offers a ‘prognostic critique’ (Wodak, 2001, p. 65) designed to inform 
media training and professional development of Pacific news journalists.  
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Elena Psyllakou and Aikateri Nikolopoulou (Greek National Center of Social Research, Greece) 
 
Media in the Limelight: Reflexivity, Participation and the Reinvention of Media Landscapes 
 

Throughout the 2010s, much ink was spilled examining the notion of crisis and its various 
repercussions in the economic, political, cultural and, recently, public health realm. The same can be argued 
for the media rearticulations of such crises and the ways they interrelate with politics and society, establishing 
or contesting meaning-making discursive resources and strategies. However, the intensity of this discussion 
recedes when it comes to Media dealing with their own critical moments, occasionally set within the context 
of a socio-political turmoil. The case of the Greek Media is exemplary in this respect. A textbook case of what 
Hallin and Mancini call press-party parallelism and polarized pluralism (2004), the Greek media system is 
entangled in an intricate nexus with business and politics, marked by a continuous intertwining of Media 
owners and the political elites (e.g., Iosifidis and Boucas, 2015; Papathanasopoulos et al., 2021; Veneti and 
Karadimitriou, 2013).  

Against the backdrop of intertwined crises, the proposed study engages with critical approaches to 
discourse analysis in order to bring to the foreground the discursive articulations of the Greek Media about 
themselves, promoting, at the same time, a dialogic understanding of social and political practices. In line with 
research that focuses on the discursive power of Media vis-à-vis everyday people (e.g., Schrøder and Phillips, 
2007), the proposed paper sets out to (a) investigate the way Media and journalists engage in self-referential 
discourses and how this reflects on their interdependencies with other discursive practices and actors, (b) 
reconfigure the relation between Media and their audience in terms of dialogic interplays, and (c) explore 
contesting views that might contribute to a fundamental reorganization of the “traditional” Media landscape. 
In this direction, we endorse the idea of a reflexive public sphere (Habermas, 2006; Markell, 1997) open to 
“hegemonic rearticulations” and “agonistic democratic contestations” that set the ground for critical and 
inclusive media practices and imaginaries (Dahlberg, 2013; Dahlberg & Phelan, 2011; Mouffe, 2005).  

Instead of looking for causal effects of news media on their audience, this research aims at shedding 
light on the symbolic resources that inform the definitional struggle over the media, either undermining or 
enhancing the possibilities of social change. By building on conceptualizations of Media as discourse and on 
approaches that understand both journalists and news audiences as agents who actively negotiate their role 
and their relationships with news production and media organizations, it foregrounds the contingencies that 
challenge any taken-for-granted understanding of the Media.  

Through the analysis of media texts, our research sets as its epicentre something that rarely concerns 
the academic community, such as the way in which Media talk about themselves, exploring their reflexive 
function and the ways they configure their role and regulatory framework. Simultaneously, employing focus 
groups, it creates a platform for dialogue between journalists and the audience, delving into their 
argumentative strategies and psycho-discursive practices. Furthermore, the creative synthesis of critical 
approaches to discourse analysis (CDA, Essex School, critical discursive psychology) together with the use of 
lexicometric techniques allows us to bring to light ‘unmapped’ territories of the media landscape, enhancing 
our findings with higher levels of reliability.  

By deploying this interdisciplinary research design, the proposed paper throws into sharp relief the 
antagonistic discourses as well as the contingency of meanings that are crucial to democracy, carving out the 
space to challenge normative perceptions of freedom of speech, pluralism, accountability and citizens' 
participation in the public debate. Thus, the gap between the rules governing the Media and their operation in 
practice emerges, pointing to alternative ways of collectively reinventing the entire mediatic ecosystem.  
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Lanqing Qin (University of Ottawa, Canada) 
 
The Native Speaker Issue in English Language Teaching 
     

As part of a larger-scale project, this study reports a critical discourse analysis of the native speaker 
issue in English language teaching (ELT) profession. The native speaker construct in ELT has been 
problematized for decades (Selvi, 2018). Since Noam Chomsky’s (1965) conception of an ‘idealized native 
speaker,’ there have been many debates and critical movements in the field against its legitimacy and the 
discriminatory practices that spawn from the privileged ‘native speaker’6 (Braine, 2013; Cook, 1999; Davies, 
2003).Taking the British Council in China website as a site of analysis, this study revisits the native speaker 
issue by asking: from a representational point of view, who is a native speaker? and how are they 
represented? Put otherwise, what are the different ‘representational tools’ that are used to represent them 
authoritatively? In the process, and as a result, who is included in these representations and who is excluded, 
how and why? The results show, even when you are proven to be grammatically incorrect, if you are mostly 
male, White and assumed to be of British origin (through your accent), then you are a native speaker. Using 
critical discourse analysis, this paper shows that these representational tools ‘create’ (Hall, 2013) a racialized 
White and mostly male category that speaks with authority from an authorized space (Bourdieu, 1991).  

This study employs critical discourse analysis (CDA) as both theoretical framework and methodology. 
According to van Dijk (2015), “CDA is a type of discourse analytical research that primarily studies the way 
social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the 
social and political context” (p. 466). CDA is by nature a multidisciplinary discipline and there is not a unitary 
approach to it (Wodak & Meyer, 2016). Specifically, Stuart Hall’s (2013) theory of representation is the critical 
lens through which the ‘native speaker’ is examined. Representation is the work where signs, languages, text 
and talk are utilized to signify our ideas and thoughts, and the knowledge about something is created during 
representation through language (Hall, 2013). For the interest of this study, which concerns a deconstruction 
of (a racialized) ‘native speaker’ discourse, I investigate what ‘representational tools’ are employed on the ELT 
website to imagine and solidify the category of ‘native speaker,’ and during this process what knowledge is 
created about them. 

To explain, by ‘representational tools’, I refer to the actual and deployed techniques and mechanisms 
through which the discourse of the ‘native speaker’ is introduced, repeated and eventually naturalized. These 
tools encompass the expanded meaning of language use (van Dijk, 2015), including image, verbal and non-
verbal utterance where complex messages (from race to language competence) are communicated.  

The data of this study came from the British Council’s official website in China (British Council | China, 
2019), with a specific focus on its then newly launched project, English is GREAT (English is GREAT, 2019). The 
British Council is a world-famous English-language learning institution and is often considered the 
"authoritative" voice in ELT profession (Phillipson, 1992). Specifically, the English is GREAT campaign was 
recently launched when the study was conducted and thus presented a relevant case for the status quo of ELT 
discourses. I first browsed the website, looked at its different sections and documented the verbal and non-
verbal representations. For the verbal part, I described and analyzed the texts in titles, subtitles, captions, as 
well as the verbatim transcript of its promotional video. For the non-verbal part, I looked at images and the 
visual elements in the promotional video. In the video, I further analyzed the subtle features, such as 
background, scenes, accents, intonations and so on. Emerging patterns were identified and grouped into 
themes. I then analyzed the ideological positions and power relation indicators in fragmented data, which 
were then brought together to analyze the meanings. 

Four main themes were identified from the analysis: ‘we’ as the authority and experts, the global 
language and genuine English, arbitrator of the English language, and racialized profiles of ‘native speakers.’ 
First, by using verbal languages, such as texts, slogans, and transcripts, the website naturalizes the terms 
“(non)native speakers” which differentiate English speakers into binary groups. It also establishes an 
‘Us/Them’ dichotomy where ‘we’ as the ‘natives’ can define what is authentic English and who is a legitimate 
‘native speaker.’ Second, through images and its promotional video, the website attaches and fixes meaning of 

                                                   

6 This term proves to lack theoretical legitimacy but has been naturalized and circulating in daily contexts and ELT professional practices. I use 
quotation marks in this study for such terms as ‘native speaker’ and ‘non-native speaker’ to indicate its problematic nature.  
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‘native speaker’ with a group of White speakers from core English-speaking countries, especially the UK in this 
case. This established discourse explicitly tells us that if you are White, mostly male and coming from Britain, 
then you are a ‘native speaker.’ Moreover, this category speaks with authority. Especially in ELT, they arbitrate 
the right and wrong in using the English language. The predominant Whiteness and the underrepresentation 
of people of color in this ‘native speaker’ discourse suggests an exclusionary racialized category. It racializes 
(nativeness = Whiteness), excludes (nativeness excludes people of color – even though they may speak only 
English) and negatively affects racialized minorities. This triangle (racialization, exclusion and negative effects) 
creates the perfect storm of what Stanley (2014) calls a ‘racist system,’ which is exactly what I found in this 
study.    
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Fatemeh Shariati Rad 
 
“The Yelling Walls; A Thematic Analysis of the Discourse of the Arabic Graffiti” 
 

Under the influence of Rousseau’s philosophy – particularly his statement “I am not made like any of 
those who are in existence” in his book confessions – and the Romantic movement, which centred thinker’s 
quests alongside the importance of self and self-exploration and led to the art for art’s sake movement in later 
years, the emphasis on individual self and identity took form in the late 18th and early 19th century. This view 
saw identity as something individuals develop during their lifetime which becomes their personal property. In 
contrast, scholars like Judith Butler whose studies on gender identity have a wide impact across disciplines, 
propose the idea of identity being something that one “performs” through discourse, as opposed to something 
which has been “developed” and is revealed via doing “acts” such as dialogue, monologue, and general 
interactions among people in societal taxonomy. This notion paved the way for studies of identity within the 
social context and as a social construction under which projecting a self becomes possible. The socio-cultural 
studies on discourse aim to elucidate societies’ endeavours to construct identities attributed to themselves to 
make them understood for what they are, as well as distinguishing them from others or to delineate similarities 
or membership in different societal categories.  

There are a variety of means in the representation of identity in traditional or new media, but the focus 
of this study is to look into the discourse of street graffiti to understand the collective image and identity of the 
community that Arabic-speaking countries present to the world. Former president of Iran, Mohammad Khatami, 
called in 1997 for the necessity of taking steps to form “dialogue among civilizations” to better understand 
different societies and as a way out of the contemporary political unrest. His idea and efforts led to the United 
Nations calling 2001 the “Year of Dialogue Among Civilizations”, hoping to address many critical questions. Years 
later though, one of the concerning questions is what happens that nations choose or are forced to abandon 
free dialogue in favour of a wall-written monologue, especially in modern societies with a great number of virtual 
walls accessible through social media and communicative tools online. 

Arabic graffiti, which stands as the focus of this study, has been a subject of investigation for 
anthropologists, linguists, and historians from its appearance in the early Islamic era to the present day. Many 
scholars have attempted to analyze its varying source and motivations, yet there is still room to analyze the 
changes that social contexts may have imposed on the bigger image it displays. The present study positions a 
thematic investigation of the corpora and attempts to shed light on modern Arabic graffiti with an emphasis on 
its appearances within a sociocultural, political, and religious context. 

As revealed through the study, graffiti is a mode of expression used by individuals or groups who feel 
suppressed, less heard, and voiceless in the power hierarchy. Taking the fact that discourse is a key 
representative of the social relations, thoughts, and perceptions that drive our actions, it is of great importance 
to analyze the shaping elements to better understand societies, to predict and build a future based on facts. The 
investigation of our identity and the public disclosure of who we are and what our central thoughts and concerns 
are in today’s marketplace of thoughts can be accomplished through analysis of discourse representations, and 
are presented as the themes of the present study.  

The various Arabic graffiti studied in this paper are presented in their original language as well as their 
English translations, and are taken as photographs from different geographical spheres including Egypt, 
Lebanon, Palestine, Iraq, and Iran in a period spanning 2016-2021. The study takes only written forms and 
excludes pictorial graffiti. Applied tools, modes, and colours in creating graffiti were not taken as different or 
sub-categories. The focus of the study is on public (street) graffiti. 

Fairclough believes “language is a part of society” and language and society are internally related. By 
applying his Macro-level approach of thematic (critical) discourse analysis (CDA) on 320 captured graffiti images 
(11 cities in 5 countries, 29 photographs from each city) with three-pronged categories and thematic usage 
patterns of socio-cultural, political and religious, it turned out that 74% of the studied graffiti fell into the 
category of Socio-cultural texts, 18% political, and 8% religious. This indicates a shift towards more privatized 
matters compared to results of preceding studies investigating Arabic graffiti.  
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Sahar Rasoulikolamaki (University of Malaya) & Surinderpal Kaur (University of Malaya) 
 
The Discursive Construction of Invincible ‘Self’ vs. Incapable ‘Others’ in Dabiq Images: A Social Semiotic 
Perspective 
 

The fast growth of communication technology has outpaced the ability to supervise the massive flow 
of information that is poured into society from numerous sources. ISIS has so far shown one of the most 
elaborate and clever uses of the internet among any of its contemporary competitors in the Islamist world (Stern 
and Berger, 2015). ISIS’s professional embrace and revolutionary approach to the latest communications 
technologies and their deft command of various digital platforms empowered them to manipulate information 
to radicalize certain susceptible individuals and facilitate recruitment. They have been successful in reaching a 
large number of global audiences, primarily young Muslims, through the dynamic incorporation of a wide range 
of online content through multiple semiotic resources, including arresting images. As Maggioni and Magri (2015: 
6) stated, "it is a psychological war made of texts, images, iconographies that the organization intends for 
widespread distribution". Lombardi (2015: 98) calls it a "media jihad", which is crafted based on a consistent 
strategy, targeting multiple audiences with the intention of persuasion. This study is a systematic analysis of the 
potential for meaning-making of the images in ISIS’s online periodical, Dabiq, in an attempt to provide deeper 
insight into the organisation’s propaganda and framing techniques. By elucidating the movement’s dynamic 
strategic messaging, the findings of this study can contend with the threats from similar groups that may 
emulate ISIS in the years to come and to limit the chance of future resurgences. 

The data for this study comes from all fifteen issues of ISIS’s English language communiqué, Dabiq. The 
PDF form of these issues have been accessed and downloaded from The Clarion Project, an independently 
founded non-profit organization whose mission is “to expose the danger of Islamist extremists” (Clarion Project, 
2014). 

Adopting a Systemic Functional Linguistic (SFL)-inspired social semiotic approach, and applying Van 
Leeuwen's (1996) socio-semantic model for the analysis of the visual components, the representational and 
interactional meanings are investigated in Dabiq to see how choices of visual semiotic resources can be used to 
communicate certain meanings by the terrorist group. We argue that through framing tasks, certain themes are 
amplified while others are supressed to give the audience a desired perspective to view and interpret events. 
As part of their resource mobilization, ISIS’s media outlets actively reconstruct meanings and create ideological 
framings through (non-) linguistic modes to assemble desired pieces of reality, while repressing others to their 
benefit. The focus of this study is to examine the contents of Dabiq in order to uncover the ways ISIS represented 
itself and its enemies, in the process constructing and reinforcing a persuasive narrative for itself. Therefore, the 
analysis focuses on the ways in which photographs are organized in terms of depicted actors and actions, along 
with their representational meaning, and the way the photographs’ interactional meaning discloses how ISIS 
manipulates the viewers’ perceptions.  

The results show the visuals in Dabiq tend to cluster around certain representational and interactional 
meanings to eventually send the message of Self invincibility and Other incapability. A very clear trend is 
observed which contributes to the portrayal of might and glory with regards to ISIS members. A representational 
analysis of the Mujahidin focuses predominantly on their representation of gallantry and invincibility by showing 
them actively participating in confronting the enemies. They are rarely shown through reactions, except for the 
martyrs, who engage positively with the viewers. In terms of interactional meanings, ISIS members are mainly 
engaging with the audience through gaze cues and are shown frontally. On the other hand, the results of the 
analysis of the out-group visuals reveal the representation of passivity and incapability regarding enemy 
participants and a lack of seriousness or weight regarding their actions. The representational analysis of these 
images focuses predominantly on the non-transitive practices of the out-group people. Even when they are 
engaged in interactive actions, they are merely interacting with each other rather than posing a threat to the in-
group members. Enemies’ practices are also framed as reactions, which are generally emotional or mental 
responses to the events. The passivity of out-groups is further substantiated through the out-group’s interaction 
with the viewer. All these properties are reassuring techniques to achieve certain communicative objectives. 
The images in the corpus overwhelmingly involve depictions of positive self vs negative others to maximize 
attention and earn the trust of the potential recruits, and at the same time, to intimidate the opponents though 
showcasing power and success.  
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Natalia A. Ryabchenko (Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia) & Olga P. Malysheva (Kuban State 
University, Krasnodar, Russia) 

 
The Lincoln Project: A Voice to Be Heard 

 
Digital technologies have changed the way people express their civic position. They transformed public 

attitude towards the truth and identity of the “Speaker”, the person expressing the stance. Before digital 
technologies, one person meant one voice and a certain standpoint (Anderson et al. 2020). The impact of the 
statements depended on the authority of the “Speaker”. The positioning of a certain individual, group, state 
policy or a party was carried out openly and its source was easily identified. Therefore, it was difficult to discredit 
opponents or disseminate an item of fake news about them (Pinder 2013). In other words, it was rather 
problematic to create a defamatory narrative and unfavorable information background.  

In the networked society, we count votes by the number of social media accounts. The importance of 
a person, a community, or a phenomenon depends on the breadth of the audience reach, the number of 
subscribers and reactions to a particular narrative. Direct positioning, when its source is visible, as well as an 
indirect one—when its source is intentionally disguised—is now done via network technologies, whereas 
discursive manipulation is through purposeful modification of narratives. 

We regard the narrative as a description of a certain entity together with conceptual and value 
framework, namely the discourse that is a social, psycho-emotional, and linguo-cultural context for certain 
narratives. Narratives create new contexts, or discourses, that generate new narratives. An aggregate of 
networked online discussions forms an online discursive field that allows for the development of certain 
narratives and discourses and reflects the conceptual framework, ideology and value orientations of online 
users, whose contiguity of views causes their involvement in a certain discursive field. 

The breadth of the discursive field coverage—namely the width of dissemination of narratives and 
discourses—influences the success of certain positioning. Discursive fields can influence the worldview of the 
users involved in their creation; they condition the transformation of users’ values, attitudes and cognitive-
behavioral patterns, and eventually influence their decision-making patterns. Users that are involved in a certain 
discursive field and assimilate the discourses created by certain narratives are likely to make decisions under 
the pressure of the majority opinion. However, the majority opinion can be true or falsified, i.e. created by 
modified narratives. The examples of purposeful modification of narratives and fake discourses abound. Some 
of them are the discreditable positioning of Alain Juppé in France (Roux 2016) and the spread of an item of fake 
news about Bangladeshi migrants in India in 2017-2018 (Prasanto 2019), which led to tragic consequences. 

 
What are the socio-political implications of modified narratives? 
Can a purposeful transformation of discourses create a “controlled chaos” and pose a threat to 
democracy? 
How to identify those who form or modify narratives and determine the vector of public opinion? 
 
To answer the questions, we conducted a study and revealed how the Lincoln Project movement used 

modified narratives to relegate Trump from a major influencer to an ordinary user. The empirical base of the 
study comprised networked data collected in March-October 2020 – networked data retrieved from Twitter, 
including 2 million messages, and the YouTube platform, including over 200,000 comments to videos posted by 
the Lincoln Project on their channel. We built datasets and used hybrid methodology (Carrington 2014; 
Ryabchenko et al. 2019) that combines network analysis, relational analysis, mathematical modelling, and 
complex linguo-discursive analysis to process data and model online discursive activity devoted to the 2020 US 
presidential campaign, identify prevalent discourses and narratives, and assess the alignment of political forces 
in March-October 2020. This approach is warranted as audiovisual content and networked data are inherently 
Big Data and make up a massive data sample that is subject to multifaceted analysis which can guarantee 
consistent conclusions.  

 
We processed the resulting datasets and analyzed the data at two levels. At the macro level: we used 

a graph method to visualize discursive fields and identify prevalent narratives and major influencers (principal 
and latent), and we applied network analysis and relational analysis to identify an “abnormal” discursive activity 
and identify prevalent narratives and discourses. At the micro-level: we analyzed the discursive activity using 
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linguo-discursive analysis, which allowed us to identify the subject matter of the narratives and conceptual 
framework of the discourses within the analyzed discursive fields. 

The study revealed that the Lincoln Project – which used audiovisual communication to create Trump’s 
defamatory image and modify the existing narratives –had by October 2020 become a major influencer in the 
discursive field that was created to support Trump’s campaign. Using the iconography understood both by 
Trump’s supporters and opponents, the Lincoln Project turned any positive or negative mention of the Project—
including Trump’s negative comments—into a successful advertising tool and effectively promoted the 
movement. That boosted the chances of the Lincoln Project’s voice to be heard and be given due weight. The 
movement attracted a major part of Trump’s supporters away from him, which subsequently resulted in a large-
scale social action: millions of US citizens “voted Trump out” and he lost the race. 

The study proved that, for the first time, political capital was accumulated by audiovisual content rather 
than an individual (Campbell 2021). This caused a change in the alignment of forces: Trump lost the status of an 
influencer, while users’ attention shifted to the audiovisual content produced by the Lincoln Project. Having 
gained millions of followers, the movement got so much influence in the online and offline space that after the 
US Election 2020 it became a new full-fledged social media based solely on audiovisual communication. 

Modified narratives that emphasized Trump’s incompetence and physical and mental incapacity as the 
leader of the country allowed the Lincoln Project to position him as a person incapable of making important 
decisions. It caused quick mobilization of Trump’s opponents and attracted his former supporters. The outcome 
was that the audiovisual content created by Lincoln Project accumulated some online political capital that was 
subsequently devolved to J. Biden, which allowed him to win the presidency. 

The Lincoln Project’s activity prevented Trump’s re-election, yet it showed that modified audiovisual 
content, if misused, can be a powerful tool capable of weakening the core aspects of democracy and democratic 
representation. 
Acknowledgements: The study is given a financial support by The Russian Foundation for Basic Research 
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Mili Saha (Jagannath University, Bangladesh) 
 
Ethnic Minority Students’ Identity Shifts and Maintenances in Social Discourses: Traslanguaging 
Matters  
 

As a form of communication, language can shape individuals’ identity and can be used to measure 
their struggle in searching individual and group identities (Muldoon, 2010) through choosing and practicing 
languages with different communities. Ethnic minority students' language attitudes relate to their identity 
perceptions and minority language maintenance, focusing on all their oriented languages (Nguyen & Hamid, 
2016). Bilingual learners’ language practices and beliefs are reflected in identity perceptions impacted by 
socio-cultural connection, interaction, and investment (Nguyen & Nguyen, 2017). While practicing and 
managing two or three languages, bi/multilingual ethnic learners configure their identity as a process involving 
preserving ethnicity and constructing mainstream identity (Nguyen, 2018). Practices allow learners to have a 
wide range of linguistic flexibility that indexes a new sociolinguistic status. The monolingual classroom 
language has inadequate creativity and plural identity formation ((Nguyen, 2018). Even though an indigenous 
language usually has a monolingual norm, the educated young people code-switch, and such practice is 
shaped by history, ideology, and significant social discourses. That demonstrates their hybrid identity often 
constructed by the socio-political power formation (Rosendal, 2017). Translanguaging processes maintain 
dynamic communication activity flows (Lemke, 2016) utilizing interconnected meaning-making networks that 
continuously expand with unfixed directions (Lin & He, 2017).  

The aspects of Bangla as a national language and English as a priority second language may create 
learning and communication issues in the fifty-four groups of ethnic minority populations’ (Britanica, 2020) 
multilingual practices in academic and social interactions in monolingual Bangladesh. The challenges involved in 
the multilingual language-in-education policy for these linguistic minority groups comprising only 2% of the total 
population have been discussed in Rahman’s (2010) study. However, no studies have examined how the 
language minority groups negotiate their language and socio-cultural identities against the monolingual Bengali 
community, and how they confront the discriminative multilingual academic and socio-cultural milieu has never 
been explored. Hence, we need to study the complex and changing linguistic activities of the indigenous groups 
and recognize unheard voices for any policy intervention to ensure inclusive academic and social integration.  

The current study investigates Bangladeshi ethnic minority students’ perceptions and practices of how 
multilingual identity is maintained and constructed through language use and management. It analyses how the 
indigenous students’ translanguaging between L1 (ethnic language), L2 (Bengali), and the priority second 
language English involves language shifts and identity transformation through social interactions with different 
communities. It scrutinizes ethnic minority students’ bi/multilingual identity representation in their language 
use, language attitude, and communication management, which comprise the basic theoretical framework. 
Hence, it considers analyzing their acts of language switching and mixing as an exhibition of translanguaging 
practices and supports the multilingual ideology, identity perceptions, and minority language maintenance. The 
research questions include: 
  

1.   What are the beliefs and concepts of ethnic minority students about their linguistic identity at home, 
education, and social integration?  

2. How do they maintain and construct ethnic and mainstream identities as bi- or multilingual?  
3. To what extent does translanguaging affect their perceived identity and communication management 

through transforming perspectives and shifting experiences? 
  

This case study utilizes a critical ethnographic approach to collect data on students’ cognitions and 
practices of translanguaging and trans-identity. Data were collected through multilayered semi-structured 
online interviews with ten tertiary level Chakma students studying at different universities in Bangladesh. The 
largest indigenous group living in the Hill Tracts area of Bangladesh was chosen as the sample group. The online 
interviews were recorded and transcribed. Participants’ friends and families (N=20) were also surveyed using a 
questionnaire exploring their observations regarding the respondents’ language beliefs and practices. These 
data were compared with the interview data of each of the participants. Besides, three context-based online 
paired conversational tasks were recorded to analyze the discourse patterns or practices of the participants. 
Interview data were analyzed qualitatively using both inductive and deductive processes. The Constant 
Comparative Method (Strauss & Corbin, 2008) of grounded theory will be applied in the inductive and recursive 
analysis and interpretation using patterns, themes, and categories that surface from the data. The author 
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analyzed the discourses to observe language habits and translangugaing patterns. Thirty video-recorded 
conversations have been analyzed altogether. The discourse analysis included vocabulary, grammar, structure, 
genre, non-verbal communication, and conversation codes (Luo, 2020).  

Results reveal the complex and shifting linguistic activities of the Chakma group, which maintains a 
complex relationship between their perceptions and practices. Their language actions are inherently social and 
mediated (Lane, 2014) with the necessity of the dominant context. However, they hold a priority Chakma 
identity which is strongly borne by their history, language, and culture. The respondents’ beliefs about practices 
and identities expose some discursive elements which represent their historical body. Their beliefs and identity 
are predominantly shaped by their accumulated experiences, learned practices, and understandings. The 
continuous adjustment to the bi/multilingual critical language situations is political and influenced by their lived 
language experiences as a subordinate group to the Bengali community. Meanwhile, the situational discourse 
analyses reveal digressive elements, which are both overt and hidden. In addition, the interactive actions 
demonstrate an apparent power relationship sourced from mutual histories and other social relationships. 
Choosing particular languages and switching to the more dominant languages in changing to Bangla from 
Chakma, no retreat to Chakma while speaking Bangla, and repeatedly switching to English while speaking Bangla 
discloses the top-down sociolinguistic power structure and translingual discrimination. All three aspects 
determine their social functions of learning and speaking Bangla widely as the dominant language and perceiving 
Chakma as the first identity fostered by the Chakma language since they differ from the other indigenous groups 
by language only.  

The analysis show respondents expressed their social, ethnic, and national identities through language 
choices. However, the Chakma group perceives their ethnolinguistic identity as weak, which results in unstable 
bilingualism. Hence, the findings of this study warn of potential future Chakma language loss. The current article 
finally calls for implementing language education policies incorporating strategic planning to maintain the ethnic 
minority population’s linguistic and cultural diversity.  
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Neda Salahshoor and Dimitris Serafis (Open Polytechnic of NZ)  
 
To Wear or Not to Wear the Hijab: Critical Perspectives on Newspapers' Arguments in Favour or 
Against New Zealand's PM Jacinda Ardern 
 

In March 2019, a terrorist attacked two mosques in the city of Christchurch, New Zealand, killing 51 
people. Following the attack, the Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern visited the Muslim victims’ families and wore a 
black veil. This led to a myriad of reactions and responses from the local and international audience as well as 
the media. This study collected and analysed newspaper data from the New Zealand Herald, The Dominion Post 
and The Press metropolitan newspapers, pertaining to the cities of Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch 
respectively, to understand the dominant perceptions towards the Prime Minister’s unique initiative. The 
rationale to choose these three newspapers was to ensure that newspapers relating to all major New Zealand 
regions were taken into account, with the aim to investigate if any regional differences became apparent in the 
analysis and whether the proximity of the terror attacks to the newspapers’ stronghold impacted the discourse. 
The articles selected for this study included news reports and letters as well as opinion pieces. In order to 
determine the key words, a mini pilot study was carried out which involved reading through newspaper reports 
and jotting down key words which could be used to retrieve articles for corpus compilation. The keywords 
identified were then used with Boolean operators to find the appropriate articles. The study falls under the area 
of Critical Discourse Studies (CDS), while exploiting Argumentum Model of Topics (AMT) (Rigotti & Greco 2019) 
to scrutinize the standpoint-arguments couplings. AMT provides a rigorous examination of discursive 
representations and through deconstructing the arguments outlines main components that represent the 
‘procedural-inferential component’, mainly the ‘locus’ and ‘maxim’, and the material-contextual component 
such as the ‘endoxon’ and ‘datum’ (Rigotti and Greco 2019, p.209-214). The main findings of our study indicate 
that the majority of the news articles under analysis portray the PM’s initiative as bringing about solidarity with 
the attempt to mitigate social, cultural and/or religious tensions in society. On the other hand, the voices that 
oppose the PM’s decision to wear the hijab present Muslims (and thus their cultural practices) as a threat for 
New Zealand or believed that the PM does not favour emancipatory voices within Muslim communities, such as 
feminist perspectives that view the hijab as oppressive. The deconstruction of these arguments indicated the 
two main loci were “locus from correlates” and “locus from termination and setting up”.  
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Bella Sampson (Auckland University of Technology, NZ) 
 
“I’m Sorry You-Tube Feel That Way” An investigation of the Vlogpology on YouTube 

 
In 2015, a digital genre called the ‘Vlogpology’ began to feature more frequently on the social 

media platform YouTube (Sandlin & Gracealny, 2019). Kakkar and Goldenberg (2020) state that this new 
type of apology is formed when a YouTube creator with a large following on the platform is involved in a 
controversy that garners a lot of attention. This is often a critical issue, as any behaviour on YouTube that 
offends can potentially damage the reputation of an account holder and their position of influence, and may 
have a detrimental effect on their income from advertising on their channel.  In response to this attention, 
the creator makes a vlogpology, to defend or explain themselves to their audience and anyone else who 
may find or seek out their video. In essence, the vlogpology is a communicative act whereby a person seeks 
to repair their reputation (Moore, 2020).  

In this paper I present my current research looking at the internet phenomenon of the 'vlogpology'. 
This new generic form of a ‘digital’ apology, whereby influential Youtubers, caught up in controversy, 
apologise to their followers by way of a video posting as a way to repair their reputation, is a recent 
phenomenon in online contexts. As a result, little research has been done to understand its unique 
characteristics. My study asks the following questions: 

 
1. What are the linguistic and visual communicative characteristics of the vlogpology, which 

 have established it as a new genre of a video apology?  
 
2. In what ways has the new digital genre of the vlogpology been influenced by other genres?  
 
To address these questions, I examine fifteen videos produced by influential creators on YouTube 

who are concerned with topics such as beauty, family, health, gaming and language teaching.  Using a corpus-
assisted approach, I conduct a genre analysis (Swales, 1990; Xia, 2020), to explore the discursive aspects of 
vlogpologies such as their visual design, move structures and lexico-grammatical features. The objective is to 
gain a greater understanding of the vlogpology by identifying what is both common and unique to its generic 
features and whether it operates as an effective communicative and discursive process to repair one’s 
reputation.  
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Syed Shahrier Rahman and Mithun Banerjee (Dhaka University, Bangladesh) 
 
Using Hand Gestures in Bangla Motivational Speeches: A Cognitive Discourse Analysis    

 
The spoken form of a language integrates sentential expressions and gestures for generating a 

multimodal interface of communication. Particularly, motivational speeches usually require intensive support 
of hand gestures, which triggers an interplay between the utterances and cohesive hand movements of the 
speakers. The rudimentary concept of this research is to consider hand gesture as a scaffolding tool, which can 
connect the spoken discourse and the thought process of the speaker in a multimodal manner. Therefore, the 
study aims to analyze the discourse structure of selected videotaped speeches delivered by three highly 
acclaimed Bengali motivational speakers of Bangladesh. The paper will interpret the hand gestures they used 
and will explore the high-level cognitive processes of those gestures and speech correlations. Along with this, a 
methodological framework of cognitive discourse analysis will investigate the syntactic and gestural protocols 
of motivational utterances, their spatio-temporal relations, and complex cognitive processes.     

      From the cognitive point of view, hand gestures used in sentential domains basically contain 
pragmatic supplements and phrasal substitutions. In the following example-1, the gesture acts as a pragmatic 
supplement to the sentence; in contrast, example-2 shows a gestural stroke of hand can replace that sentential 
TP:   

1. (C), bhalo               khelecho                  ajke [Cworks as a pragmatic support for the sentence] 
                well             play.PRES.PERF.2       today 
     ‘You have played well today.’ 
 

2. Context: Someone is getting impatient to tell something to someone. 
   ([Stop for a while]TP /I) amake             prothome shesh korte    dao.  [I works as a sentential TP] 

                                 me. ACC first         complete.INF    give.PRES.2 
     ‘Let me complete first.’  
   

These examples raise some interesting points about the gesture-speech syntactic interface. The role of 
gesture-speech correlations can affect the underlying information structure, which is presumably 
understandable through high-level cognitive processes. These processes can also interpret different pragmatic 
and morpho-syntactic cues at the interface of discourse structure (Tomasello, 2003). By applying cognitive 
mechanisms, this study will focus on hand gestural movements and associated information structures of 
underlying sentential units distributed in the discourse data. 

Cognitive understandings related to the role of gestures in spoken discourse have drawn much 
attention to a diverse range of research. Several original experiments and empirical evidence show that gestures 
have a positive impact on not only the performance of the speaker but also on the involvement of the 
addressees. According to Church, Alibali, & Kelly, (2017), speech accompanying hand gestures make the 
communication more resourceful. One of the experimental findings claims that hand gestures as a co-speech 
component can provide additional spatial information (asymmetric redundancy sketch model; de Ruiter, 2017); 
whereas Hostetter & Alibali (2008, 2018) find that gestures stimulate the motor functions of the speaker’s brain 
and enhance his/her perceptual states during speech production. Cook, Yip, & Goldin-Meadow (2012) consider 
different gestures as a cognitive load reduction process that increases language and thought connectivity and 
eases the mental pressure of the speaker. In reality, appropriate use of hand gestures extends a harmonizing 
relation to speech (see Wagner, Malisz, & Kopp, 2014). Though many language-specific studies explore the high 
level of persuasiveness of hand gestures by examining its supporting role in the spoken discourse, the 
investigation on Bangla language is rare. Hence, the present study tries to look into the way of enhancing support 
towards the motivational spoken discourse in Bangla that gestures can provide. Since hand gestures are 
spontaneous body movements of the speaker, s(he) receives automated impulses from the underlying network 
for her/his brain (Tenbrink & Freksa, 2009). As a result, speakers’ thought processes and practices stimulate the 
selection of hand gestures; in this way, the study will identify and explain the gestural choices by exploring the 
spoken discourse of Bangla motivational speakers.       

Concisely, the main query of this research is to know how Bengali motivational speakers operate 
selected hand gestures to integrate their verbal expressions and thought processes. So, this study will adopt a 
qualitative framework to investigate the cognitive features of the selected spoken discourses. Underlying 
information structures, sentential patterns, spatio-temporal relations will be explored from their delivered 
speeches. To get the answer to this query, a purposive sampling technique will be used to ensure information-
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rich cases for in-depth study (Patton, 1990). Finally, the customized cognitive discourse analytical framework 
will analyze the data to attain substantial findings.  
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Philippa Smith and Helen Sissons (Auckland University of Technology, NZ) 
 
“Oh My Gosh, I Keep Going Backwards and Forwards and Backwards and Forwards” – Contradictory 
Discourses of a Journalist’s ‘Slow News’ Day 
 

The study of media discourse has long been a focus of critical discourse studies scholars investigating 
the power that journalists yield when it comes to setting the news agenda along with the ways in which they 
represent social actors such as immigrants, religion and the disabled (McAndrew, Carrol & O’Malley-Keighran, 
2020; Salahshour, 2016).  Less attention, however, has been paid to how the news media within the paradigm 
of ‘digital journalism’ operate behind the scenes when it comes to the pressure they are under to produce stories 
that attract the greatest number of ‘hits’ (or views) possible, and how this influences the news agenda. In this 
paper, we turn the tables to focus on the backstage performances (Goffman, 1959) of journalists at work, 
acknowledging and demonstrating that the adaptation of journalism routines to include digital communication 
and platforms have greatly affected editorial daily practices, requiring a re-assertion of the boundaries of 
journalism through the normalisation and inclusion of non-traditional newswork into traditional journalism 
(Eldridge, 2018).  

Gaining access to newsrooms in New Zealand enabled us to record and review over 300 hours of video-
ethnographic data observing journalists in their daily practices in print, online, radio and television for this study.  
Our research question asks: in what ways have modern-day work practices in the field of journalism (Bourdieu, 
2005) become more complex, more intense and more time-pressured as news production has ‘gone’ digital? 
We base this inquiry on the notion that the multimedia, multiplatform nature of news today requires a range of 
interconnected capabilities when it comes to communicating with sources, seeking out and verifying information 
and in the collating and broadcasting of news. 

Our paper involves the presentation of a case study where our analysis of one journalist on the early 
morning shift in a national newsroom who, although complaining of a ‘slow news day’, becomes flustered as she 
juggles the overload of information that descends upon her when trying to investigate several stories at once. 
Her digital communication through emails, different social media platforms, collaborative Slack, mobile phones 
etc. is empirical evidence of the complexity of modern-day journalism. Our discursive analysis involves several 
sources of data – the transcripts of the journalist’s newsroom conversation with colleagues, her responses to 
researcher questions, and the text of the news stories she produced during her shift. We track the various stories 
the journalist follows, noting the multiple sources of information she engages with via digital communication in 
order to produce her story, and their discursive construction and reiterations to make them newsworthy.  Our 
presentation presents the evolution of the various stories competing for attention - one involving a scam by 
teenage boys claiming to collect for a cancer charity drive on behalf of their school, who get caught and 
reprimanded by members of the local community.  Others relate to a slow police chase from the night before, 
traffic and train delays during morning rush hour and notification from Government communications staff that 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern will be visiting an insulation factory to highlight a new government grant to 
encourage more people to install insulation in their homes. 

Our study sits within the newer paradigm of Social Media Critical Discourse Studies (Khosravinik, 2020; 
Unger, J., Wodak, R. & KhosraviNik, M. 2016), and we apply a range of discourse and linguistic tools to analyse 
texts, drawing particularly on critical discourse studies approaches that have focused on the representation of 
social actors and the construction of news stories (See: Fairclough, van Dijk, and Reisigl & Wodak in Wodak & 
Meyer, 2016). Multimodal analysis (Levine & Scollon, 2004) is also applied when considering the journalist’s 
movement between her online and offline work – but which we note is conducted simultaneously, indicating 
the blurring of boundaries between the two.  

The findings from our observations of the journalist’s performance in seeking to write newsworthy 
stories and her discursive responses to the pressures of monitoring a bewildering range of news and social media 
sites, indicate her acceptance and seemingly unconscious sense of normalisation to the use of the digital. Her 
constant ‘flicking’ between digital platforms following several competing story ideas that meet the criteria of 
high news values such as crime and accidents, along with her comment, “Oh my gosh, I keep going backwards 
and forward and backwards and forwards”, seems to contradict her sense that the day is ‘slow’ when it comes 
to the news. In reality, the need to search further afield for news, resulting in a diversification of stories 
accelerates her journalism practice, requiring her to be more intense in her digital practices as the morning 
proceeds. 

 We conclude that as journalists become increasingly engulfed in a sea of digital technologies, the 
expectation to constantly be assimilating new tools into the production and dissemination of news leads to an 
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acceleration and intensification of their workplace practices. The apparent acceptance and normalisation of 
these expectations, we believe, has the potential to increase rates of burnout in newsrooms if not managed 
appropriately. 
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Behnam Soltani (Manukau Institute of Technology, NZ) 

International Students and the Development of a Work-ready Identity 

This paper introduces a non-orthodox approach to the dominant policy-based approaches to graduate 
employability through contextualizing international students’ everyday experiences within their educational 
and wider structural contexts of the labour market. Drawing on the language socialization theory (Duff, 2019; 
Soltani 2021), and a narrative frames methodology (Barkhuizen & Wette, 2008), this paper argues that through 
the process of socialization, international students strive to develop identities that fit an ever-changing labour 
market. This process is catalyzed by the higher education landscape as a way to produce neoliberal, 
cosmopolitan, work-ready subjects capable of appropriating different social spaces and building capabilities 
that prepare students to enter the labour market. This paper further argues that graduate employability 
should be understood as a complex process through which the students socialize themselves through 
negotiating socio-academic spaces, as they familiarize themselves with the dominant neoliberal workspace 
norms, and position themselves as more effective work-ready individuals capable of responding to the needs 
of the job market.  
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Maria Stover (Washburn University, USA) 
 
Masters of the Air: A Discourse Analysis of the Bulgarian TV Show Gosporadi na Efira 
 

In the West, comedy shows such as the Daily Show, the Colbert Report, and Saturday Night Live have 
been described as weapons of political protest and even credited with winning elections for some candidates, 
while contributing to the spectacular demise of others. Some media and cultural scholars are now referring to 
the “Daily Show effect” (Baumgartner & Morris, 2006; 2008; Feldman, 2007) when talking about the efficacy of 
comedy on the political knowledge and public attentiveness of the electorate.  

In Eastern Europe, communist control over the media underscored the use of comedy and humor as a 
means of intellectual resistance as well as a coping strategy for survival. In Bulgaria in particular, political 
comedy and satire played a critical role in the demise of the communist regime. In the late 1980s, the student 
satirical show called Ku-Ku (which in colloquial also means “crazy”) was instrumental in agitating students to 
revolt against the communist regime and paved the way for new TV entertainment formats that offer a unique 
mix of social critique, investigative reporting, and unforgiving satire. Following Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1981) 
reminder that laughter is a form of resistance to power, and parody serves as a critical means of confronting 
and deconstructing discourses of authority, the proposed study offers a discourse analysis of a Bulgarian show 
– Gospodari na Efira (Masters of the Air), which was the highest rated and longest running daily comedy TV 
show in post-communist Bulgaria. The show’s popularity rested on its practice of mocking famous politicians’ 
inadequacies and gaffes, while also jabbing at the deficiencies of traditional media. As a distinctive feature, the 
show incorporated investigative journalism pieces where undercover reporters with hidden cameras, acting on 
tips from the audience, exposed state-wide corruption. In 2018, Gospodari na Efira received three awards for 
investigative journalism from the Bulgarian Foundation ”Radostina Коnstantinova,” including its top prize, but 
the show was discredited that same year when one of its reporters made a false claim about being beaten 
while working on an investigative piece. The show’s contract with the broadcaster Nova was not renewed at 
the end of 2018, and by mid-2019 Gospodari na Efira transitioned into an online format, changing its name to 
Gospodari na Yeba (Masters of the Web). Succumbing to the pressures of the market, the new format is 
focused on chasing sensationalism and crude, often sexist and racist, humor.  

This study will explore the trajectory of one of the most popular comedy shows in Bulgaria, using 
discourse analysis as its methodology. Discourse analysis is an ideal tool to examine the intersection between 
media(ted) discourse, subjects and ideology. It will offer a critical look into what made Gospodari na Efira a 
particularly poignant dose of political and social critique in a post-socialist context, giving special attention to 
its investigative reporting and the forces that eventually turned its reporting into acts of public shaming and 
grotesque spectacle. While there is a wealth of research about the influence of comedy shows in the West 
(Baym & Jones, 2013; Baumgartner & Morris, 2008), the effects of such shows in a post-communist context 
have not received a lot of scholarly attention. 
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Maria Stubbe (University of Otago, Wellington, NZ) and Sarah White (Macquarie University, Australia) 
 
‘D’yuh Like Porridge?’ Social Talk as a Relational, Interactional, and Clinical Component of Surgical 
Consultations 
 

Building rapport is considered a key consultation skill, taught to medical students through models such 
as the Calgary-Cambridge Guide (Silverman, Kurtz & Draper, 2013) which specifically foregrounds the relational 
component of clinical communication. ‘Small talk’ or social talk is considered a rapport-building technique, with 
clinical students and clinicians advised to use it to improve the clinician-patient relationship (Mauksch et 
al.,2008). However, there is limited evidence upon which to build advice and training, with only some 
consideration of the implications of different clinical environments for the relevance and utility of social talk.  

In this exploratory analysis we used conversation analysis (Heritage & Clayman, 2010) to consider the 
role of social talk as a relational, interactional, and clinical component of surgical consultations, with the aim of 
developing a more refined conceptualisation of social talk in surgical practice. Our data is drawn from existing 
collections of video-recorded consultations, including a variety of surgical specialties, visit types, and 
genders/ages of participants. Seventy-three surgeon-patient consultations are from the ARCH Corpus of Health 
Interactions in New Zealand, with a further 48 from a clinical interactions database in Australia. The authors 
engaged in independent collection creation (Barnes 2019) of candidate instances of ‘non-clinical talk’ from each 
data set, then shared data to refine the definitions and analyses of social talk in surgeon-patient consultations 
presented here.  

We developed an initially broad topical characterisation of social talk consistent with previous research 
(e.g., Holmes, 2000; Hudak & Maynard, 2011; Maynard & Hudak, 2008; Jin, 2018). We defined non-clinical talk 
as any that appeared, at face-value, to go beyond demonstrably institutional or clinical topics. This included 
conventional phatic talk, personal experience, opinion or disclosure, humour, and any other mundane talk 
sequences that could also occur in everyday talk. Our subsequent analyses focused on the actions ascribed to 
social talk by participants (Levinson, 2012), and how these actions relate to sequentiality (Robinson, 2003) and 
to the epistemic, deontic, and affective domains (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014).  

Our analysis highlights the multifunctional nature of social talk, and the significance of interactional 
context and participant understanding when describing social talk in clinical interactions. In the surgeon-patient 
consultations we analysed, social talk was frequently designed to achieve actions beyond straightforward ‘off-
task’ rapport building. We further observed that social talk as a purely relational tool occurred rarely; rather, it 
tended to be simultaneously relational, interactional and clinical. This was particularly evident in social talk that 
occurred within the standard activities of a consultation, rather than at boundary points.  

The relative absence of social talk that could be confidently analysed as only (or primarily) doing 
relational work suggests there is an omnirelevance of the clinical in these consultations – almost all talk can be 
considered hearable in some respect as doing clinical work within the confines of the consultation. As such, 
social talk arguably forms an integral part of the interactional project of the consultation, and is largely 
inseparable from the more overtly clinical and institutional aspects (Walsh 2007). 

Accordingly, advising medical students or practitioners to use social talk simply as a technique for 
rapport building may lead to problematic outcomes such as breaching expected interactional norms for 
participants. More research is needed to understand the complexities and relational implications of social talk 
in clinical consultations, as well as consideration of how such evidence might best be applied within training and 
assessment for clinicians. 
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Michalis Tastsoglou (National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece) 
 
Aspects of the EU as the Creditor in the Political Discourse on the Memoranda: Power Relations 
Described by the Leaders of the Government and the Opposition, 2010-2018 
 

The period 2010-2018 in Greece was characterized by a severe neoliberalization process. The Greek 
state, in order to survive the debt crisis that had arisen in the aftermath of the 2007-2008 global financial crisis, 
had to borrow a huge amount of money. The international institutions (European Committee, European Central 
Bank and International Monetary Fund) demanded the aforementioned process as an exchange for a bailout 
loan to rescue Greece, which was agreed with a state almost under bankruptcy, although the creditors’ proposed 
measures would cause the vertical reduction of the Greek Gross Domestic Product. During the same period, the 
European Union signed three Memoranda of Understanding with the Greek state. These Memoranda meant 
unpopular austerity measures for the vast majority of the Greek people. The recovery of the Greek economy 
had to go through the neoliberal austerity nexus without any deviation in order to satisfy the criteria set by the 
creditors.  

This research aims to analyze how the Greek party leaders stood up for or against the EU during the 
Memoranda period. This means that it attempts to produce results that reflect the tensions, the opinions and 
the variations that were expressed through the political and economic context of the memoranda. The relation 
between the creditor and the debtor is a fundamental power relation, especially in the era of governing by debt 
(Lazzarato, 2015). Therefore, three specific research questions have to be answered. First of all, how do the 
subjects define the relation between the Greek state and its creditors. Second, whether the governmental and 
the oppositional discourse give priority to specific interpretations of this relation. Finally, if their interpretations 
are embedded as a result of a dominant ideology or as a sign of pragmatism. By answering these questions, the 
research aspires to delineate the relation between the governmental/oppositional discourse and the hegemonic 
discourse of neoliberalism. Does the subject’s ideology matter when it has to deal with the hegemonic discourse, 
or the latter seems to be independent and inalterable under the support of the transnational economic elites? 

The research is conducted by the implementation of discourse analysis to a predefined set of political 
speeches. Discourse analysis is a qualitative method that attempts to interpret the discourse of specific subjects 
in order to extract hidden or background meanings. Discourse analysis reveals the power relations that dictate 
consequent behaviors, as well as the salience of explicit ideological products. According to Laclau & Mouffe 
(1985), a researcher can draw basic conclusions about a subject’s way of thinking by analyzing the power 
relations in its discourse. They suggest these power relations could be relations of subordination, relations of 
oppression or relations of domination. Relations of subordination mean the subject expresses a discourse where 
the subordination seems rationale and it is not contested. Relations of oppression mean that the discourse 
describes relations where the subordinated subject attempts to compete with people or/and institutions to 
which is subordinated. Finally, relations of domination are present in these discourses where the current 
relations of subordination are thought of as arbitrary, oppressive and unacceptable.  

This study falls into the field of political discourse analysis and investigates a case that lies at the heart 
of neoliberal policies. It attempts to explain how the debt – seen either as an obligation or as a problem – 
functions inside the mind of the basic managers (prime ministers, ministers of Economics) of the Greek crisis 
and their main political opponents (leaders of the Opposition, and leaders of smaller parties). The research 
compares the governmental to the oppositional discourse on Memoranda, and by answering the three 
aforementioned research questions explores how the debt culture shape the political discourse on the 
Memoranda. This is an initial approach to the way that the Greek politicians treat creditors in public, presenting 
debt as a fundamental problem of the Greek economy while at the same time calling Members of the Parliament 
to vote in favor (governmental discourse) or against (oppositional discourse) of the Memoranda that definitely 
inflate the debt. 

The research examines 32 political speeches that took place in eight different voting dates. Three of 
them concern Memorandum of Understanding voting dates, while the rest of them concern voting for Medium-
term budgetary frameworks. The speeches, as well as the results of the analysis, are subdivided into four groups 
of eight speeches depending on the subjects’ office (prime ministers, ministers of Economics, leaders of the 
Opposition, and leaders of smaller parties).  

The findings show that both governmental and oppositional discourse attempted to manage the public 
opinion’s perceptions about the creditors. The first one showed a tension to present this obligation as a matter 
of pragmatism, while the latter was dichotomized by the factor of political ideology of each opposition. The 
discourse of the opposition on the Memoranda presents a differentiation when the leader of the opposition or 
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a smaller party comes from the left. However, even when a left oppositional party took over the governance of 
Greece, its descriptions for the creditors changed soundly. The presentation provides a set of related tensions 
and legitimation techniques accompanied by excerpts taken from the texts delivered on the eight 
aforementioned voting dates of the 2010-2018 period. Regarding the ideology/pragmatism dipole, the 
governmental discourse was found to be based more on pragmatism, especially when the prime minister or the 
minister of Economics represents a left or a leftist party. On the other hand, the discourse of the opposition 
tended to ascribe the governmental decisions to explicit ideological practices. 
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Olivia H.Y. Tsang (Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong) 
 
Multimodal Relatability in Sponsored and Non-Sponsored Instagram Stories  
 

Instagram is a photo-sharing social media platform that is used worldwide and has become a site 
accommodating both personal and business-driven content. Sponsored content is a prevalent type of 
business-driven content in Instagram and is strongly associated with the activities of social media influencers, 
who as endorsers publish content to promote products along with reports of their personal experience. The 
development of sponsored content has attracted scholarly interest in the fields of marketing, public relations 
and psychology, where researchers discuss the effectiveness and audience’s perception of sponsored content. 
Studies taking a discourse analytical perspective investigating sponsored content on social media as a 
communicative genre are relatively rare, and tend to focus on verbal analyses rather than the multimodal 
discourse analysis. Existing research has also yet to explore Instagram stories, images and 15 second video 
clips that are publicly available on an Instagram profile for 24 hours only. Filters, as a type of multimodal 
resource within the Instagram story discourse, are under-researched. Hence, my research focused on 
exploring the contribution of filters to communication in the discourse of Instagram stories. 

The aim of my research is to analyse how influencers use multimodal resources to create rapport and 
relatability in their Instagram stories, comparing stories which are sponsored and stories which are not. The 
research is a mixed-method multimodal analysis in which the quantitative comparisons of the use of visual 
features in the stories are made to contextualise the ways sponsored and non-sponsored content draw on 
discourses of personal and commercial branding and audience engagement. An analytical framework is 
developed to analyse the filters used in the stories; the analytical categories within the framework are 
informed by previous social semiotics studies and discourse-analytic work on social media.  

The dataset consists of 825 stories from five beauty and lifestyle influencers in the UK who have made 
clear identification of sponsorship. They have given their informed consent for the research. The Instagram 
stories were annotated and analysed in ELAN, a multimedia analytical software. The annotation manual used 
in the study focused on the camera perspectives and filters portrayed in the stories, and analytical categories 
with the manual were derived from earlier work in social semiotics by Kress & van Leeuwen (2006) as well as 
previous discourse-analytic work on selfies (Page, 2018; Zappavigna & Zhao, 2017) and self-branding (Page, 
2012). The categories of camera perspectives annotated include camera distance, camera angle, participants 
foregrounded, the types of people captured, the types of images; colour differentiation, hue, image sharpness, 
framing, and the subject, movement and the function of the filters are annotated as elements of filters. 

The results showed that the proportion of sponsored and non-sponsored stories of the influencers 
mostly depended on their number of followers. Influencers with a higher number of followers posted more 
sponsored content. The visual features used by the influencers in sponsored and non-sponsored content are 
similar. Influencers tend to place their cameras at a personal distance. While they opted for eye-level shots in 
many of their stories, they often shifted to a high camera angle when capturing pets and products. The colour 
of the filter is mainly neutral, with occasional use of warm coloured filter. The image sharpness, framing and 
hue of the stories are predominantly kept neutral, with no noticeable editing. The majority of stickers used by 
the influencers functioned as information-adding elements, giving audience information like date, 
temperature, location, and background music. 

The analysis was interpreted with reference to features within the theory of relatability (Abidin, 2016) 
to understand how influencers built rapport within the discourse of Instagram stories through the multimodal 
communicative resources in the stories. The features of relatability of influencers are realised through the 
visual choices of the influencers. Positioning the camera at a personal distance in sponsored and non-
sponsored content demonstrated that the influencers attempt to visually portray intimacy in both types of 
content by putting followers in a space dedicated to friends (Hall, 1963). The use of eye-level camera angle 
reflects the equal power status between the influencers and their followers while the choices of high-angle 
shots in pet and product-related content suggest that the influencers see themselves as the more powerful 
figure in those contexts. The naturalistic colour differentiation, sharpness, and framing showed that 
influencers generally want to enhance authenticity and believability within relatability (Abidin, 2016). The use 
of warm-coloured hues is associated with showing energy and closeness (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006), which 
communicates intimacy with their followers (Abidin, 2016).  

The similar visual realisation in both sponsored and non-sponsored Instagram stories also indicates 
that relatability is blurred when influencers communicate both sponsored and non-sponsored on the same 
platform, and the blurring of relatability as a personal attribute and its use in commercial contexts generates 
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critical questions about the influencers’ online interactions. The study of visual features, especially the filters, 
opens up the possibilities of new multimodal analytical approaches. 
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Pratiwi Utami (Monash University, Australia) 
 
“I’m Here for the Memes”: The Discourse of Facebook and Twitter Comments about 2019 Presidential 
Election Post-Debate Memes 

 
The Indonesian presidential election held in April 2019 received considerably significant attention from 

Indonesian society. The election involving Joko Widodo/Jokowi-Ma'ruf Amin and Prabowo-Sandiaga Uno as the 
competing candidates provoked various responses from the media long before the actual election was 
conducted. This is due to the feverish political situation and an intense social media war between supporters 
from both sides. Yet, amidst the heat, several humorous political memes circulated on social media and 
appeared to "save the day." The Indonesian public appeared to find entertainment in the middle of the country's 
political turmoil at the time. Not only does the Indonesian public exchange memes on social media, but they 
also make them part of their daily conversation. Indonesian Twitter and Facebook users’ comments appeared 
not only in response to the ongoing presidential election debate, but also to the memes that were circulated on 
both platforms during this political event. They not only evaluated the candidates' performance but also left 
comments assessing the quality, humour, and originality of the memes. 

This study aims to explore the implication of that interaction of Indonesian social media users with 
political memes for civic engagement. To investigate it, this study focuses on Facebook and Twitter postings and 
comments regarding memes circulated during the 2019 Presidential Election debate program on TV. The study 
examined 4,548 entries from Twitter and Facebook postings and comments regarding post-debate memes, 
which took place between January and April 2019. The study aims to analyse the discourse generated among 
netizens about the presidential election and politics in Indonesia. By analysing the comments, this study 
attempts to establish the significance of social media comments as a form of discourse regarding the election as 
well as the reflector of civic engagement with public issues and meme culture. 

The election debate itself was particularly significant because it acted as the tool to understand the 
general public's attention on the course of the election and their mindset about current political issues. Memes 
spread during or after election debates usually highlight arguably the most interesting topic discussed in the 
debate. Furthermore, given how users provided comments and reviews on candidate’s performance during the 
debate, electoral debates can be recognised as a source of feedback and a form of participation in and of 
themselves. At this point, the memes and conversations that occurred following the debate can also exemplify 
how memes become a part of the election as a media event. 

In analysing the discourse generated from the social media comments during the 2019 Presidential 
Election in Indonesia, this study relies on Phillips and Milner’s (2017) concept of constitutive humour. The 
authors made a compelling case of how memes, through humour, allow the process of public making. Memes 
enable media participation by people who gather based on their shared concern and engage in light, humorous 
conversation. They assert memes have helped citizens generate some level of engagement with public 
conversation not through the deliberation of important issues but the constitutive power of humour in the 
memes. As a result, people's interest in debate and post-debate memes are funny catchphrases and punchlines. 
They may overlook the complete emotional, political, or cultural significance of a given event. 

The public-making process is a concern because this study wants to see the shape of civic engagement 
created from the interaction between citizens and political memes, given citizen informal interactions is an 
important aspect of democracy (Dahlgren, 2006). It can reflect the shape of civic engagement beyond the 
conventional and limited account of what being a citizen involves (Wegner 1999). 

As the analysis reveals, the comments in the datasets illustrate that memes primarily served for 
entertainment purposes, and users regarded election debate programs as a playground. Through comments on 
social media, users appeared to emphasise the use of humour and entertainment in meme practice. This 
emerged, firstly, through the way users responded to the election debate. The datasets indicated that in reacting 
to the election debate (as a staged political debate), the social media users would pay greater attention to the 
opportunity to be involved in the meme jokes chain. They tended to keep up with the most current trending 
memes rather than informing themselves about election candidates or political issues. Related to that, users 
appreciated any contribution to the post-debate meme collections. The debates emerged to be the theatre for 
a kind of participatory experience by people keen to exercise skills and observe others exercise their skills. It 
speaks to the way that online participation provides people with avenues for entertaining themselves and each 
other. 

The discourse that memes are mainly for fun was also indicated by the users' comments signalling that 
they favoured meme-able candidates; users would like the candidate more when they were doing or saying 
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something that could be transformed into memes. Finally, the discourse was also seen when users dismissed 
people who wanted to discuss the actual political issues pointed to on a meme or defend the candidate they 
support. The other users would regard this person as ruining the fun in meme practice and thus the person 
would be dubbed as a party crusher. Also, if a meme creator appeared to support one of the candidates, users 
would show their disapproval. It illustrated that there wasn't much room for meaningful arguments among 
people who engage in social media chats. 

Through these findings, the study asserts that creating and sharing memes about the debate was a 
distinct communicative practice that had its own decorum and dispositions that, where they were not political 
in a partisan way, were political as a practice that established a certain kind of community that aligns with 
Indonesian cultural values. It signifies alternative modes of civic engagement that depart form the content of 
the election itself, and this demonstrates the unique contribution that meme culture makes to Indonesian 
society. 
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Joy Weigand (Potsdam University, Germany) 
 
Pre- and Post-pandemic Refugee Discourse in the Press in English 
 

There is no need to elaborate on the ways in which the recent pandemic has changed our lives, as each 
of us can provide examples. Prior to the pandemic, discourse surrounding the European refugee crisis was 
prominent in the news when immigration to Europe started to increase at alarming rates. By 2015, the situation 
had reached crisis status when 1.2 million first-time asylum applications were reported, according to Eurostat 
(2016), which was more than double the preceding year. This study focuses on how collocates surrounding the 
word refugee uncover the linguistic formation of discourse formed by the press in the English language, 
particularly the post-pandemic changes. While the pandemic is not yet over, it is not possible to speak of a truly 
post-pandemic period. Therefore, I will use the term post-pandemic to describe articles published during the 
year 2020. 

Data from a corpus of news from the World Wide Web, Timestamped JSI web corpus 2014-2020 
(Trampus, 2012) managed by Sketch Engine can illustrate the phenomenon localizing the formulated discourse. 
Comparing solely the frequency of refugee collocates containing their country of origin in 2016, you find the 
modifier Syrian with a raw frequency of 71,188 co-occurrences and Afghan with a raw frequency of 7,398 co-
occurrences. With Syrian at nearly ten times the number of co-occurrences as Afghan, it may not surprise you 
that according to Eurostat (2016), there were 13% more European first-time asylum applications from Syria in 
2016. However, Iraqi does not appear in the top twenty collocates, although a reported 126, 915 Iraqis applied 
for asylum in Europe in 2016. Additionally, when you understand that as early as 2012, the UN predicted that 
over 100,000 Rohingya started fleeing Myanmar after violent clashes ended in the deaths of hundreds of 
Rohingya (The_Week, 2015), the question arises as to why the press had not focused on this issue enough to 
warrant the higher presence of the word Rohingya in the frequency data of press articles at that time. The word 
did not appear once in the top 20 co-occurrences. 

However, in 2020, Rohingya with 8,482 cooccurrences with refugee was in the top position. Aside from 
this finding, there are other changes in discourse that can be tracked through collocates. For example, negatively 
connotated metaphorical collocates or words describing flight, such as influx, or fleeing occur far less in the 2020 
corpus data versus the 2016 data.  

In addition to examining the collocates, I will focus on the discourse created. Critical discourse analysis 
(CDA) combined with corpus linguists (CL) is an approach that has been previously instrumental in this type of 
undertaking. CDA is not interested in investigating a linguistic unit per se but in studying social phenomena which 
are necessarily complex and thus require a multidisciplinary and multi-methodical approach (Wodak 2009: 2). 
Earlier linguistic studies have focused on the discursively constructed concept of refugee, asylum seeker, 
immigrant, and migrant by the press. The Baker & McEnery (2005) study not only found that “refugee was 
preferred to asylum seeker,” the study was pivotal in showing that discourse analysis could be corpus-based. 
Khosravinik (2009) found that “similarities exist in the micro-linguistic categories used in representations of 
these groups and that newspapers all contribute to a similar construction of these people, perpetuating 
stereotypes and reproducing negative attitudes.”  

Approaching the study of refugee discourse somewhat quantitatively by looking at statistical 
occurrences can reveal some information about the frequency of collocates and critical discourse analysis 
provides a framework for further understanding the data. 

In order to grasp the concept of refugee discourse, it is important to understand the meaning of the 
word refugee. In this attempt, it becomes clear that one may understand the word one way while another may 
have developed a different notion of the word. So, this becomes subjective. Therefore, a word cannot be 
composed of a singular unit of meaning, but a network or array (reticulum) of various associations. The array 
could denote the word and collocates could denote the elements making up the array, representing the 
associated meanings. This makes collocates important in providing the needed linguistic detail to help 
understand the word. Since these individual arrays are not clearly discrete as there are some core associations 
shared with overlapping arrays any theory of discourse must be based on how the arrays overlap. A statistical 
or quantitative approach can help locate relevant information about the occurrences of words. 

Viewing the statistical data of the corpus can provide one view of the data. Taking the approach of Ruth 
Wodak and Michael Meyer (2015) in which CDA is not one specific theory, methodology is multifarious and 
derived from quite different theoretical backgrounds, using the corpus data, I will argue that there is a difference 
in pre- versus post-pandemic refugee discourse. Through the examination of the data with reference to power, 
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a central concept of CDA, in particular the power of the press, I will show how discourses of refugees have been 
formulated pre- and post-pandemic.  
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Louisa Willoughby, Meredith Bartlett, Jim Hlavac, Shimako Iwasaki, Howard Manns (Monash) and 
Meredith Prain (Able Australia) 
 
Building Shared Understanding: Deafblind Signers and Sighted Support Workers in Dialogue 
 

This presentation introduces a new project being undertaken at Monash University exploring how 
deafblind signers and their sighted interpreters and support workers come to a shared understanding about 
environmental information. This project is supported by the Australian Research Council (Linkage Project 
LP190100267) and partner organisations Able Australia and NAATI. 

Natural sign languages are visual languages, but they are also increasingly used as a primary method 
of communication by deafblind people, who follow what is being signed by touch. As we demonstrate in this 
presentation, adapting a visual language for reception via touch is a complex process that involves much more 
than postural adjustments to accommodate having one’s hands tracked while signing (see e.g. Edwards, 2014; 
Willoughby et al., 2018, 2020). The fact that deafblind signers have little to no access to visual or auditory 
information also changes the assumptions of what might be common ground between participants. At its 
heart, communication is based on the assumption that the ‘Speaker does not need to spell out those things 
which are … obvious to the sensory receptors of the Hearer’ (Allan, 2001, p. 20). This may be very different for 
a deafblind interlocutor, who may need to develop new means to convey information that is not normally 
discussed (such as the location of people/objects in a room, or whether an interlocutor is 
smiling/laughing/frowning etc. at one’s story).  

In this paper we introduce the audience to tactile signing as a communicative mode and outline some 
of the major questions that we will explore in the wider project. Drawing on early data from our focal 
informant – prominent Australian deafblind woman Heather Lawson – we then explore the ways in which 
some of the issues we are discussing manifest in discourse, and how Heather and her support workers 
negotiate successful communication of environmental information. 
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Apsara Wimalasiri (Victoria University of Wellington, NZ) 
 
Revisiting the Small Stories Approach Employed for Analyzing Teacher Identities 

 
This paper aims at revisiting the small stories approach used to analyze language teacher identities by 

specifically looking at how small stories provide insights to understand identity positioning. The data comes from 
a larger study on multilingual English language teacher (MELT) identities in New Zealand (NZ). Narratives of three 
MELTs were analyzed using small stories to identify how they position their language teacher identities in NZ. In 
this paper, I distinguish between traditional narratives and small stories drawing upon relevant literature, 
focusing more on small stories yet argue that the use of a blend of both types of narratives can provide useful 
insights to analyzing identities. 

According to Bamberg and Geogakopoulou (2008, p. 379), small stories are both literally and 
metaphorically termed because they tend to be brief stories and are woven around “micro, fleeting aspects of 
lived experience”. The traditional approach to narrative analysis is also called “big stories”, an “autobiographical 
model” and the “narrative canon” (Bamberg & Geogakopoulou, 2008). These big stories have been critiqued for 
“creating an illusory idea of identity as a solid marker of our existence” (Watson, 2007, p.372).  Bamberg and 
Geogakopoulou (2008) focus on how individuals use small stories in their interactive engagements to construct 
a sense of self, in contrast to big stories which analyze stories as representations of the world and identities.  

Small stories are narratives produced in everyday talk and “tend to be short, fleeting in nature and 
interactionally contingent” (Ives & Juzwick, 2015, p.77). Furthermore, small stories are relatively less polished 
and coherent because they are produced interactionally (Qin, 2019).  I realized that my participants and I 
generated such small stories during the narrative interviews while discussing their experiences in the classroom. 
In addition, I also came across small stories produced by the teacher and the students during classroom 
observations. Furthermore, some of the small stories were reported by the participants while they were 
narrating their past experiences. Qin (2019) used small stories to analyse classroom discourse and demonstrates 
how “small stories are often unobstructively narrated in classroom talk, functioning as pedagogical stories for 
teaching and learning, performative resources for identity and powerful discursive texts that construct 
normative ways of being, acting and learning” (p.192). 

Bamberg and Geogakopoulou (2008) discuss employing small stories in analyzing identity research in 
terms of the “model of positioning” introduced by Davies and Harre (1990). This model, as used by Bucholtz and 
Hall (2005), allows the researchers to view the self at two levels, as the representation of the character in the 
story and the tellership of a storytelling event. This model specifically shows how individuals position themselves 
in their stories. For instance, MELTs in my study used small stories to position themselves in their multiple 
identities in the host-land, New Zealand. Moreover, Bamberg and Geogakopoulou (2008) describe “how we are 
able to analyze the way the referential world is constructed with characters in time and space as well as a 
function of the interactive engagement” (p. 380). They further explain that the former refers to how the teller 
wants to be understood or what sense of self they index. Bamberg and Geogakopoulou (2008) extend the 
discussion of small stories by arguing that we can investigate “concrete sites of engagement in which small 
stories are negotiated and empirically scrutinize the procedures (repertoires) use by tellers in their talk in order 
to establish a particular sense of self” (p.380). For instance, teachers in my study negotiate their sense of self 
through small stories while interacting with me. 

My focus in this study was to explore how MELTs perform and negotiate their identities in language 
classroom and other wider social contexts. Even though this is about the current scenario in their teaching 
career, it was also essential to explore the lived sociolinguistic histories of the multilingual teachers in order to 
understand how they have negotiated their identities from past to present. In other words, my participants who 
were migrants to New Zealand shared stories from both their homeland and host-land. Biographies of the MELTs 
in my study explored through their socio-linguistic histories revealed in their narratives and small stories are 
significant in understanding their negotiations of identity in different phases of their lives as well as language 
teaching careers. These stories disclose socially assigned homeland identities of MELTs as well as the way MELTs 
use these stories to position themselves in their lived socio-linguistic histories while interacting with me. 
Furthermore, their identity positioning as multilingual or monolingual speakers, English language teachers and 
migrants through their small stories support understanding their stances on language(s), and use of language(s) 
in the classroom.   Moreover, my study depicts how teachers do their identities while interacting (in interviews) 
with the researcher throughout the research process, which emerges as a social practice rather than as merely 
participating in data collection (Talmy, 2010).   
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Annalisa Zanola (Università degli Studi di Brescia, Italy) 
 
Genderisation in Professional Discourse. Female Entrepreneurs’ Public Speaking in International 
Corporate Communication 

 
This study looks at female entrepreneurs’ public speaking in international and cross-cultural business 

contexts. Our interest in exploring this issue was originally related to the outcomes of an empirical study we 
conducted in 2019-2020 in twenty northern Italian international businesses. Although our research in that 
context aimed at investigating the strategic implications of female entrepreneurs' decision-making processes on 
their businesses, the conversations and interviews we had with individuals were characterized by persistent 
references to female entrepreneurs’ public speaking. Wishing to know more about what those individuals meant 
by “female entrepreneurs’ public speaking”, what exactly characterized this type of speech, in what settings and 
with what purpose, led us to explore this issue in order to seek to understand its importance in the organizational 
context object of our research. 

Female entrepreneurs’ public speaking is worth researching for two reasons. First, from a theoretical 
perspective, although there is a substantial literature on public speaking (Grice and Skinner 2007; Osborn and 
Osborn 2006; Zanola 2009, 2010), to our knowledge it mainly refers to rhetoric (Coopman and Lull 2008; Lucas 
1998; Strike 1994) and law (Hammond 1993; Nielsen 2004). With regard to the specific field of entrepreneurship, 
there are only few studies (Cienki, Cornelissen and Clarke 2008; Cornelissen and Clarke 2010) that look at how 
entrepreneurs speak in public; within those studies the extent to which entrepreneurs’ gender has implications 
on their public speaking has received little attention. Studies that looked at the impact of gender on public 
speaking relate predominantly to the anthropological field (Johnstone 1995; Natale Riem, Conti Camaiora, Dolce 
and Mercanti 2010). Second, from an empirical perspective, existing studies on public speaking mainly aimed to 
provide explanations on the nature of public speaking (Esenwein 2009) and on the nature of management gurus 
(Greatbatch and Clark 2005) in order for practitioners to be more effective orators. Our study seeks to overcome 
some of those limitations by investigating actors’ accounts and the way they construct their discourse.  

Our study takes a subjectivist, interpretivist perspective. The idea of a public speech that characterizes 
female entrepreneurs emerged as a striking finding in our data. The presentation will be structured as follows: 
in the first part we will provide an overview of the theoretical background on the characteristics of public 
speaking and on entrepreneurs’ public speaking; following that we will explain the research context, the 
philosophical underpinnings of our study, the research approach we took and the research methods we 
employed for collecting data. We then will move on to illustrate our main findings, and in the last section we 
will highlight the contributions of our study to existing understandings. Our findings will acknowledge 
Johnstone's (1995) work in terms of gender identification in speech. However, while in her case participants 
resisted gender identification, in our case they clearly emphasized the presence of those differences drifting 
away from what they interpreted as the traditional, masculine way of interpreting entrepreneurship. Cornelissen 
and Clarke (2010) argue that entrepreneurs use certain forms of speech to establish shared understanding, 
support and legitimacy. We take forward their contribution by specifying that one of those forms of speech is 
the identification of a gendered speech that pertains, in this specific case, to female entrepreneurs and that 
aims to create understanding, support and legitimacy of women's profile as entrepreneurs.   
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Hashtag Nationalism: Online Discourse on China’s Vaccines 
 

Covid-19, which first broke out in Wuhan, China, has already affected 218 countries and territories. 
The Covid-19 pandemic will exert a long-term influence in shaping the world’s economic, political, and cultural 
future. Bieber (2020) notes that the Covid-19 outbreak triggered psychological consequences of collective 
anxiety and leaves political and social outcomes that strengthen exclusionary nationalism, thereby highlighting 
the effects of authoritarianism. Nationalism tends to rise during hardships as it offers citizens an opportunity 
to channel their profound fears and anxieties, and this has been the case in the wake of Covid-19 (Schertzer & 
Woods, 2020). In other words, nationalism provides a roadmap for citizens dealing with these feelings: retreat 
into their community, rally around their flag, help their own, look to strong leaders for guidance, and blame 
their problems on foreigners. Generally, Covid-19 has resulted in collectivisation, as people have resorted to 
following the trend of nationalism (Kloet, Lin, & Chow, 2020). Woods et al. (2020) found that nationalism is on 
the rise in many countries and China is not an exception. 

Chinese bottom-up expression during the pandemic features nationalism (Peng et al., 2020). 
However, Chinese internet users do not only passively receive Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) propaganda. 
According to Zhang et al. (2018), the nationalism expressed in Weibo is multifaceted and contains both pro-
regime and criticism of domestic political conditions, which can be mirrored in the Covid-19 pandemic. China’s 
government initially received much criticism on China’s digital platforms regarding the data it reported and the 
actions it took to remedy the situation (Zhang C., 2020). Afterwards, CCP’s relatively effective handling of the 
pandemic compared with ineffective Western democracies triggered intensified internet users’ support for the 
CCP and distrust of the Western system (Zhao X., 2020). This sort of negative assessment towards Western 
democracies seems to have shown a notable increase during the pandemic (Zhang C., 2020). 

It is widely accepted that the development of Covid-19 vaccines will make significant progress in 
controlling the pandemic. The Covid-19 pandemic is not only a health issue but also a game-changer for world 
politics (Wang, 2020). Hence, many countries have weaponized vaccines to fulfill their national interests (Wee, 
2021). 2021 becomes the year for vaccines. Chinese government and CCP put much effort into promoting their 
actions to assist developing countries to get vaccines and propagating the efficiency of its vaccines to domestic 
Chinese (Albert, 2021; Chen & Hu, 2021). Therefore, scholars also note the emergence of “vaccine 
nationalism,” a competition among superpowers to be the first on the market (Weintraub, Bitton, & 
Rosenberg, 2020) and vaccinate its domestic citizens and utilize vaccines to play a soft power game.  

The role of digital media in China’s nationalism has been well-documented (Reilly 2012). While much 
scholarly attention has been paid to exploring China’s digital nationalism through the perspective of 
government (Jiang, 2014), little is known about the nationalistic expressions and tactics used by all 
stakeholders. Currently, Covid-19 vaccines have triggered heated discussions on social media, with far-
reaching consequences on domestic and international politics. Hence, it is of great importance to examine 
public expressions of nationalism during a global health crisis. We ask, how was nationalism articulated, 
manifested, and mobilized in Weibo discourses about Covid-19 vaccines?  

To determine the research question, this study conducts a qualitative content analysis on Sina Weibo 
posts regarding China’s vaccines. Sina Weibo is the largest social media platform in China (Zhang D., 2020). 
This article identified the five most popular relevant hashtags to locate posts from October 9, 2020, to 
February 9, 2021. October 9, 2020 was chosen as the starting point because China joined COVAX on that day 
(Adlakha, 2020). We selected February 9, 2021, as our ending point because the Chinese government 
announced vaccinating 50 million people before February 9, 2021 (Chen & Hu, 2021). In total, these hashtags 
had generated 19,456 posts within the time frame we determined, which formed our original dataset. Finally, 
the study cleaned the data and randomly selected 769 posts referencing China’s vaccines, along with relevant 
hashtags.  

This study finds that Chinese vaccine nationalism shows an optimistic, rational, and confident tone, 
and argues that social media provides users with putative common descent a virtual "imagined community" to 
interact with symbols and slogans to reinforce nationalism. Chinese nationalism also shows a feature of 
globalism and culturalism.  
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